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FOREWORD
 

The name "Engineering Astronomy" refers to that blend of 
selected topics from the closely-related disciplines of 
positional astronomy, astrometry, and cele~tial mechan!cs 
which I have found necessary for the solutlon of certaln 
problems with which I have been confronted over the past 
quarter-century or so as a practicing mechanical design en
gineer. The material contained in this text is intended to 
introduce the student to the fundamental nomenclature and 
methods of these disciplines, as applied to engineering prob
lems at Sandia National Laboratories. Since we at Sandia 
are not primarily, if indeed at all, interested in the navi
gational aspects	 of astronomy, references to sextants, dip
of the horizon, and like matters are omitted; the discussion 
of observing instruments is limited to transits, theodolites, 
and tracking telescopes which we would expect to use in the 
field. 

In addition to the text, there are several other publications
which we will find necessary to consult for data required
in the solution of various problems. These include: 

(a )	 "The Astronomical Almanac," an annual publication
of the Nautical Almanac Office, United States Naval

I/~I	 Observatory, Washington, D.C. This volume, com
monly referred to as simply "the Almanac," or abbre
viated as "A.A.," is the basic reference source for 
fundamental constants, data, and methods of compu
tation for our class. Until 1981, this publication 
was entitled "The American Ephemeris and Nautical 
Almanac," often called "the Ephemeris" for short, 
and abbreviated as "A.E." The student should bear 
this relatively recent name change in mind, as 
references to the older title appear in many re
lated publications, including the present text. 

( b) "The Nautical Almanac," another and quite different 
publication issued by the same office as above. 
This volume, which is often abbreviated as "N.A.," 
contains material drawn from the Astronomical Al
manac but presented in a form to render it more 
readily usable by navigators of ships at sea. We 
shall use portions of it, but we shall depend upon
the Astronomical Almanac to meet the most of our 
needs. 

( c) "Explanatory Supplement to the Ephemeris," copy
right 1961, which gives detailed explanations of 
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the tables in the Astronomical Almanac, sample 
calculations to illustrate their use, and a con
siderable amount of infarmation on related topics 
such as the calendar. 

(d) "Apparent Places of Fundamental Stars, II issued on 
an annual basis by the Astronomisches Rechen

/lnstitut	 at Heidelberg, containing the positions
oLfove r 1, 500 s tars gi ve nat i nt e r val s 0 f ten days 
or less during the current year. 

(e) various star charts, atlases, and catalogs. 

It would certainly be best to provide each student with his 
own copy of each of the above publications, but high cost 
and long delivery times preclude this approach. Instead, 
necessary portions of the above materials will be reproduced 
and handed out in class from time to time so that each of 
you will gradually accumulate a number of pages, about 150 
to 200 in all, which should be filed in a man~er suitable 
for rapid information retrieval as well as for ease of carry
ing. This material should be brought to each class meeting
for possible reference use. 

The data tabulated in the Almanac and in "Apparent Places" 
are given to a precision commensurate with that required 
for first-order survey work or for observatory use; the data 
in the Nautical Almanac are given to a much lower precision,
typically to the nearest tenth of a minute of arc, which is 
usually good enough for the navigator and in many cases for 
the land surveyor. For class problems, a general rule is 
to carry out all calculations to the same degree of precision 
as that of the tabular data, so as to make it easy to check 
your answer and method. 

While it is my hope that the knowledge you will gain in this 
course will enable you to attack and solve such problems in 
astronomy as may come to be part of your work at the Labora
tories, I will be happy to consult with you on any such prob
lem either during this "semester" or thereafter. 

Grover W. Hughes 
1985 February 1 
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 Practical Astronomy. "Practical Astronomy" is traditional.ly 
defined a. that branch of astronomy which deals with the theor,y and use 
of astronomical instruments, methods of observing, the reduction of 
observations, and the prediction of future positions of the various 
heavenly bodies. The term ''Engineering Astronomy" will be taken to mean 
that Part of practical astrono~ in which we here at Sandia Laborator,y 
are interested, concerning the determining of time, latitude, longitude, 
and azimuth, together with the circumstances of solar eclipses, the 
apparent track of missiles and artificial satellites, and the positions 
of the heavenly bodies at any time. 

1. 2 HeavenlY Bodies. Astronomy in general includes the study and 
description of different bodies such as the sun and the moon that are 
commonly known as heavenly bodies. These are: 

The stars, which are extremely remote, but immense, bodies giving 
off light and heat by means of their internal thermonuclear processes, 
and which appear to shine in the sky as points of light of various bright
nesses. To the unaided eye not more than about 2,500 are visible at one 
time, but it has been estimated that the 5 m (200 inch) telescope on Mt. Palomar 
could reveal over 1 billion. The stars (with the exception of our own sun) 
are so far away that we are hardly able to detect tl)eir relative motions, 
and for this reason they are orten called fixed stars. 

The sun, which is a star without which life on the earth, at least 
as we knoW"It, would be impossible. It is an average";size star about 
1,392,000 kilometers (865,000 miles) in diameter with a mass 333,000 ti.el 
that of the earth. 

The planets, nine in number, which are opaque spheroidal bodies revolving 
about the sun in orbits which are ellipses with the sun at one of the foci. 
The orbits of the planets are nearly 

I

in the same plane. As viewed from a 
far-off northern point in space, the planets move about the sun in a counter
clockwise direction. They shine by reflected light from the sun and to the 
unaided eye look much like stars. 

Natural satellites, which in physical constitution resemble the planets 
and revolve about them in elliptic orbits; the moon is the natural satellite 
of the earth. . 

comets, which are bodies of small III&SS and ver,y low density cc.pared 
with the planets, revolving about the sun in elliptic or parabolic orbit•• 
The radiation from the aun 1D&lte. them shine. Bright comets appear in the sky 
u h&z7 spots with tails of pale lllht .trew.ng trOll them. 

Asteroids, also kDown a. planetoid., which are sll&ll and usually irregularly 
shaped so11d bodies revolving about the sun in independent orbits lying mainly 
between those of Mars and Jupiter. About 50,000 of these objects have been dis
covered; orbits of about 1,800 of them have been determined. The asteroids vary 
in size from about 1 kiloaeter to about 760 kiloaeters in diameter. 



Table 1. 1 Orbital Data ot the Planets 
(A.A. 198), p. E)) 

i: 

Planet Symbol 
Mean distance 

trom sun 

Equatorial 
Diameter 

Time for 1 
revolution 
around sun 

Orbital 
eccentricity 

Orbital 
inclination 

Number of 
satellites 

A.U. lob kIn 10° mi. lan miles 

Mercury ~ 0.39 58 36 4,878 3,131 88 days 0.206 7:00 0 

Venus ~ .72 108 67 12,104 7,521 225 It .007 3.39 0 
Earth E9 1.00 150 93 12,756 7,926 365 It .017 0 1 
Mars d 1.52 228 142 6,794 4,222 687 It .093 1.85 2 
Jupiter 2J. 5.20 778 484 142,796 88,730 1l.9 yrs .048 1.30 ]6 
Saturn n 9.56 1,426 887 120,000 74,565 29.5 It .057 2.48 15 
Uranus 0 19.3 2,870 1,786 50,800 31,566 84.0 It .047 0.77 5 
Neptune ~ 30.3 4,496 2,797 48,600 30,200 164.8 It 

.007 1.79 2 
Pluto e 39.6 5,900 3,675 5,000 3,100 248.4 It 

.252 17.13 1 
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The sun (astronomical symbol ~), the planets with their satellites, 
the comets, and the asteroids form the solar system. Some characteristics of 
the planets are given in Table 1. 1. 

In addition to the natural bodies described above, we must also consider 
man-made objects which, although very much smaller and less massive than most 
of the other natural bodies, may appear as star-like or meteor-like. These 
includ~: 

Artificial satellites of the earth, around which they revolve in elliptic 
orbits of various sizes and with the earth at one of the foci. About 5,000 
such objects were in orbit as of 1982 Janua~ 1. 

----.-.. 

Missiles and rockets whose lifetimes are relatively short, being launched 
from the surface of the earth, possibly leaving the atmosphere and reentering, 
with ground impact occurring less than one earth circumference away. 

1.3 The earth is the third planet from the sun and the fifth largest of the 
nine planets. Its shape is nearly that of an oblate spheroid, rotating on its 
shorter (polar) axis in a counterclockwise direction as seen from a far-off 
northern point in space. The Astronomical Almanac contains, in Section K, a number 
of fundamental constants pertaining to the earth and its figure (shape). A few 
of these constants are: 

(a) the equatorial radius is 6,378.140 km 
(b) the flattening reciprocal is 298.257 
(c) mean distance from the sun is 149,597,870 km 

In addition, the earth revolves about the sun in an orbit which is an ellipse 
having the sun at one of the foci; the direction of this revolution is, like 
its rotation, counterclockwise as viewed from a remote northern point in space. 
The average orbital speed is about 30 km/sec. About January 2 of each year the 
earth is at perihelion (the point in its orbit which is nearest the sun) and its 
orbital speed is a maximum; about July 2 it is at aphelion (farthest from the sun) 
and its speed is a minimum (see Fig. 1. 1). 

The orbital plane of the earth is called the plane of the ecliptic, taking 
its name from the fact that eclipses can occur only when the moon is on or very 
near this plane. The equatorial plane of the earth is tipped at an angle of 
about 23to to the ecliptic plane; this angle is formally known as the obliquity 
of the ecliptic. 'Daily values of this angle 'are given in the "Nutation,- Obliquity, 
Day Numbers" table in Section B of the Astronomical Almanac o 

The earth's rotational (polar) axis is tipped from the perpendicular to 
the ecliptic plane by the same angle. For the present discussion, the earth's 
axis will be considered to point always in the same direction in space, which 
is very nearly true, since the real motions of the axis are very slow, with the 
effects of such motions not being noticed by the casual observer for many 
decades, if at all. Referring to Fig.1.! with the above assumption in mind, it 
will be seen that when the earth is at A, the sun shines vertically downward 
on points 23to north of the earthts equator. This occurs about June 21 of each 
year and marks the beginning of summer for the Northern Hemisphere. About 
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September 21, the earth is at B, the sun shines vertically downward on points 
on the equator, and oblique rays just reach the north and south poles. This 
position marks the beginning of autumn. Three months later, the earth is at 
C, where conditions are opposite to those at A, that is, the sun shines 
vertically downward on points about 23,· south of the equator. This occurs 
about December 21 and marks the beginning ot winter for the Northern Hemisphere. 
On March 21, the beginning ot spring, the north and south poles again just 
receive.light as they did at B. 

The exact instants ot time, or epochs, corresponding to the points just
 
discussed are called the summer solstice, the autumnal (fall) equinox, the
 

.winter solstice, and the vernal (spring) equinox, respectively. The average 
dates are as given above; the exact values for the current year are given in 
Section A of the Astronomical Almanac. 

MarrA!1 Ifrt.. (..-.l) -.a-

APHEUON 
PERIHELION(Ju I)2,) 

(·Jall.2) 

-The :;easons. 

1.4 The Moon. The diameter of the moon is about 3,480 Ian (2,160 miles), 
somewhat greater than one-fourth of the diameter of the earth about which it 
revolves in an elliptical path in 27 1/3 days sidereal period (referred to 
the star field) or 29l days synodic period (referred to the earth-sun line). 
The plane ot the orbit of the moon about the earth is inclined to the plane of 
the earth'S orbit about the sun (the ecliptic) at an angle of about 5·. While 
the earth is revolving about the sun, the moon is revolving about the earth 
in the same direction at an average distance of about 384,000 km (239,000 miles). 

Like the planets, the moon shines by reflected light of the sun. When the 
moon, during its revolution about the earth, is between us and the SUD, or 
nearly so, its dark hemisphere is toward us and the moon is invisible. This 
phase is known as the new moon. About one week later, at first quarter, the 
moon has moved t ot the way around the earth, so that half of the sunlit 
hemisphere is visible from the earth; and two weeks later, when the earth is 
between the sun and the moon, the entire sunlit hemisphere of the moon is facing 
the earth and we have full moon. Third quarter occurs about a week later than 
this, when again o~ half' the sunlit hemisphere is visible. . 
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The times corresponding to the various phases of the moon are given in 
the Almanac, in Section A, "Phenomena" • ., 

.. 

1.5 The Celestial Sphere. As we look at the heavens on a clear night, 
the stars appear to be fixed on the inner surface of a vast sphere known as 
the celestial sphere and we appear to be at the center of this sphere. In 
reality, the stars are scattered in space, and we, in their mic:ist, project 
their images on this imaginary sphere. The stars are so remote from the observer 
that the celestial sphere is assumed infinite in radius, with its center at the 
observer on the surface of the earth, or at the center of the earth, or at the 
center of the sun. 

/I A 

Fig. 1.2 --'ppnrellt I"J~jti()II., of Il.e J'l'n\,ellh' h(lrlie~. '1'" Ihe- toh,..,rn'r tit 0, the he-n\"l'rtl.,·
 
bodie-s n. I., 1I1ll! r nppear on Ihe (··.·I'·-li,,1 ;phere nt A, n, and C; re.-peclin'ly; u nlld I. al.p"nr
 
"ery do~e- to end, ()li,,>r. Ih'"';.;I. in /'l·alil.'· 11,(,." are ,(·pnr:tleu hy n \':lst distant·c.
 

After watching the sky for some time, we see that some stars have dis
appeared below the western horizon and others have appeared above the eastern 
horizon, but the relative positions of the stars visible remain the same. 
Hence we conclude that the celestial sphere apparently rotates on an axis. 
This apparent rotation of the celestial sphere, making stars rise in the east and 
set in the west, is due to the actual rotation from west to east of the earth on its 
axis. The celestial poles are the two points where the axis of rotation of 
the earth, extended, pierces the celestial sphere. Each star appears to 
describe a circle having its center on the line joining the celestial poles; 
these circles are known as diurnal circles. Diurnal circles are illustrated in 
Fig. 1.3. Work in practical astrono~ is immensely simplified by making use of 
the apparent rotation of the celestial sphere in preference to the actual 
rotation of the earth. 

Fig. 1.3 Diurnal circles traced by
 
the BiS Dipper and the Little Dipper.
 
The initial positions of the stars
 
are indicated by the dots; arrow.
 
indicate the direction or apparent
 
lIOtion.
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1.6 Apparent Path ot the Sun among the Stars. The circle KIM in Fig.l. 4 
represents the intersection of the celestial sphere with the plane of the 
earth's orbit ABC. Let K. L, and Mbe the projections ot stars on the 
celestial sphere. S' is the projection ot the sun S on the celestial sphere 
when the earth is at A. Twenty-four sidereal hours later, the earth will be 
at a position such as B, the stars will appear in the same position as betore, 
but the projection of the sun will be S". Hence, because of the motion ot 
the earth in its orbit about the sun, the sun appears to move a~ng the stars 
trom west to east. The ecliptic is the intersection of the plane of the 
earth's orbit with the celestial sphere, or the great circle described by the 
sun in its apparent motion during the year. 

\ 

\\·I......"TER 

.0:.<11C>: "'---. 

-..".....-
Itf 

Fig. 1.4 TIl(' :;un proj('['t('r1 on thl' ('l'lt·"tia!1iplacl'(,. .\s the t':ltth move" from .A. to B. 
t hp'''u!I :Ij'j)('UI'::- to lUO\l' [ruul S' lu .S ". Thi~ Iilutiull i" tl)w:lrd t he Wilt anu about 10 

ru dUll. 

Since the earth completes one revolution in about 365t days, the apparent 
motion of the sun among the stars is about 1 0 per day. This motion is illus
trated inFig.l.5,which is a portion of a star chart with the sun's position 
shown for three different days • 

• 

Eaat 

XII XI EquAtor x 
South 

Fig. 1.5 ApJlurt>nt tllNion of tll(> .sUll :1l11fJlll! t hl' .-1:1 r.O;. 'fh" :>\111 JI:lS 1I10\','U ill the i"terY3i 
of 1U 1J:"~'",, ahuut 10° to\\'anl till' w;;t 
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_20 
URANUS IN 1970 

• 

• 
_3° 

." VIRGO 
• 

_4° • • • 
Jon 1971 • • 

_!>o 

• 
• 

_6° 

1.7 Apparent Path of the Moon and Planets among the stars. Owing to 
the rotation of the earth on its axis the moon rises and sets like the rest 
of' the heavenly bodies. But the moon revolves about the earth and hence 
moves in an easterly direction at about 130 per day (360 + 27.3). Thua it 
rises later each day. Just as the sun appears to move among the stars about 
1 0 per day, the moon appears to move about 13 0 in the same direction. This 
motion relative to the stars is shown in Figs. 1. 6a and 1.6b. 

"0" 
.'It!).... 

.... , .. 

t-- .fl-.-- ---O~--l L""'-- --__-...J:l.-

Fi (7 1 6a Appearance of the western sky at sunset, Fig. 1.6b Ap~&rance of the v~stern sKy at ~ur.Eet,
 

o."~ ,;n1c:uJa1' ." 18 lat. 110·.. 1'M __ 18 2 ..,. 2 -7' laW!'. !1M nar coat1pftUou ,...18 - 
old and. 18 about 26· from the sun. The Pleiades same 1n the t\iO figures, but the atara arc :1f:a.rer
 
are sho'tin a~ove the sun; Aldeba.ran 1a just below the western horizon, wh1ch shows the apparent 
the IIIDOni the cocatellation Orion 1a to the lett. easterly :Dt1on of the sun with re£~ect to the star•• 

This 11 aore apparent 1.J:l tbe case ot the lIOOn. 

The apparent motion of the planets on the celestial sphere is somewhat 
ana.logous to the motion of the sun and "the moon but is more irregular. The 
movement of the earth around the sun is combined with that of the planet in 
such a way that sometimes the planet appears to move westward among the stars. 

d' r""'"-....---r----r-----r-~.- _____;- - ... - --.---.--.-----.----.._----.-...---,..-~~~"r'"1 

Tj • • 'J 

• 
• June 

•• y 

Fig. 1.• 7 The chart auo\'C: ~h()\\'s the path o( t.~nlllllS in "i.-go. wilh sIal'S plOltl'd to about 
moagnilude il: north is al the top. to oagrl'(' with tht.' vicw in biuooal;u's" 
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1.8 Constellations. The stars as they appear on the celestial sphere 
have been divided into groups that are known as constellations. At present, 
the entire surface of the celestial sphere is divided into 88 areas, or 
constellations. 

Most of the names of the constellations come to us from the ancients. 
Many names are those of animals; others represent characters in Greek 
mythology. The stars in a constellation are designated by letters of the 
Greek alphabet. Usually the brightest star in the constellation receive. 
the letter a, the second brightest ~, and so on. For example, in the con
stellation ursa Minor (the Little Bear), the North Star is the brightest 
and is named a Ursae Minoris (the genitive case being used); the second ~<~x 
brightest is ~ UrSE Minoris. A few prominent stars have individual names; 
for example, a LyrE is known as Vega, and ~ Orionis as Rigel. When the 
naked-eye stars of a constellation are so numerous as to exhaust the letters 
of the Greek alphabet, the Roman letters are used. It is apparent that this ~~ 
method will fail in the case of telescopic stars. In this case, a star is 
referred to by its number in some catalogue. For example, GC1353 means the 
star'so numbered 1n Boss's "General Catalogue". 

Fig. 1.8 shows a familiar grouping of stars commonly called the "Big 
Dipper." which is actually just a portion of the constellation ursa Major, 
the Great Bear; the complete constellation includes even more stars than are 
shown here. 

" -- "B i - --:- -- - _,/ :3 DIpper" --__ 

."I

/ 

URSA 

•f 
Fig. 1.8 
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1.9 ~~itude of Stars. Inasmuch as distances of the stars from the 
observer are different and their intrinsic brightness is different, their 
apparent brightness is different. To classify the stars according to their 
brightne8.~ the ancient astronomers adopted an arbitrary scale known as 
''magnitude of stars. A modified form of this scale used at present may be 
explained as follows: 

A star of fi:f'th magnitude is ~loo, or 2.512, times as bri~t as a 
star of sixth magnitude. 

5/-2
A star of fourth magnitude is ( V loo) , or 6.31 times as bright as 

a star of sixth magnitude. 

A star of third magnitude is ( <J loo}3, or 15.85, times as bright 
as a star of sixth magnitude. 

A star of second magnitude i4 ( ~ lOO}4, or 39.81, times as bright 
as a star of sixth magnitude. 

A star of first magnitude is 100 times as bright &s a star of the 
sixth magnitude. 

The scale may be extended above and below the limits given. That is, a 
star of zero magnitude is 2.512 times as bright as a star of first magni
tude. Vega is about zero magnitUde. Fractional and negative magnitudes 
may likewise be introduced. Table 1.2 gives apparent visual magnitudes of 
a few celestial objects, for comparison, the "Bright Stars" table in 
Section H of the AL~anac lists l,L75 stars and their visual magnitudes. 

Table 1.2 Visual Magnitudes of a Few Heavenly Bodies 

Sun -26.7 Uranus +7 
Moon (full) -12.7 Neptune +8 
Merc~l -1 Plut03 +15 
Venus2 -4.5 
Mars -2 Sirius -1.'"
Jupiter -2 Vega +0.0'3 
Saturn o Polaris +2.01 

The faintest star which can be seen with 7X50 binoculars is about +9.
 
The faintest star which can be seen with the 2oo-inch Hale telescope
 

on Mount Palomar is about +23. 

1 

2 
3 

the magnitude of a planet varies with its phase and distance; values 
given are for the brightest apparition. 
can be seen in daylight with the unaided eye. 
requires about a l4-inch telescope. 
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The apparent visual magnitudes of two bodies are related by the 
expression 

.. , ~ 2 5 1	 ( 1-1)~ - lIlt •	 -. oglO P;
t 

where 11 • magnitude 
B • brightness 
b • sUbscript denoting the 

brighter body 
t =subscript denoting the 

fainter body 

Example:	 An artificial earth satellite passes near a star whose 
visual magnitude is known to be +3.2; the star is 
estimated to be twice as bright as the satellite. The 
approximate visual magnitude of the satellite is then 
calculated as follows: 

+3.2 - 11 t. -2.5(0.30103) • -0.75 ~ -0~8sa 

m • +4.0sat 

~-"~',,::;'-: 
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1.10 Units ot Angular Measurements. The apparent separation ot one 
heavenly body from another is usually measured on the celestial sphere in 
units ot degrees, minutes, and seconds of are, denoted by the symbols • , 11 

respectiveq. For example" referring to Fig. 1.8 we say that the distance 
between the "pointer stars Merak and Dubhe is approximately' 5-. (The real 
distance between them is disregarded; see Fig. 1.2 .) 

..a.Dother system of angular measurement which is very convenient in 
astrono~ is that of hours, minutes, and seconds of time, denoted by the 
symbols h m S respectivelY; 1n this system, the circle 1s considered to be 
divided into 24 units called hours. 

The relation between the two systems is as follows: 

1h corresponds to 15·
 
1m corresponds to 15'
 
18 corresponds to 15"
 

1· corresponds to ~m
 
l' corresponds to 4s
 
1" corresponds to 0~067
 

Tables B-1 and B-2 in the Appendix permit rapid conversion from one 
!ystem to the other. 

Example 1: Convert 55° hOt hh~6 to time units. 

From Table B-2 in the Appendix J the following correspondence 
of values is obtained: 

5S0 is equivalent to 3h 40·
hOt is equivalent to 2m 408 

bL" is equivalent to 2:933 
~6 is equivalent to .0hO 

Sso 40 1 44~6 is equivalent to )h 42m 42~973 

Example 2: Convert 17h 27m 43~7h to angular units. 

From Table B-1 in the Appendix, the following correspondence 
of values is obtained: 

l2h is equivalent to 180· 
sh 2m is equivalent to 810 45'

LJs is equivalent to 10' 45" 
~74 is eguivalent to ll~lO 

17h 2rm h3~74 is equivalent to 
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1-1.
 

I 1-2. 

1-3. 

1-4. 

1-5. 

1-6. 

1-7. 

I 1-8. 

1-9. 

1-10. 

I{)o 
,..~ 

i~ 

t~ )...f>1 1- 'i:'. q 33 > 
0. o'ikv\ 

Exercises 

Calculate the radius of the sun in kilometers, using the semidiameter 
and itrue distance (given in Astronomical Units) as tabulated in the 
Almanac for: 

(a) Feb. 13 
(b) June 10 
(0) Oct. 31 

Compare the results with the value given on page 1 of the text. {Note: the 
value of the A.U. in km is given in the Almanac, on page K6. 
other necessary data are given in the Almanac tables of the Sun, Section C. 

Referring toTable 1.1 of the text, verify the mean distance of 

(a) Mercury (e) Saturn 
(b) Venus (f) Uranus 
(c) Mars (g) Neptune 
(d) Jupiter (h) Pluto
 

from the sun (in kilometers).
 

Find the mean time required for a radio transmission to travel from the 
earth to the sun; necessary data are given in the ,Almanac. 

Using the earth's equatorial radius and flattening factor from page K6 of the 
Almanac, calculate the polar radius. 

G~ve the dates in the current year corresponding to: 

(a) perihelion (e) summer solstice 
(b) aphelion (f) winter solstice 
(c ) vernal equinox (g) Easter 
(d) autumnal equinox (h) full moon in September 

On what dates in the current year is the sun on: 
(a) the ecliptic? (b) the celestial equator? 

On the average, what is the daily difference in the time of moon rise, 
and is it earlier or later each day? 

The star Vega (~Lyrae) has a measured brightness of 416 units on a certain 
photometric scale. On the same scale, a nearby star has a brightness of 
173 units. Give the visual magnitude of this second star. 

On the same scale as that described in the exercise preceding, what would 
be the expected brightness of the star E Scuti (3rd entry following Vega)? 

"L 7 0 

t< 1-(-'" t ~.'3 'I b 11-:>3A 
~<i 

~I ~. ')-7 0 'I S -c.>
0,"- !D
~~ ).533 -If{
/ t; 1~
J () 
Li 
I (fg ... f/ ()
 

)~ ."S-"--~~ 
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Exercises 

1-1.	 Calculate the radius at the SUD in kilometers, using the eemidiameter
 
and true distance (given in Astronomical Units) as tabulated in the
 
Almanac for:
 

(a~ Feb. 13 
(b June 10
 
(c Oct. 31
 

Compare the results with the value given on page 1 of the text. (Note: the 
value of the A.U. in km is given in the Almanac, on page K6. 
other necessary data are given in the Almanac tables of the Sun, Section C. 

1-2.	 Referring to Table 1.1 of the text, verify the mean distance of 

~ (a) Mercury jZ' (:;7.909) keel saturn IIL/1~ 
~ (b) Venus /0 'fS 6 (f) uranus J...'ir7Q 

a (c) Mars ;2. ~~ ~ (g) Neptune r'l-I 96 
?,t (d) Jupiter 7 "/ 'i?' e. (h) Pluto . s 9 cO 

from the sun (in kilometers). 

1-3. Find the mean time required for a radio transmission to travel trom the
 
earth to the SUD; necessary data are given in the Almanac. K -6 --<
 

f?"l ~ -:: Y~ /7 4R-<.

1-4. Using the earth's equatorial radius and flattening factor from page K' of the 
Almanac, v••tf) the ;alas gluen ta8~. '81 the polar radius. 

C..A,-~iJLA7i;. GIS '.'1S'S' K~ A/.'-j In ~ 

1-5.	 Give the dates in the current year corresponding to: 
"	 " Y'Y)(a) periheli.on 1-3, - 10 (e~ summer solstice 6-;;./ /0 '1'1 

(b) aphelion - \ 7 - S"' 10 /tI (t winter solstice /1-1) ~1..Oii" 

(cd) vernal equinox s~ 10 II, IV (g Easter '1- 7 "

() autumnal equinox 9-1.~ to... °7 (h) tuJ.l moon in September J...q - <l <> () ~ 

1-6.	 On what dates in the current year is the sun on: 
(a)	 the ecliptic? (b) the celestial equator? . . ~ 

~fr4.. ' ~Xl 
1-7.	 On the average, what is the daily difference in the time at moon rise,
 

and is it earlier or late!. each day? ')6~---

1-8.	 The star Vega (~Lyrae) hal a .easured brightness of 416 units on a certain 
photometric scale. On the lame Icale, • nearby star has a brightness of 
173 units. Give the visual .agnitude of this second star. 

1-9.	 On the same scale .e that described in the exercise preceding, what would
 
be the expected brightness of the star E Scuti (3rd entry tollowing Vega)?
 

1-10.	 Express each at the tollowing angular measurements in the opposite I7stem 
ot unite: 
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CHAPTER 2 

SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

2.1 Terminology and Definitions. A sphere may be defined as a closed 
surface "ery point of which 1s equidistant from a fixed point within called 
the center. A radius of the sphere is any straight line drawn from the center 
to the surface. A diameter of the sphere is the line formed by any two radii 
which are oppositely directed. A circle is the intersection of the spherical 
surface with any plane which cuts that surface; when the cutting plane passes 
through the center of the sphere, a great circle is formed; a small circle 
is formed when the cutting plane does not pass through the center of the sphere. 
The axis of the circle is the line which is perpendicular to the cutting plane 
and WiiTCh passes through the center. The poles of the circle are the two points 
at which the axis pierces the Surface of the sphere. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the 
above terms. 

Po/~ ) 

' ;"/' " 'yo , 

,/' (' 
/,,' d':~~ ,: 

Is~\\ j\'~, 
~ , 

V 
~ ,

c;, , 

~ , 
'>....-

Fig. 2. 1 Terma used 1n .pherical geometry. 

2.2 Points and Circles of Reference. To determine the position of a 
point on the surface of a sphere we imagine circles and points of reference 
as follows (see also Fig. 2.2): 

•	 the fundamental circle, an arbitrary great circle of the sphere. 
•	 the poles of this fundamental circle. 
•	 a family of secondary great circles all of which pass through the 

poles and are therefore perpendicUJAr to the fundamental circle. 
•	 the origin, an arbitrary point on the tundamental circle. 

Two coordinates are necessary and sufficient to locate a point on the 
surface ot a sphere. One coordinate of the point is measured from the origin 
along the fundamental circle to its intersection with the secondary circle 
passing through the point; the other is measured along this secondary circle, 
from the intersection to the point. Observe that a complete detinition of a 
coordinate ot a point must include four things: (1) the circle on which it is 
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Seco"dt;.,..!:1 
gr.Ar Clrc/ft$ 

MLJst h..~e:Pomr 
• ~u"'dQ."" e"t4.1 CIf"Cle 

pol~s .•
• s~c: o"c::I4,"j ~r4lO.+ CIrcles 

• o("~'''' 

2 c.oord rna.Tes 

Fig. 2.2 Spherical coordinate system. 

measured, (2) the initial point on that circle, (3) the direction of the 
measurement, and (4) the terminal point. 

By assuming different spheres, :fUndamental circles. and origins we 
obtain different systems of coordinates. There are five systems which we 
will use in our work: the geographic, horizon, dependent equatorial. 
independent equatorial, and ecliptic systems; these are described in detail in the 
following sections. Only the first of these, the geographic, is a terrestrial 
system; the other four are celestial. 

2.3 The Geographic System. In this system, illustrated in Fig. 2.3, 
the reference sphere is the earth, which to a first approximation may be 
considered as a true sphere. The fundamental circle is the earth's equator, 
and the axis is the rotational axis of the earth; the poles are the earth's 
geographic north and south poles. The secondary great circles are called 
meridians of longitude, or simply meridians. The origin is the point of 
intersection of the equator and the meridian which passes through a specific 
point in the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England. 

The longitude of a point is the angular distance measured trom the 

Greenwich meridian either eastward or westward alOng the equator to the 
2 3* 1meridian of the point. It is also seen to be the angle at the pole
4 

from the Greenwich meridian to the meridian of the point. The symbol for 
longitude is the Greek letter ~. 

For the sake of systematic procedure and unique definition, it would 
be better to define the sense in which longitude 1s measured &s always 
eastward (or else always westward) trom Greenwich, counting trOll O· to 360·; 
traditionally, however, the practice 1a to .e.sure in either direction as 

•	 The wilber. appeari. belaw the Wlderl1Jai-. reter to the corre8pODd1....... 
in .ectioD 2.2. 
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convenient, 80 as to keep the numerical value to 1800 or less, and to specify, by 
adding either the letter E or W, the direction of measurement from the Greenwich 
meridian. For example, the longitude of a particular place would be expressed in 
the traditional manner as l45°l9'48"E. 

Fig. 2.3 The seographic ~.te. ot coordinate•• 

The latitude ~ of a point on the surface of the earth, here considered to 
be truly spherical, is the angular distance from the equator measured 

northward or southward along the meridian of the point t§ the point. The sense 
3 1 4 

of measurement is denoted either by adding the letter N or 5 after the numeri
cal value, or by preceding the numerical value ~ith an algebraic sign, + for 
north and - for south latitude. For example, the latitude of a certain place 
might be expressed either as 170 12' 33"5 or as _170 12' 33". 

The definition of latitude as given in the paragraph above is a simplified 
one based on the assumption of a spherical, non-rotating, homogeneous earth. 
Depending upon the accuracy required in a particular situation, it may become 
necessary to recognize the departure of the actual earth from these idealized 
conditions, and to distinguish between three dif'terent kinds of latitude, as· 
described on the following pagel. 

* The uu"'r••ppeari~ belGlr the aDderl1Dl. nter to tbe eorrelpODd1aa DaIIbv. 
in .eetloD ~.2. 



2.3.1 The earth-ellipsoid. The actual shape of the earth's surface is extremely 
irregular when the various physical features such as mountains and valleys are 
taken into aCC0unt. In E~odes,y, the mean free surface of the oceans, being a surface 
of equilibrium, is used astlle--datum to which the heights of various points are 
referred. This surface, including its imaginary extension under the continents 
(assuming the continental material to be porous so that the ocean can percolate 
through it) , is called the geoid. Since the geoid is not a simple mathematical 
shane, its use for the calculation of geometric positions is unwieldy, so that the 
usual nractice is to refer measurements to an exact ~ll!p'soid of revolution whose 
size ann shane are chosen to coincide as nearly as possible with the geoid. Two 
parameters are necessary and sufficient to define a rotational ellipsoid; the ones 
commonly specified are: 

•	 the size parameter ~, which fixes the equatorial radius, also called 

the semi-major axis, of the ellipsoid • 

•	 the shape parameter !, called the flattening, which fixes the ellipti 
city of the cross-section. The flattening t ia related to the eccen
tricity e by the formula 

2 2
(l-t) • l-e • 

Over the past several decades, a number of reference ellipsoids have been 
proposed by different researchers; some of these are given in Table 2.1 • 
In all cases, the departure of the ellipsoid from a sphere is not large. The 
ellipsoid to be used in all work involving data from the Astronomical Almanac 
is the one adopted by the International Astronomical Union (1916). Fig. 2.L shows, 
to scale, the rel~tion of the IAU-1916 ellipsoid to a sphere which has the same 
equatorial radius. 

Table 2.1 Reference Ellipsoids 

Name Year 
ae l/f 

Bessel 1841 6,377,397 meters 299.15 

Clarke 1866 6,378,206 294.98 

Hayford 1909 388 2CJ7.0 

Heiskanen 1926 397 297.0 

Jeffreys 1948 099 297.10 

Hough 1956 260 297.0 

Fischer 1960 155 298.3 

Kaula (IAU-IQ,4) 1964 160 298.25 

Veia 1964 169 298.25 

SPACF:rRACE 1968 145 298.25 

WGS-72 1972 135 298.26 

140IAU-1976	 1976 298.257 
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4 S" 'fi EI I i! I 

I 
l .. _. .. -- - ~ 

I 

Fig. 2.4 Relation between the lAU Ellipsoid and a true sphere 



2.3.2 Geodetic and geocentric latitudes. When the earth is considered as an 
elliosoid, rather than as a sphere, it becomes necessar,y to distinguish between 
two nifferent kinds of latitude, as defined below. 

Fig. 2.5 reoresents a portion of a meridional cross-section of the earth-ellipsoid 
'lith C as the center, CP the polar axis (axis of rotation), and CQ the plane of 
t~e equator. The geocentric latitude, denoted by ~', is the acute angle formed at 
the center of the earth between the equatorial plane and the line joining the center 
and the observer at O. This definition holds even if the observer is above or below 
the local terrain. 

p: 

Fig. 2.5 Geocentric and 
Geodetic Latitudes. 

terrain 

~ow let a line be drawn from 0 so as to cut the ellipse at a right angle; extend 
this line to intersect the equatorial plane at the point N. The line ON is called 
the geodetic vertical of O. The geodetic latitude, denoted by ~ , is the acute 
angle formed at the equator between the equatorial plane and the geodetic vertical 
of the observer. As in the case of geocentric latitude, this definition holds even 
if the observer is above or below the local terrain. 



~~~7~19 
$;,. .~ 
~.:""' " 
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~~.i 
2.3.3 Relation between geodetic and geocentric latitudes. 

~;J 
Case 1: Geodetic coordinates given, geocentric ~oordinates required. ~;l;~ 

Consider the meridional cross-section of the earth-ellipsoid as shown in Fig. 2.6, :~,~ 

in which C is the center, CQ represents the plane of the equator, and CP the polar 
;',< 

axis. The samimajor axis of the elliptical cross-section is denoted by a and 
the semiminor axis b,y b • Point 0 represents an observer at a ge~centric radius 
I'D = CO and a geocentric latitude rp' • Point 0 lies at a geodetic height Ho =00" 
above the ellipsoid, as measured along the geodetic vertical ON, which is normal 
to the ellipsoid at the geodetic subpoint 011. The Cartesian coordinates of 0 are 
x~ 'Yo and those of 0" are x" ,y" • 

From elliose geometry, we know that p 

e = eccentricity =~;-'b"I 

Ib)21 - e2 = (l - f)2 = . 
\~ 

I:; " 
./ IThe equation of the ellipse is ,.

/ I 

/
/ 

I 
22 22 2 2

b x+ay:a b
/)tp' N l\'P:!"rom eq. 2.3-1, QC 

)("a=-c,Q, :':02b2 = a2 (l _ e ) 

so that we may write the equation of the ellipse as 

a'1. {I e2 )x:t+ a2 y 2: a2
• a2 (I _ e2 ) 

{I - e2 )x~ + y2. = a2 (I - e%') 

Differentiating this expression, 
....•. -. 

--...·_·_··2-(~ - e2 )x + 2y ~ =0 

2Z _ -{I - e2 )x
 
dx - Y
 

The slope of the normal to the ellipse at any point is the negative recinro~a1, 

ox _ y
 
dy - (1 - e 2 )x
 

At the peodetic subooint 0", the slope of the normal is equal to the tangent of
 
the geodetic latitude, that is,
 

dx y" (2.3-5)- = tan 'Pdy = (1 - e%)x" 

yll :: X" {I - e2 )tan cp (2.3-6) 

1. 2 2. 2. 2. 
(yl):{X") (l- e) tan c.p (2.3-7) 
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Using eq. 2.3-2 .. evaluated at point 0" .. in eq. 2.3-7, yields 
2 .2 2 2 2 1 % Z. 

a (1 - e ) - (x") (1 - e ) :: (x") (1 - e ) tan cP 

11 a = (x" t[1. (1 - ez.) tan Cf]
 

" _ a
 x 
211 + (1 - e ) tan2. 4' 

From	 Fig. 2.6, qy inspection.. 

Xt)';: x"+ Ho cos <f (2.3-9) 

Yo= y"-+ Ho sin if (2.3-10) 

Lr :'/x z... v	 (2.3-11)
~ V	 o' JO 

Therefore the geocentric coordinates ~/, ~ are determine4 from the geodetic 
c.)ordin~tes <.p, H0 • 

l_~en the observer is on the surface of the ellipsoid, H =0 , and eqs. 2.3-8 through 
2.3-12 become simplified as follows: 

o 

a 
x = x" =	 (2.3-13) 

o ~ 1 ~ (1 _ e:Z:) tan 20 cp 

(2.)-14) 

Using (13) and (14) in (12) gives, after a little rearrangement, 

t
tan 'P': (1 - e ) tan cP eyv--! C1../) 

('The Almanac gives the relation between geocentric and geodetic latitudes 
in the form of an alternating series which may be obtained from the rigorous 
expression above by appropriate substitutions and expansions, retaining o~ 

the first few terms of the resultant series~ 

Using (13) and (lL), and by inspection of Fig. 2.6, the expression for the 
geocentric radius may be put in the form 

(2.)-16)
 

(Ar~in, the Almanac r-ives the geocentric radius in the form of an alternating 
series, obtainable from the rigorous expression above.) 

~p. geocentric radius in this case m~ be found by substituting the aboTe 
exoression for the geodetic latitude into eq. 2.3-ln .. to yield, after some 
rearrangement and reduction, the result 

(2.3-17) 
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Using either eq. 2.3-15 or the equivalent series formula from the Almanac, 
Tahle 2.2 may be constructed; it is_valid only rgr points on the surface_.ot 
the ellipsoid. The table shows that the geocentric latitude is always less than 
the geodetic by an amount which varies trom 0° at the equator and the poles 
to about 0°11'33" in geodetic latitude 45° Nand S. 

Table 2.2	 Comparison of Geocentric and Geodetic Latitudes
 
r or an Observer on the SUrface of the ELlipsoid
 

~

-P y 
Geodetic Latitude Difference * Geocentric Latitude 

0°	 0' 0" 0° 0' 0" 
5 - 2 0 4 58 0
 

10 - 3 56 9 56 4
 
15 - 5 ~5 1~ 54 15
 
20 - 7 24 19 52 3.6
 
25 - 8 50 24 51 10
 
30 - 9 59 29 50 1
 
35 -10 50 3~ 49 10
 
40 -11 22 39 48 38
 
45 -11 33 44 48 27
 
50 -11 23 49 48 37
 
55 -10 52 54 49 8
 
60 -10 1 59 49 59
 
65 - 8 52 64 51 8
 
70 - 7 26 69 52 34
 
75 - 5 47 74 54 13
 
80 - 3 58 79 56 2
 
85 - 2 1 84 57 59
 
90 0 0 90 0 0 

*The values or f/J'- f/J. shown in Table 2.2 are rounded to the nearest 
arcsecond, for convenience; more precisely, the maximum difference 

(2.3-18) 
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Felation between geodetic and geocentric latitudes (continued).
 

Case 2: Geocentric coordinates given, geodetic coordinates required.
 

Again referring to Fig. 2.6, repeated here for convenience, let the geocentric 
coordinates 'P',ro be given, and let it be desired to find the corresponding 
g~odetic coordinates 'fJ and Ho • 

The equation of the geodetic normal ON is F,~. 2.~ (r'epecA.ted) 
" ( " ) . y"

y = Yo+ X - Xo • (1 _ e Z ) x" (2.)-19) 
using the slope expression from eq. 2.3-L, p 

Y~ -J~-_x:,)J=y. /~ 
o 

./ '0"" ... I 
'1~

11_ Yo (1 - e2. )x" (2.3-20) ,/ I :y - xo - e2x" h ./ I 
f..,C~/ I 

From eq. 2.3-2, { 
~/ I 

o. / I " 
2 2 11:1Y'''= a 2 (1 - e ) - x"(l _ e ) 

\. %..). 2. 
~/ I/ At':= (a - x· ) (1 - e ) (2.3-21) I 

i 

1~A--J-c.p_'__N.....:.........I{)__; _-,--' (

Using (2J) in (21) fives C a = c:Q x" Xo t 

! ~ .. 
(a - x") (1 - e"') 

which leads, after a little reduction, to 
a ~olynornia1 in x," 

'+ w.. ~ 'r ~ ( z) 1 '4 2T /,'- '1 2. " 2. 2 e x - 2e x~x"-+ LXo+ 1 - e Yo - e ajx+ 2e a xc)x - a xCI = 0 (2.)-22) 

Having found x" from (22), y" is then given by (21), put in the form 

y"= ~(a2._ x"l)(l - eZ ) (2.3-23) 

The geodetic latitude may be found from eq. 2.3-5, repeated here, 

(2.3-5) 

B.Y inspection of the figure, the geodetic height is 

Therefore the geodetic coordinates 'P ,H are determined from the geocentrico 
coordinates 'P' ,r • o 

When the observer is on the surface of the ellipsoid, Ho~ 0 , and the 
eeodetic latitude is given immediately by eq. 2.3-15, with slight rearrangement, as 

tan 'f I 

tan r.p : (1 _ e i) 

, -•• "_ •. ~., , ~ .•.•.e .. :~ .,......... , ...., ~._, .• ,_,~ ·;•.••• c· •
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2.3.4 Astronomic latitude ~•• Due to the fact that the earth is not a
 
homogeneous mass, the direction of the gravitational attraction.at a particular
 
point is not, in general, directed along the normal to the surface at that
 
same point. Further, the rotation of the earth contributes a centrifugal
 
effect to a plumb bob or level bubble associated with an instrument; this effect
 
is largely confined to the plane of the meridian. The net result is that there
 

'exists	 a local astronomic or gravity vertical which does not coiqcide with the 
geodetic vertical (normal to the ellipsoid). As shown in Fig. 2.7, the acute 
angle between, the equatorial plane and the projection of the astronomic verti  ~. 

cal into the plane of the meridian is called the astronomic latitude, denoted 
by ~•• Fig. 2.7 illustrates the three kinds of latitude: geocentric, geodetic, 
and astronomic. 

Fig. 2.7 Geocentric, geodetic, and 
astronomic latitudes; . The direction 
of the earth's vitational attraction,

:Lnc uding centrifugal effects~ is along 
the line OG; the angle EGO is the 
astronomic latitude of O. 

The total angle between the geodetic and astronomic verticals is called
 
the deflection of the vertical. This total angle may be resolved into two
 
components, as follows:
 

•	 the meridional component ( , called the deflection in latitude,
 
considered positive tro. the geodetic zenith Z. toward the north
 
celestial pole P; in thi. ca.e, the plu.b bob hangs to the south
 
ot the geodetic vertical. 

~	 the prime vertical component ~ , considered positive from the geodetic
 
zenith towards the east point; in this case, the plumb bob hangs to
 
the west of the geodetic vertical.
 

The actual values of the deflections are so s_ll that the relation.
 
connecting them with the astronomic and geodetic latitudes and longitude.
 
may, with SUfficient accuracy, be written as
 

(2-3)~a - " • f 

(2-4) 

Differences of 5" between the astronomic and geodetic coordinates are
 
common; differences of 10" are frequent, and difference. a. large as 20" are
 
not exceptional. In a fev rare case., the deflection ..y amount to as much
 
as 40", which correspond. to over a kilolleter on the surtace of the earth.
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2.4 The Horizon System. In this system, the celestial sphere is taken 
as the reference sphere. The plumb line through an observer on the surface 
of the earth is called the astronomic vertical. This plumb line produced 
up~ard from the observer pierces the celestial sphere in a point called the 
astronomic zenith; the same plumb line produced down~ard from the observer 
pierces the celestial sphere in the opposite point, called the astronomic 
nadir. The plane through the observer and perpendicular to the astronomic 
vertical intersects the celestial sphere in the astronomic (or celestial) r 
horizon. 

(In similar fashion, the line passing through the observer and normal
 
to the ellipsoid is the geodetic vertical, which pierces the celestial sphere
 
in the geodetic zenith and the geodetic nadir. The plane through the
 
observer and perpendicular to the geodetic vertical intersects the celestial
 
sphere in the geodetic horizon. In the discussion which follo~s, and also
 
in the rest of this text, when the word "zenith" or "nadir" is used, it shall,
 
be understood to refer to the astronomic zenith or astronomic nadir, unless
 
preceded by the adjective "geodetic".)
 

The celestial horizon 1s the fundamental circle of the system; the zenith and
 
nadir are its pOles. Since the surface ot'--itlU--water is always perpendicular
 
to the direction of the plumb line, we may define ~he celestial horizon for an
 
observer on the surf~_".QL.t]le earth as the intersect' on of the celestial
 

.~~.-!!!~~._t~_~e-...:tangentto the level surface at that point. The visible 
horizon is the line on the celestial sphere where the earth's surface appears 
to meet the sky. For an observer on land, the visible horizon may be highly 
irregular; for an observer on the sea, it is the circle where the sea and sky 
seem to meet. Projected on the celestia1 sphere, it is a small circle below the 
celestial horizon and parallel to it at a distance which depends upon the 
height of the observer's eye above the surface of the water. 

Vertical circles are great circles passing through the zenith and nadir;
 
they are secondary great circles of the system. The vertical circle that passes
 
through the celestial poles (see section 1.5) is called the celestial meridian or
 
simply the meridian. The prime vertical is the vertical Circle at right angles to
 
the meridian. The two intersections of the celestial meridian with the horizon
 
are known as the north and south points; those of the prime vertica1 with the
 
horizon, &8 the east and west points. 

Fi,. 2.9 The horizon system ot coordinates. The observer 1s at 0, with hi. 
zenith at Z. N and S are the north and south point., E and W the ea.t and west 
points. ZBF i. the vertical circle through the body B. 
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The azimuth A of a heavenly body is the angular distance measured clockwise 
3* 

(as	 viewed from the zenith looking toward the nadir) on the horizon trom the 
1 

north point to tbe foot of the vertical circle through the body.-It is also 
2 4 

the angle at the zenitb trom the north branch of the meridian clockwise to the 
vertical circle through the body. 

The altitude a of a heavenly body is the angular distance measured upward 
3* 

on the vertical circle through the body from the horizon to the body. 
1 2 4 

The	 zenith distance z is the complement of the altitude &, that is, 

z	 = 90°· &. (2- 8) 

In some cases, it may be more convenient to work with the zenith distance of a 
body rather than with its altitude. 

Fig. 2.9 The horizon system of coordinates. The observer i8 at 0, with hi. 
~cnlth at Z. Nand S arc the north and south points, E and Wthe east and west 
point,. ZDF 1s the vertical circle through the body B. 

It is important to note the following: 

1.	 The coordinates of a body in the horizon system are not 
constant; that is, principally on account of the diurnal 
(daily) motion, the altitude and azimuth of a body such 
as a star continually change. 

2.	 The horizon system is local; that is, the altitude and 
azimuth of any body at a given instant are different for 
two observers situated at different places. Ju,st as soon 
&8 an observer changes his position, his zenith changes; 
hence, alao, bia horizon and usually hi. meridian change • 

..	 'lbe nuJllher. appearing belov the underl1ninc refer to the correaponding BlIIbeN
 
in section 2.2 •
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2.5 The Dependent Equatorial System. The celestial poles have been defined 
as the two points of intersection at which the earth's rotation axis pierces the 
celestial sphere. The intersection of the celestial sphere with the plane through 
the center of the earth which is perpendicular to the rotation axis is called the 
celestial equator; it is the great circle in which the earth's equator cuts the 
celestial sphere, as suggested by Fig. 2.10 • Small circles on the celestial 
sphere ~rhi~h are parallel to the celestial equator are known as parallels of 
declinati~n; they are also called the diurnal circles. 

Fig. 2. 10 The celestial equat~r is the intersection 
or the earth's equator with the cele~tial sphere. 
The :elestial poles are tbe points at whicb tbe 
earth's axia produced ilicrce the celestial sphere. 

In the dependent equatorial system, illustrated by Fig. 2.11, the celestial 
Aquator is taken as the fundamental circle with the celestial poles as its poles. 
The secondar,y great circles are the great circles perpendicular to the equator and 
are known as hour circles. The half of the circle lying between the poles and 
containing a heavenly body is referred to as the hour circle of the body. The hour 
circle through the zenith of an observer is the meridian of the observer. Note that 
+.~e meridian of the observer is both an hour circle and a vertical circle. 
The upper branch of the meridian is that half extending from pole to pole which 
contains the zenith; the other half contains the nadir and is called the lower branch. 

The point at which the upper branch of the observer's meridian intersects the 
celestial equator is referred to as the sigma point! • 

Fig. 2. 11 The dependent equatorial system or coordinate•• 
The observer 1s at 0; P i8 the north celestial pole. 
1'be .tar h located by its local hour anale and declination. 
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The local hour angle (h, LHAl. or 11IIply the hour angle. ot a heavenly bod¥ 
1s the angular distance measured ve.tnrd OD the equator !rem the point ot 

3* 1 
intersection of the meridian and equator (I; point) to the foot of the hour 

2 
circle throU§h the body; it is also the angle at the pole from the meridian 

4 
measured westward to the hour circle throU§h the body I The local hour angle 
is expressed either in degree or in hour units. For example, the local hour 
angle of the west point may be given either as goo or al 6h, The LHA of the 
east point may likewise be given either as 2700 or as lBh. 

The declination 6of a heavenly body is the angular distance mealUred 
on the hour circle through the body from the equator to the body. It is 

1* 2 4 
named north	 or south according as the body is either north or south of the 

3 
equator. Alternately, it may be designated as plus when north or minus when 
south of the equator. 

Fif. 2. 11 The dependent e'l'l&tor1&l IYDtelll ot eocrd1l1atee. 
The oblerver 1D at 0; P 11 the north celeatial pole. 
~e .tar 1. located by 1t. local hour anale aDd declinat1on. 

The local hour angle and declination of a heavenly body at a given instant 
determine its position on the celestial sphere at that instant. It is important 
to note that the coordinates of a bo~ in this s,ystem are not constant; the local 
hour angle continually changes since it is measured from a point (the l point, on 
thp. meridian of the observer) which is not carried along in the diurnal rotation 
of the celestial sphere. 

* The IlUlibera appeari. below tile madvlill1. ntv to the cOlTeapoDdi. 1laIba'a 
ill aectioD Z.~. 
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2.6 The Independent Equatorial System. To obtain a system in which 
the coordinates are not affected by the diurnal motion, we assume a point on 
the celestial sphere that is carried-along by the diurnal rotation and that 
is therefore fixed (as far as possible) with respect to the stars. The point 
which has been chosen is the point at which the sun crosses the celestial 
equator from south to north; this point has already been discussed (sec. 1.6) and 
is called the vernal equinox (it may also be referred to as the ascending node 
of the apparent orbit of the sun). The symbol T is traditionally used to 
represent this point, being the symbol used for the sign of Aries, the Ram, 
in which constellation this point of intersection was located at the time of 
the original definition. The letter V is also used to denote this point. 

The ri@t ascension a of a heavenly body is the angular distance 
measured eastward on the equator from the vernal equinox to the foot of the 

3* --1---------- 2 

hour circle through the body. Right ascension is usually expressed in time 
4 

units (hours, minutes, and seconds). 

Fig. 2.12 shows the celestial sphere 
with the equator and ecliptic 
intersecting at T, the vernal 
equinox. The hour circle through 
the vernal equinox is called the 
equinoctial colure. The star 
shown is located by giving its 
right ascension and declination; 
note that the right ascension is 
measured eastward from the vernal 
equinox. 

Fig. 2.12 The independent equatorial system. 
The star shown is located by giving its 
right ascension and declination. 

The right ascension and declination of a star remain practically constant 
for years, hence they are well suited for defining the position of a star on 
the celestial sphere. The mean place of a star is the right ascension and 
declination of the star as seen by an observer located at the center of the sun, 
for an epoch (instant of time) near the middle of the current year. 
Mean places for 1,482 stars are given in the iAlrnanac, in section H. 

* The numbers appearing below the underlining refer to the corresponding numbers 
in section 2.~. 
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2.7 The Ecliptic System. In this s,ystem, the celestial sphere is the
 
reference sphere and the ecliptic is taken as the fundamental circle. The two
 
ooints on the celestial sphere which are 90 0 from the ecliptic are called the
 
north and south eclipti~ poles. The secondary circles through the poles are called
 
eclipti~ meridians. The origin of coordinates is the vernal equinox T , which is
 
the ascending node of the ecliptic upon the celestial equator. The two spherical
 
coordinates required for the unique specification of position in this s,ystem are
 
described below and are illustrated in Fig. 2.13 •
 

The ecliptic longitude h of a heavenly boqy is the angular distance measured 
~a~t~ard on the ecliDtic from the vernal equinox to the foot of the ecliptic meridiani.,	 " 
through the body. Ecliptic longitudes

I.
are usually expressed in degrees, minutes, and 

s~conds of arc (or in decimal degrees). The choice of the symbol h for ecliptic 
longitude is unfortunate, since the same s.YMbo1 is also used to denote geographic 
longitudes on the earth; one must depend upon the context to make it clear as to 
which kind of longitude is meant in a particular situation. 

The ecliptic latitude 8 of a heavenly body is the a~~lar distance from the
 
ecliptic to the hogy measured alOng the ecliptic meridian through the body. It is
 

2.. If ,

named north or south according as the body is either north or south of the ecliptic.
 

-Alternately,3it May be designated as positive when north o~ negative when south of 
the ecliptic. In either case, ecliptic latitudes are usual~ expressed in degrees, 
minutes, and seconds of arc (or in decimal degrees). 

Fig. 2.13 The Ecliptic System 
of Coordinates. 

The ecliptic l~ngitude and latitude of stars remain practically constant for 
years; this is not so in the case of either the sun or the moon. The ecliptic 
latitude of the sun does remain very nearly zero, within about I" of are, but its 
ecliptic longitude increases at about 1° per day. The ecliptic longitude of the 
moon increases at about 13° per d~; its ecliptic latitude lies in the range of 
about ±5°, due to the inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic. 

•	 'n1e I'IWIlhers apJ)earlng below the underl1n1nc rarer to the corresponding ruabera
 
in section 2.2 •
 



2.7 Summa~ of the Coordinate Systems. The one terrestrial and four celestial 
coordinate syatems which have been described in this chapter are summarized below. 
The student should clearly understand each s,ystem separate~ before proceeding to 
the following sections of the chapter which will consider various combinations of 
the ~stems and the relations between them. 

Table 2.3 Coordinate Systems SUmmary 

Terrestrial Celestial 

Horizon system 
Equator system 

~liptic system 
Dependent Independent 

Reterence aphere ••••••••••••••• Earth Celestial ~here Celestial sphere Celestial ~here Celestial sphere 
J\mdamental circle ••••••••••••• Equator Horizon Equator Equator Ecliptic 
Pole••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Terrestial pole. Zenith and nadir Celestial pole. Celestial pole. Ecliptic poles 
8ecoDdar7 great circle••••••••• Meridians Vertical circle. Hour circles Hour circles Ecliptic meridians 
lame. ot coordiDate•••••••••••• Longitude " 

Latitude ffJo 

Azimuth A 
Altitude a 

Hour &ngl\, b 
Declination & 

Right ascension a 
Declination a 

Ecliptic longitude ~ 

Ecliptic latitude , 
Or1l1D ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Intersection ot 

meridian ot 
Greenwich 
with equator 

Korth point Intersection ot 
meridian with 
equator (~point) 

Vernal equinox T Vernal equinox T 

Positive direction ot tirst co
ordinate ••••••••••••••••••••• Westward Clockwise Westward Eastward. o Eastward 

Poaitive direction ot aecond co
or41nate ••••••••••••••••••••• Northward Upward Northward Northward Northward 

N 
\()

• 
~ 
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2.8 Altitude of the Celestial North Pole.-- Except for observers
 
located on the earth's equator, only one of the two celestial ROles can be
 
seen from any one point on the z
 
earth's surface, the other being
 
below the horizon. The one which
 

,	 can be seen, i.e., the one which 
is above the horizon, is called 
the elevated pole, the other being 
the depressed pole. The celestial 
north pole is always elevated for 
northern hemisphere observers, but 
is always depressed for observers 
in the southern hemisphere. A 
simple relation between the altitude 
of the celestial north pole and the 
latitUde, north or south, of the 
observer may be derived as shown 
in the following paragraph. 

11&. 2.14 The altitude ot the celestial pole P is 
equal to the aatrODolll1c latitude of the observer 
at	o. · 

The ellipse pep'e' in Fig. 2.1u represents the terrestial meridian of an 
observer at O. The direction of the plumb line makes the angle 'P with the line 
ee', where e and e' are points on the terrestrial equator. The angle 4p has 
already been defined as the astronomic latitude (s~ction 2.3.4). Since 20 is 
perpendicular to the horizon NOS and OP is perpendicular to ee', then angle NOP 
is equal to 'P, that is, the altitude of the celestial north pole is equal to the 
astronomic latitude of the observer. Fig. 2.1u also suggests another definition 
of astronomic latitude as the zenith distanc~ of the ~ point. 

2.9 Meridian Altitude. When a heavenly body crosses the upper branch ot the 
meridian of an observer, its altitude is the greatest and its zenith distance 
is the least. The passage of a heavenly body across the meridian is known as 
its transit (referring to the act of crossing) or as its culmination (referring 
to its greatest altitude). When the body crosses that part of the meridian 
which is nearer the zenith, it is said to be at upper transit or upper 
culmination; when it crosses the part farther trom the zenith, at lower transit 
or lower culmination. At a given place there are certain stars that have both 
upper and lower culmination above the horizon; such stars are known as 
circumpolar tor that place. For example, the stars in Fig. 1. 3 are circumpolar 
at the place for which the figure is drawn. 

Many observations of heavenly bodies are made at the meridian. A simple 
relation between the latitude of the observer, the declination of the body, and 
its meridian zenith distance (and therefore its meridian altitUde) will be 
given here. 
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Suppose in Fig. 2.15, that NZS represents the meridian of the observer, and 
B is a body just crossing the meridian. Then- ~ 

....
~z • latitude of the observer • .,....-
ZB • meridian zenith distance ot body • Zm z 
fB = declination of body. • 

For a bo~ on the upper branch 
of the meridian, i.e., anywhere on 
the arc PZS, and if the usual sign 
convention for declination and N ~----~------' S 
latitude is followed (north +, south -), 
then the meridian zenith distance of the F1I. 2.15 The relation between the latitude 
body is given by of a place, the meridian zenith distance or 

a body, and its declination. 

z ca-f/J. (2-9) 
m 

A positive result means that the body is north ot the zenith; a negative 
result m.eans that it is south. 

For a body on the 1Qyer branch of the meridian, i.e., anywhere on the 
arc NF, the meridian zenith distance is given by 

(2-10)G~!!:2~ 
The meridian altitude i~ given by 

(2-11)am = 90° - LZml· 

2.10 Orienting the Coordinate Systems on the Celestial Sphere. It is of 
great importance that the student should master the systems of coordinates and 
be able to imagine readily the circles and points of reterence on the celestial 
sphere. One way to help the learning process is to go outside on a clear night, 
preferably when the moon is not in the sky, and look at the heavens themselves. 

Directly overhead is the zenith; the north celestial pole will be within 
1° of Polaris, the North star. Remember that the altitude ot the pole, and 
therefore Polaris (approximately), is equal to the latitude of the observer; 
also, the pole lies very nearly on a line drawn through the pointer stars ot 
the Big Dipper(Fig. 1.8)and about 30° trom them. The distance between the 
pointers is about 5-. There is no other bright star besides Polaris in that 
region of the sky; Polaris itself is about second magnitude. 

The great circle through the zenith and (approximately) Polaris i8 the 
meridian. The north point is nearly underneath Polaris; the south point is 
opposite on the horizon. 90° on either side of these pointl are the east and 
west points, also on the horizon. (AI is usual in astronomical work, the 
word horizon means the celestial horizon, unless otherwise indicated.) To 
locate the 2: point, face south and look up at an angle ot 90° - the latitude. 
~ ~eat circle slanting across the sky joining the east, % , and west points 
Wfll~etermIne the celestial equator. -----
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There is, unfortunately, no bright star near the vernal equinox; imagine 
it as being south ot the Great Square ot Pegasus, on the equator. The 
autumnal equinox is about half'way between the bright stars Spica and Regulus. 

Having thus located the circle. and points of reference, the coord1natel 
(A, a), (h, a), and (a, 6) of a heavenlJ body may be estimated. 

2.11 Relations Amo~ the Coordinate Systems. A useful concept to aid 
in visualizing the rela~ons among the four celestial coordinate s.Y~tems is 
to imagine that the celestial sphere consists ot two thin concentric spherical 
shells, one within the other. The outer one, the true celestial sphere, carries 
upon its surtace the ecliptic, equinoxes, poles, equator, hour circles, 
declination circles, the stars, ~, moon, and the planets; on the inner sphere 
are the zenith, horizon, vertical circles, poles, equator, hour circles and 
the meridian. The diurnal rotation of the earth from west to east. carries the 
inner sphere with it while the outer (celestial) sphere remains motionless; or, 
considering the apparent motion, the inner sphere is stationary while the outer 
sphere rotates from east to vest once each day. 

Equations giving exact relationships between the c·oordinate systems will 
be developed in later portions of this book. Approximate values may be 
obtained by making an accurate. drawing on a convenient spherical surface or 
on paper and estimating or scaling the desired values from the drawing. 

2.12 Relation Between Local Hour Angle and Right Ascension. The two 
concentric spheres discussed in the preceding article are shown in Fig. 2.16, 
with the equator on the outer sphere 
being graduated in hours, minutes, 
and seconds of right ascension, zero 
being at the vernal equinox and the 
numbers increasing toward the east. 
The equator of the inner sphere is 
graduated for hour angles, the zero 
being at the 2: point and the 
numbers increasing toward the west. 
As the outer sphere turns, the hour 
marks on the right ascension scale 
will pass the meridian in order of 
the numbers. The number opposite 
the meridian at any instant shows 
how far the sphere has turned since 
the vernal equinox was on the 
meridian. If we read ,the LHA-scale 
opposite the equinox~ we obtain 
exactly the same number of hours. 
~18D~~{or.~ 

=:]~,.~~~_~"!~~r..~g as ei~her,_t~e ri 
ascension of the meridian or as the. 

... -. ..,._~-----------'.-.•.,,", -"">-_•.---_._, .._"""",.,--_._--_••_---"~----,_.,,.,,~

LHA ot the vernal eqUi~~~.. Pia. 2.16 Jl1&bt a.cen.ion and hour angle. 

http:�.---_._,.._"""",.,--_._--_��
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In Fig. 2.17, the star at B has
 
a LHA ot-!." and a right ascension
 
of TF; the sum of these two angles
 
is %T, the LHA of the equinox.
 
The same relation holds for all
 

\	 positions ot B, so that the general 
relation between these coordinates 
is given by 

/- --~
 

(2-12)
' ... b"L~ 

2.13 Changes of the Coordinates of the Sun. - (a) Change of right 
ascension and declination during the year.- On about March 21 the sun crosses 
the equator from south to north (Fig.l4) at the vernal equinox, hence its 
coordinates are then a I: ob, 0 = 0°. Since the sun moves eastward on the 
ecliptic at about 1° per day, both its right ascension-and declination increase 
so that on about June 21 the sun reaches the summer solstice; its coordinates 
are then a I: 6h, 0 = +23,0 (approximately). After this date, the declination 
of the sun begins to decrease while its right ascension continues to increase. 
The autumnal equinox is reached on about Sept. 22, the sun then having a = 12h 
and 0 = 0°; thereafter the declination continues to decrease, becoming -23!0 
(approximately) at the winter solstice, on about Dec. 22. The right ascension 
at this point is l8h• During the next three months, the sun moves northerly, 
returning to the vernal equinox to complete the yearly cycle. The right 
ascension and declination of the sun for each day of the current year are given 
in the Ephemeris. 

(b) Change of LHA and declination during the day.- From the preceding 
paragraph, we see that the declination of the sun changes only a small amount 
each day, the most rapid daily change taking place at the equinoxes; even then, 
the daily change is only about one-third of a degree. The LHA, however, increases 
at the rate of about 15° per hour, from 0° at the local meridian to 360° the 
next day when it returns to the same meridian. 

(c) Change ot azimuth and altitude during the day.- To trace the changes 
of these coordinates, the latitude of the observer and the date must be known. 
For example, for an observer at the equator on March 21, the sun rises due 
east, i.e., its azimuth is 90° and its altitude is 0°. The altitude increases 
to 90° when the sun reaches the zenith, while the azimuth remains the same. 
In this ease, sunset occurs at the west point (A 270°, a 0°).I: I: 

For an observer at the north terrestrial pole on March 21, the sun traces 
approximately the horizon tbroughout the 24 hOurs, while for the same observer 
on June 21, the altitude of the sun remains approximately equal to 23,· all day 
long. 

For observers at intermediate values ot north latitude on June 21, the 
azimuth ot the sun at sunrise will be between O· and 90·, its maximum altitude 
will be reached at the meridian, and its azimuth at sunset will be between 
270· and 360·. 
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IFig.!2 .18 shows the celestial 
sphere at about June 1 of the 
current year; the sun is nearly at 
the summer solstice SS; the right . 
ascension and declination of the 
sun, taken from the Ephemeris for 
the date of interest, enable its 
position to be plotted. Its 
altitude and azimuth 8S seen by 
an observer whose zenith is at Z 
may be roughly estima,ted from the 
figure; better values can be esti
mated from an accurate drawing on 
a sphere. 

Fig. 2.18 The celestial sphere, showing 
the sun's location by mea~s of the four 
celestial coordinate systems. 

t~~'l~ 

Exercises 

2-1. The geodetic latitude of EMOS (East Mesa Optical Site, Sandia National 
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM) is 35 0 3' 611 N. Using the expression 
for a degree of latitude from the Alriiariac,-Section K, calculate the 
distance in meters corresponding to one second of arc at this latitude. 

2-2. Same as 2-1, except for one second of longitude. 

2-3. Find the geocentric latitude of the site (a) using the formu1~ given in 
the Almanac, Section K, and (b) using equation 2.3-15 from the text. 

2-4. Give the azimuth corresponding to each of the following directions: 

(a) SE - /35" (e) S - Ifo 
o 

(b) NW - 3 J '5 c} ( f ) SW - ;l)..S <:> 

(c) E - 90° (g) W  ;)..70" 

(d) NE - LtS
o (h) N - 0" 

~ 2-5. A star located 15° south of the celestial equator transits (crosses) the 
meridian of the observer at 19:00 on a certain day; what will be its local 
hour angle and declination at 22:30 that same day? I~(J) 3:30h (sAo30') 

~ 2-6. Give the right ascension, declination, ecliptic ,longitude, and ecliptic 
latitude of the ~utumnal equinox and of the summer solstice. 

" 2-7. Give the approximate right ascension, declination, ecliptic longitude, and 
ecliptic latitude of the sun on March 21 and on December 21. 



35 f'l\AR. d.-c) I ~ h I tj~ ¥ 11 Olh u)rr.. 

-~ 2-8. 

2-9. 

2-10. 

~ 2-11. 

'\ 
2-12. 

\ 2-13. 

~ 2-14. 

~ 2-15. 

~ 2-16. 

~ 2-17. 

~ 2-18. 

2-19. 

2-20. 

~2-21. 

JIj", ~l /CJ1-) LJLfty.... ~,A} 2.l-.ft () ~Il\ 

The 'Phenomena' section of the Almanac contains the epochs of the 
equinoxes and solstices for the current year. given to a precision of 
one minute of time. By inspection of the Almanac table$ of the Sun. 
verity these four epochs. 

On a suitable star chart, plot the sun's position at Oh E.T. each day 
tor the date• •• specified by the instructor. 

Repeat, but for the moon. 

Find, for latitude 'P, the meridian altitude tt upper transi~ of stars of 
.8iven declination 0, as follows: ~~ 

~ 0 'P 0 
(a) 
(b) 

40-5 
600 s 

20 0 N 
lOoN 

(e)
(t) 

200 S 
SOON 

5°N 
2°S 

(c) 
(d) 

45°N 
500 S 

l5°N 
35°S 

(g) 
(h) 

l5°S 
300 N 

60 0 N 
89°N 

What is the meridian altitude of Sirius for an observer in latitude 4o°N? 

Give the altitude of Dubhe at upper and lower transit for Lowell 
Observatory. 

The meridian altitude of Regulus above the southern horizon of an 
observer is 72 ° 24' 44tf • wnatis the observer t s 1&titude? 

Determine whether or not Capella is circumpolar for sandia Lab observatory. 

What is the approximate meridian altitude of the sun on April 30 for 
the U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C.? 

The meridian altitude of the sun above the southern horizon of a ship at 
sea on May 10 is 20° 17'; find the approximate latitude of the ship. 

Find the azimuth and altitude of the east point for an observer at each 
of the following latitudes: 

(a) OON 
(b) 300 N 
(c) 45°N 

Give the azimuth and altitude of the, west point, the north celestial pole, 
and the 2: point. t I _ c:.;:/-

Give the LHA and declination of the east point, the zenith, and the south 
point • / ~3;/. <;{] .. ',~ -=- f;::;; _ 0 + ¢ /'" .-;\ 

, Cl " ' \... A...{;'"1 I 

(.2.'0") . 

Give the right ascension, declination, and LHA of the east point at the 
instant when the vernal equinox 11 at the west point. 

0( ~ /111 d =: 0° LHA =- / g-4 (2-7oO) 
Find the right ascension, declination, and altitude of the north point 
at the instant when the aut~.l equinox is at the west point. 

&>( .::: ~~ b ~ ~ ~:: 0° 

(1;k} 
(0- f 
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2-23. 

17$(} 

2-24. 

2-25. 

2-26. 
.~---~ 

~ 2-27. 

\ 2-28. 

\ 2-29. 

For the following problems, make a neat. sketch on an actual -~here (such as 
a table tennis ball), and estimate the answers from your sketch. 

An observer at 400 N latitude observes an airplane ~t 60° azimuth, 30° altitude. ~ 
The LHA ot the vernal equinox at that instant is 6. Estimate the LHA,m* 1'7 h (2.X5) 
r.a., and dec•.~. ~irPlane's apparent position on the celestial sphere. 
j~06 ¥cP lZ~(.· Lj' I ~LfO 0 /<gh s(tn1 

Same, but the observer is at 4o°s lat. L:fiA~.rlcl'26~)_r.(j...k~ ~~Oo ~ 

A rocket is launched from a ship at 1200 W longitude, 200 N latitude, and 
shortly thereafter reaches an apparent position of 3h LHA, lOoN declination 
as seen from the ship. Estimate the azimuth and altitude of the rocket 
at that time. A;::::. 2t!S° abt';t 1./5 0 

same, but the ship is at 20·8 lat. u~1. 
A ;:;- :5 00 ~l ;:c Ljo 

0 

At a certain time, the star Capella is observed at an azimuth ot 300·; its 
LHA at tlaat instant i. 2h• Find: ,Jo°!\! • 

(a) latitude of the observer \~~!:?!§:[}) / ~ 7 ¥.3 
(b) LHA of the vernal equinox.-- 1 ~ / S- J 7;0 

Find the LHA, aZimuth, and altitude of the sun at sunrise on May 15 of the 
current year as seen from latitude 35°N. 

L I/A ~ I/~ A ~70o 

same, but for latitude 35°S. 

LflA~/rh 4-:::0 0
 

A~70o
 

L 

! C:;/ {/
.L; / 
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c 

cHAPrER 3 

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY AND THE A8.TRONOMICAL TRIANGLE 

3.1 The Spherical Triangle. In many problems of practical astro~ 

it becomes necessary to transform from one s,ystem of coordinates to another; 
this transformation involves the solution of a spherical triangle. A complete 
treatment of the subject of spherical trigonometry is beyond the scope ot 
this text, but derivations of a few fundamental formulas will be given in the 
paragraphs which follow. In addition, several other formulas which may be 
useful in our work will be presented without proof. For complete derivations 
and proofs of all. formulas, reference may be made to any complete text on the 
subject of spherical trigonometry. 

When any three points A, B, and C on the surface of a sphere are joined 
by arcs of great circles, eight spherical triangles are formed, some of which 
may have one or more sides or angles greater than 180°. In this text, however, 
we shall consider only those triangles in which no side or angle exceeds 180°. 

Fig. 3.1 shows an octant of a sphere having a radius of unity, and three 
points A, B, and C lying in the surface of the sphere, forming the spherical 
triangle ABC. The following statements are true, by construction: 

CP .1. plane XOY z 
Cpt..l. OB 
CM .1. OA. 

c 

·~------f-+H----\:-T--X 

c
B 

c 

. O~----=---P' 

Fig. 3. 1 The oblique spherical triangle ABC. 

It follows that 

LCOP' I: a
 
LCOM =b since an arc 1s equal in measure to its central ~.
}
L. P'OM • C 

L. Cp'p =LB by projection.
L. CMP -L.A } 
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For radius unity, a study of the small plane triangles involved in 
the figure shows that 

x = cos a X' a: cos b 
y =sin a cos B y' = sin b cos A 
z = sin a sin B z = sin b sin A 

Fig. 3.2 represents the XOY plane of Fig. 3. 1, 
redrawn with a few additional construction lines; 
from the figure, it is seen that 

x = x'cos c + y'sin c Fig. 3. 2 
y = x'sin c - y'cos c 

By substitution of the first of these two sets of expressions into the second, 
we get 

'-------...-.--.---~---~ _ cos a = cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos A (3-1) 
sin a cos B = cos b sin c - sin b cos c cos A (3-2) 
sin a sin B = sin b sin A (3-3) 

Corresponding. formulae may be written involving angles Band C in the right
hand member of each of the above expressions. 

Eq. 3-1 is known as the law of cosines, and may be regarded as the fundainent~I 
formula of spherical trigonometry because all others may be derived from it and 
by means of it all problems in spherical trigonometry may be solved, although not 
always so' conveniently as with other special forms. Eq. 3:"'2 is called the five-parts 
formula since it involves five of the six parts of the triangle. Eq. 3-3 is known 
as the law of sines, which may be written with greater generality as 

sin a sin b sin c 
(3-4)-------~------------- sin A = sin B = -si~n~C 

by writing the corresponding forms of Eq. 3-3 and rearranging. 

In the preceding derivation, the sides of the spherical triangle were 
taken as less than 90° for convenience, to permit the construction of the right 
triangles OCP', OCM, etc. in Fig. 3.1. Reference to a complete text on the 
subject will show that Eqs. 3-1 through 3-3 also hold for triangles with one or 
more sides or angles greater than 90° but less than 180°. 

By combining and rearranging Eqs. 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 various other 
formulas may be obtained; for example, dividing Eq. 3-3 by Eq. 3-2 gives 

sin a sin B s,in 'b sin A 
sin a cos B = cos b sin c - sin b cos c cos A 

IA
oA sin A (3-5)----.....~. 

--'--~- tan B II cot b sin c _ cos c cos A 
os Is Is lA 

known as the four consecutive parts formula. 
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3. 1. 1 Seve:r:al other formulas which may likewise be derived from 
Eqs. 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 are given below, without proof: 

cos A • -cos B cos C v sin B sin C cos a (3-6) 

(3-7) 

a+b+cwhere s = 2 = semiperimeter 

(3-8) 

A+B+Cwhere S = I: se~gonometer
2 

A-B cos a+b 2tan 2 = tan £. (3-9)A+B 2 
cos 2
 

1 A-B
sna-b 2 ctan 2 = tan- (3-10)A+B 2sin
2 

a-bcos-A+B 2 Ct&n 2 = cot - (3-11)a+b 2 cos2
 

i &-b
s n-A-B 2 Ctan-= cot - (3-12)
2 a+b 2sin2 

Eq. 3-6 is called the analog to the cosine formula; Eqs. 3-7 through 3-12 are· 
called half-angle formulas. Eqs. 3-9 and 3-10 are usually solved as a pair to 
yield values for the sides a and b; similarly, Eqs. 3-11 and 3-12 are solved 
as a pair to give the angles A and B. 

Atan - = 2 

a 
tan '2 = 
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3. 2 Right Spherical Triangles. If,.in a spherical triangle, ?ne of 
the angles is equal to 90°, the triangle is a right spherical triangle. All 
of the formulas gj.ven in the preceding article for oblique spherical triangles 
also hold for right spherical triangles; it may be more convenient, however, to 
use formulas which have been developed especially for the right triangle. 

Let the right angle in a right 
spherical triangle be denoted by the 
letter C, and let the five remaining 
parts of the triangle be indicated in 
the manner and order as shown in Fig. 3. 3. 
This is also the order in which they 
appear in the triangle if the right 
angle is omitted. Any one of the five 
part s of the circular diagram may be 
selected and called a middle part; 
then the two parts of the diagram next 
to it on each side are called 
ad,iacent parts and the other two Fig. 3. 3 Napi~rt8 Rules ot Circular Parts. 

opposite parts. Two fundamental rules, 
known as Napier I s Rules of Circula.r 
Parts, may be shown as true; they are 
as follows: 

The sine of a middle part is equal to the product of the cosines
 
I of the opposite parts.
 

The sine of a middle part is equal to the product of the tangents 
of the adjacent parts. 

*.; (1) 

Using these rules, ten different formulas may be written involving relations 
between the various parts of the original spherical triangle. 

Example.	 In the right spherical triangle shown in Fig. 3.4, find the 
missing side a. 

_ -8 
,.. =? o ~ • 

~o ~ A~ c 

Fig. 3. 4	 Fig. 3. 5 

In Fig. 3. 5, the shaded sections represent the known values 
and the circled quantity represents the desired unknown value. 
Using rule 2, with the quantity b selected as a middle part, 
we may write 

sin b .. tan(9Qo-A).tan a ~ :::;---;-1____..._ 
which after rearranging becomes __/ .' ~ (y () 1) - A ) 

tan a I: sin b tan A ~/ 

II: sin 200 tan 30°
 
:. a II: 110 10 I 12 ~t8
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3. 3 Polar Triangles, Given the spherical ~ ABC as shown in Fig. 3.6, 
locate A', B', and C', the poles of the sides,.a, b, and c. Draw the polar 
spherical t1 At B' Ct. 

Fig. 3.6 Polar triangles: 

Since A is 90 0 from both B' and C', it follows that A is the pole of 
side B' C' =a'; thus A, B, and C are the poles of the sides of the polar triangle .. 

B' E = 90 0 since Bt is the pole of the great circle ACE.
 
DC' = 90 0 since C' is the pole of the great circle ABD.
 
Adding, B' E + DC' = 180 0
 

B' E + DE + ECt = 180 0 

But B' Ct = the side a', and DE = the angle A, so that 
at + A = 180 0 

:, Any angle of a spherical triangle is the supplement of the corresponding 
s ide of the polar triangle. 

FC = 90 0 
, since C is the pole of the great circle A' F Bt. 

BG = 90 0 
, since B is the pole of the great circle A' G Ct. 

Adding, FC + BG = 180 0 

FG + BC = 180 0 

A' + a = 180 0 

,', Any side of a spherical triangle is the supplement of the corresponding 
angle of the polar triangle • 

.', Any side or angle of a spherical triangle is the supplement of the 
corresponding angle or side of the polar triangle. 

The above results may be used in conjunction with Eqs. 3-1 through 3-5 to 
yield new formulas. For example, the Law of Cosines (Eq. )-1) applied to the 
polar triangle of Fig. 3. 6 becomes 

cos a' = cos b' cos c' + sin b' sin c' cos A'
 
cos (180-A) = cos (180-B) cos (180-C) + sin (180-B) sin (180-C) cos (180-a)
 
- cos A = - cos B (- cos C) + sin B sin C (- cos a) ,
 

(3-13)cos A = - cos B cos C + sin B sin C cos a 
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3.4 General Remarks on Spherical Triangle Solution.· A spherical
 
triangle has six elements, or parts: the three sides and the three vertex
 
angles. If any three of these parts are given, the other three can be found
 
by using one or more formulas of spherical trigonometry. The choice of
 
formula ~ be based upon several criteria, such as: computing power available,
 
what parts are given, what parts are to be found, and the degree of accuracy
 

, desired in the solution. By proper choice of formula, a direct solution can usually 
be made, that is, the desired part can be solved for by means of a single formula. 
In some cases it may be preferable or necessary to use the indirect method of 
finding a missing, though undesired, part first and then solving for the desired
 
part through use of a second formula.
 

The following reminders and cautions may be helpful: 

(1)	 An angle near 0° is best found through its sine or tangent. 
(2)	 An angle near 90° is best found through its cosine or tangent. 
(3)	 The sine of an angle is always positive for the range Oo~ e~ 1800

, 

so that it becomes necessary to resolve the ambiguity of quadrant 
by independent means, when solving for the angle through its 
arcsine. 

(4)	 The cosine and the tangent of an angle are both positive for 
the range Oo~ e~ 90° and negative for the range 90°= e~ 1800 

, 

so that there is no ambiguity of quadrant. 
The sum of the angles of a spherical triangle is always greater 
than 180° and less than 540°; the amount by which the sum of 
the angles exceeds 1800 is called the spherical excess of the 
triangle. The spherical excess approaches zero when the sides 
of the spherical triangle are very small compared with the 
radius of the sphere; it approaches 3600 when the opposite is 
true. 

(6)	 The sum of the sides of a spherical triangle is always less 
than 3600 

• 
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3.5 The Astronomical Triangle. The spherical triangle having the elevated 
pole, the zenith, and a heavenly body (or an apparent point on the celestial 
sphere) as the three vertices is called the astronomical triangle and is of great 
importance in practical astronomy, since many of the problems encountered will 
require solution by.means of it. There are four possible cases to consider: 

(1) observer in north latitude, body west of the meridian 
(2) " If , east If "If If If If 

(3) If If south It , It It It It " , and 
If If If It , It west It It It(4) • 

The first of these cases is shown in Fig. 3.7, and may be considered as typical, 
since the basic rules for the construction and solution of all four cases are 
the same. In the figure, P represents the elevated celestial pole (the celestial 
north pole in this case); the observer's zenith is at Z, and the heavenly body 
(or the point of interest on the celestial sphere) is at B. 

By reference to the figure at right, 
it is seen that the arc PZ is the complement 
of the latitude, and the arc PB is the 
complement of the declination; these two arcs 
are often called the co-latitude and the co
declination, respectively. The arc PB is also 
k~own as the polar distance. The arc ZB is 
the zenith distance z, and is the complement 
of the altitude a. 

The angle at the pole between the 
meridian and the hour circle through the body 
is called the meridian angle p.. The meridian 
angle is numerically equal to the local hour 
angle when the body is west of the meridian; 
however, when the body is east of the 
meridian, the meridian angle is equal to 
3600 minus the hour angle. The angle ~ at the 
zenith, between the meridian and the vertical 
circle through the body, is equal to the 
azimuth A for the case when the body is east rte. 3.7 !be aatroDOlliea1 triaDll. torof the meridian, but becomes 360°- A when the ea.. of aD ob••ner at DOrtb latita4.the body is west of the meridian. witil the bod7 weat ot the aeridian. 

The parts of the astronomical triangle are: 

Sides: polar distance 90°_ 8 
zenith distance zz 90°- a 
co-latitude 90°_ ~ 

Angles: meridian angle p. at the pole 
zenith angle 
parallactic angle 

~ at the zenith 
8 at the body (this angle is norm~ 

not needed in the solution of the 
astronomical triangle) 

Observe that the angle at the pole is measured by the corresponding arc ot the 
equator and the angle at the zenith by the corresponding arc of the horizon. 
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3.6 Solution of the Astronomical Triangle. If any three of the six 
elements or parts of the astronomical triangle are known, the remaining parts 
may be found by means of the formulas given,. in sections 3.1 through 3.3 • 

Case 1: Observer in north latitude, body west of the meridian (Fig. 3.8). 
The usual situation is that the latitude, declination, and hour angle are 

known, and that the azimuth and altitude are to be found. 

Writing the four-consecutive-parts formula (Eq. 3-5) for the zenith angle Z, 
which in this case is equal to 3600 

- A, 

- sin h (3-14)( 6 )tan 3 OO_A - sin(90 b - ~) (0)
 
tan(90'- 6) - cos 90 - f/J cos h
 

From plane trigonomet~, the following relations are true: 

tan(360°- e ) • -tan e
 
sin(900-e) :z cos e
 
cos(900- e) = sin e
 
tan(900- e) • cot a • ta; e 

Using these relations in Eq. 3-14, 

tan A • -sin h (3-15)cos fP tan 6 - sin fP cos h 

Writing the law of cosines (Eq. 3-1) for the side z·· 90°- a, 

cos(900-a) • oos(900- fP) c08(900- a) + sin(900- fP) sin(90·- &) oos h 

sin a • sin fP sin & .. cos' fIJ coe a C08 h (3-16) 

FlI. 3d fte aatronomeal triangle tor 
the- ea•• or an obMrnr at DOrth !at!t1IIIe 
with tbe bod7 ..at ot the aeridlall. 



Case 2: Observer in north latitude, boqy east of the meridian (Fig. 3.9). 

The parts of the astronomical triangle are: 

Sides: polar distance 
zenith distance 

90°- t 
z· 90°- a 

co-latitude 90° ~ 

Angles: meridian angle 
zenith angle 
parallactic angle 

Again, suppose that the latitude, declination, 
and hour angle are known, with the azimuth and. 
altitude required. 

Fig. ).9 The astronomical triangle for 
the case of an observer in north latitude 
with the bodT eut of the aer1diaD. 

talriting the four-consecutive-parts formula for the zenith angle, which here 
is equal to the azimuth A, 

tan A • s1n(3600- h) 
sin(90

6 
- ~ ) (0) ( 6 ° )tan{9Qb_ a) - cos 90 - f{) cos 3 0 - h 

From plane trigonomet~, sin(3600- e) • -sin e , and cos(3600- 9) • cos e, so 
that the above expression may be written as 

tan A = -aiQ h (3-IS)cos ~ tan a - sin ~ cos h 

which is the same as for Case 1. 

Writ"ing the law of cosines for the side z· 90°- a, 

cos(900- a) • c08(900- ~) cos{900- a) + sin(9Qo_~) sin{9Qo- ,) co.(3600- h) 

sin. • sin ~ sin a + cos ~ cos 6 C08 h (3-16) 

which is the same as for Case 1. 

It may be shown that the formulas for Cases 3 and 4 are the same as for 
Case 1, so that Eqs. 3-15 and 3-16 are valid in all cases. 
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3.6.1 When working toward the solution of other astronomical triangles 
which involve different combinations of known and desired quantities than 
those discussed in the preceding pages, additional formulas may be needed; 
several are given below, without proof. For the sake of compactness, the 
meridian angle (at the pole) is in all cases denoted by the symbol JL , and 
the zenith angle by ~; remember that the meridian angle is equal to either 
the hour angle or 360° minus the hour angle, and that the zenith angle is 
equal to either the azimuth.or 360° minus the azimuth, depending upon the 
location of the body relative to the meridian. 

From the law of sines, Eq. 3-3, we have 

sin ~ sin Z
 
sin(90 - a) = sin(90u

- ~ )
 

which, using the co-function relations, may be written as 

sin f..L coso :lI cos a sin ~ (3-17) 

In the solution of this formula for either f..L or 2, it should be noted 
that the resulting angle lies either in the first or second quadrant,. i.e., 
the numerical value lies in the range Oo~ e ~ 180° • 

Again D'iak:ing use of the law of cosines, but writing it this time for the 
side 900 

- a, we obtain the formula 

sin ~ '. sin f/J sin a + cos f/J cos a cos .... A (3-18) 

For computing:lL, the following additional formulas may be 
helpful: 

IL cose s+ f/J) cos! s+ ~ )
sin 2' • (3-19)coS f/J cos O' 

270· - ef/J + 0 +.~)where s • 
2 

sin ~ or: . (3-20)tan; IJ. • cos f(J tan a - sin f/J cos H 

For computing B, !the following formula may be used: 

B cos( s+ f{) cos( s+a) 
(3-21)sin '2 • cos f/J cos a 

where s. 27cf - ~ f/J + 0 +:a) 

All the formulas presented are valid for both hemispheres; th~ are also
 
valid for the situation in which the zenith and the body are in different
 
hemispheres. They are all based upon the north celestial pole being the pole
 
point in the astronomical triangle.
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3.:7 Transformation from eclipt ic t.o equatorial coordinates. 

It often happens that the ecliptic coordinates A, ~ of a heavenly body 
are known and that the corresponding .independent equatorial coor.dinates 
0(,8 arerequir.e.d. The transformat.ion equat.lons may be obtaine.d by 
cons idering Fi gure 3.J 0, whi c h represents the c.e I estial sphe,re. w.1 th 
P the north celest.1al pole and Pe the north ecliptic pole. The equator 
and ecliptic are shown. as are the vernal equ.1no.x 'r, the summer solstice 
55, the toot F ot the hour angle ot the solst.1c.e. and the obliquity 
of the ecliptic.• d.enoted as E. The arcF-SS is equal to the obliquity £ • 
as is the arc P~PE • 

In the .spherical triangle PBP•• th.~ angle at P£ is equal to 9.0°- A, 
and. the angl.e at P is equal to J80 - 190° -.O(). From the tour 
consecutive parts formula, 

tan.( 90°·,.. 0<) = sin,,( 90°- >..) 
s.in (: 

tan.( 90d 
- ~ ) 

- cos e cos,( 90° - A ) 

J _ cos ~ 

tan ~ - sin E tan ~ - cos Eo sin X 

tan 0( = cos E sin A. - sine tan (3 ( 3- 21 ) 
cos t\ 

From the law of cosines. 
cos(90o - S) = cosE- cos{90o-~) + sinE- sin{90o

-(3) cos{90o-A 

sin cS = c05 € 5i n ~ + sin ~ co 5 ~ 5 inA ( 3- 23) 
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bercisea 

Three pointa on a sphere are located equidistant troa each other, torJlliDa
 
an equilateral' spherical triangle; as in plane trigonoJlet!'J', such a
 
triangle is also equianplar. Derive a tormula tor the vertex angle aa
 
a function ot the aide.
 

Using the tormula derived tor problea 3-1, find the vertex angle corresponding 
to a side ot <a> '90° (b) 120°. Sketch these two triangles on a globe.

ro° ----
Again l:"eterring to proble. 3-1, what is the minimum possible vertex angle, 
and the corresponding side? the maximum? 

~ -:::: b()O / 

Ma7 a spherical triangle have one and onq one ot its elements to be 90°? V(>:#
two only? three? tour? tive? May all six elements be 90°' cr 

~ _ ?(~) ~ f'fvo- , 

same, as 4, but tor 180° eleaenta. ~ 
~ .. ':i.-)J Zf 0 

~s.A spherical tri&DIle halJ certain parts given . ~ 30 
aa shown in the tigure at rigbt; find side q. ~ _ __ 

R q 
For the saae tigure, tind the vertex angle R. 

Using the value ot q as tound in problem 3-6, verify the value for R found 
in problea 3-7. 

Repeat problem 3-8, using a different formula. 25f3 
In the figure at right, tind the vertex aDlle Q. 30 Q 

A spherical triangle bas one vertex angle ot 20°, another ot 90°, and 
the side included between thea is 40·. Find all other parts ot the triangle. 

A spherical triansle baa one aide ot 20°, another ot 90°, and the vertex 
angle included between thea ia 40°. Find all other parta ot the trianale. 

Given .p. 55°lf, LBA • 3h, &Del ~. 360 ft, tiad the aa1atll aDd altitude. 

Find the hour angle and declination ot a star it ita azimuth ia 230° 
and its altitude is 40° at a place in latitude 45°N. 

Find the aziJlluth and altitude ot Proc70n tor a place in 30° aouth latit\1de 
at an instant when the LHA ot the vernal equinox ia 4h 3()11. 
Solve exercise 23 of chapter 2 by the _thods ot the present chapter. 

sa.e, but tor exercise 2-25.
 

sa.e, but tor exercise 2-26.
 

sa.e, but tor exercise 2-27.
 

Find the aziEth ot Betelgeuae at the time ot ita settiDg aa aeen tro.
 
ea> 30° S latitude <b> 30· B latitude. 

A '* ;L )O,,4j 
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/3-21.	 Convert the ecliptic coordin~tes }:I 342°13'11", ~:. +7°51'22" 
to independent equatorial coordinate~, for Nov. 3 at Oh TOT. 

3-22.	 A certain star is located at ~: Sh 20m, S:. -7 0 lL' ; find its
 
ecliptic coordinates at the epoch Feb. 27 at Oh Tor.
 

3-23.	 A planet is at ,,= 276· 19' L6", fJ = +2 0 L' 6"; if the hour angle
 
of the vernal equinox is'2lh 11m l2s , find the azimuth and altitude
 
of the I;llanet as seen from latitude 1,° Lo' 20" S at the epoch
 
July 19a ISh 2rJf1 TIJl'. . 0' h 3 rn t'"7 ./
 

. . ,10 Ifl~ 

Venus is to be observed from EMOS on April 17 at the epoch speCifi~ 
by the instructor. Find its expected azimuth and altitude. The hour 
~ngle of the vernal equinox, needed for solution of this problem, will 
be furnished by the in;tructor also. A =! 'I / .o~"'" • 

L Ht41" = 6° 'tom t.5 0 51 3-/7'o/)Cj 
3-25.	 Convert the ecliptic lon~itude and latitude of tge ~oon as given in
 

the Astronomical Almanac for the epoch October 8 0 Prnamical Time
 
to right ascension and declination. Compare your results with the
 
tabular values of r.a. and dec. also given in the Almanac.
 

3-26.	 Repeat the preceding problem, but for the sun. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TIME	 AND LONGITUDE 

4.1 Time Systems. As was mentioned in the preceding chapter, the 
celestial coordinates of heavenly bodies such as the sun, moon, stars, 
and planets change with respect to time. In order to discuss these 
changes in some detail, and to understand their effect on the 
calculations and observations of engineering astronomy, it is necessary 
to become familiar with several of the various types of time systems in 
use today. 

It is necessary first to distinguish between two different aspects 
of time: the epoch, which is the instant of occurrence of some 
phenomenon or observation, and the interval, which is the time elapsed 
between two epochs. The conventional time scale is measured in units of 
years, months, days, hours, minutes, and seconds. 

A fundamental requirement of any time measurement system is to 
establish a relationship between the units of measurement and some 
observable physical event which is either repetitive and countable, or 
continuous and measurable, or both. The systems which we will use are 
based either upon observable astronomical phenomena such as star 
transits, the diurnal motion of the sun, etc., or upon observable 
physical phenomena involving certain properties of the cesium atom. 

There are three systems of the first type with which we must 
familiarize ourselves, as listed below and as discussed in some detail in 
the articles which follow. The first two are based upon the diurnal 
rotation of the earth, with the third being based upon the annual orbital 
motion of the earth about the sun. These three systems are: 

(1)	 Sidereal time, or time measured with respect to the apparent
 
motion of the stars; this apparent motion is actually due to
 
the diurnal rotation of the earth upon its axis.
 

(2)	 Solar time, or time measured with respect to the apparent 
motion of the sun: this apparent motion is also actually due to 
the diurnal rotation of the earth. 

(3)	 ~amical time, formerly called ephemeris time, which is the independent 
variable in the equations of motion of celestial mechanic~; its mea~ure 
i~ defined by the orbit~l motion of the earth around the sun. 

The fourth, non-astronomical, time system which we will use is: 

(4)	 Atomic time, based upon analyses of certain physical properties 
of the cesium 133 atom. 
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4.2 Dynamical Considerations. Before these time systems are 
described more fully, there are two phenomena which need to be un~erstood 

in principle, at least. These are (a) the motion of the equinox among 
the stars and (b) variations in the rotational speed of the earth. 

The vernal equinox, heretofore considered as fixed with r~spect to 
the st~rs, is actually in continuous, though slow, motion because of 
dynamical forces on the earth as it both rotates on its axis and revolves 
about the sun, which cause the equator and the ecliptic, and hence the 
equinox, to move relative to the celestial sphere. 

The motion of the earth's ~tor and therefore of the celestial 
poles, is due to the gravitational a traction of the sun and the moon 
upon the earth's equatorial bulge, a d may be resolved into two 
components. The first component, th uni-solar precession, moves the 
celestial poles about the ecliptic poles in 4 circular path with a period 
of about 25,800 years and an amplitude equal Ito the obliquity of the 

.	 ecliptic, resulting in a westerly movement of'. the equinox along the 
equator of about 50" per year (a more precise value is given in the 
Almanac, on page K~). The second component, called the nutation, and 
~aused in part by the fact that the plane of the moon's orbit about the 
earth is not in the ecliptic plane, consists basically of a periodic 
motion of the celestial poles (superimposed on the luni-solar precession) 
having a maximum amplitude of about 9" and a main period of about 18.6 
years. 

The motion of the ecli tic is due to the gravitational attraction of 
the planets upon the earth as a whole, and con~ists of a slow rotation of 
the ecliptic about a slowly-mov'ng diameter, r~sulting in a westerly 
movement of the equinox of about 47" per centul:Y. This effect is called 

'v ./
the planetary precession.	 'j--------'>/:-. r_ 

~ ")..,.I/~ ,. J k<..J-. 

,,~ -~~'-- - Jlk ,/ 
~ .~ _.. 

The rotational speed of the earth'itself is not perfectly uniform,
 
but is subject to irregularities of three types:
 

(a)	 seasonal or periodic variation, more or less repeatable from 
year to year, probably due to atmospheric and tidal effects; 

(b)	 a secular (non-periodic) decrease in rotational speed, due 
chiefly to energy-dissipative tidal forces; and 

(c)	 irregular fluctuations, the causes of which are only partly 
understood. 

It should also be pointed out that there is a continuous, although 
slight, motion of the solid mass of the earth itself relative to the axis 
of rotation. This effect, known as the wandering of the poles, or simply 
as the polar motion, causes the geographical coordinates of the observer 
to change with time. 
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4.3 Sidereal Time. Sidereal time is directly related to the 
diurnal rotation of the earth; equal intervals of angular motion 
correspond to equal intervals of sidereal time. At the instant of upper 
transit of the vernal equinox over a particular meridian, the sidereal 
time on that meridian is taken as Oh om Os. This epoch is called 
sidereal apparent noon and is considered 'as the beginning of the sidereal 
day, which is defined as the interval between two successive upper 
transits of the vernal equinox over the same meridian. The length of the 
sidereal day is not constant, nor does it precisely measure the true time 
for one rotation of the earth, because of the movement of the equinox as 
described in the preceding article. 

The sidereal epoch is numerically equal' to the hour angle of the 
vernal equinox. The local hour angle of the true (apparent) equinox is 
called the local apparent sidereal time (LAST~The sidereal time on the 
Greenwich meridian is called the Greenwich apparent sidereal time 
(GAST). The local hour angle of the mean equinox is called the local 
mean sidereal time (LMST); when it is referred to the Greenwich meridian, 
it is called the Greenwich mean sidereal time (GMST). These four 
relation3 may be written as 

LAST = LHA of the apparent equinox (4-1) 
GAST = GHA" " II (4-2) 

LMST = LHA of the mean equinox (4-3)
 
GMST GHA" " " (4-4)
-1-+." J #~L .~,. 

~ ~~ j, "VJ'r 
The term equation of the equinoxes (EOE) is applied to the quantity 

"apparent sidereal time minus mean sidereal time," thus 

EOE  LAST - LMST (4-5) 
or EOE GAST - GMST (4-6) 

The equation of the equinoxes is due to the nutation (Section 4.2). The 
numerical value of EOE is tabulated for each day of the year in the 
Almanac, in the table of Universal and Sidereal Times, beginning on page 
BS. 

All of t~e above relations are illustrated in Fig. 4.1, from which it is 
evident that 

LMST GMST - ).. (4-7)
 
LAST = GAST - A (4-S)
 

or, after slight rearrangement, 

GMST - LMST = A (4-9) 
GAST - LAST = A (4-10) 

?ig. 4.1 Relation between the sidereal times 
at two places and their difference in longitude. 
The equation of the equinoxes is also shown, 
though very much enlarged for clarity. 

/ ~ 0 <v ).- 7 }770 / 3 
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Equations 4-9 and 4-10 are specific cases of a general principle of 
time measurement which may be stated thus: The difference between the 
corresponding local times of two places is equal to their difference in 
longitude. This principle will be shown to apply to the other kinds of 
time as discussed in the following articles. 

As was shown in section 2.12, the hour angle of the vernal equinox 
is equal to the right ascension of a body, such as a star, at the instant 
of its upper transit. It follows, therefore, that the sidereal time may 
be determined by observing transits of stars, since, from Eqs. 2-12 and 
4-1, the local apparent sidereal time at any instant is equal to the 
right ascension of a star which is at upper transit at the same instant. 
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4.4 Solar Time. An apparent solar day is defined as the interval 
betwe~n two successive lower transits of the sun's center o~tl1e-same
meridian. The lower, rath~r than the upper, transit is used so that the 
change of date will occur at midnight. The apparent solar day is divided 
into 24 hours, beginning with the instant the center of the sun is at 
lower transit (local apparent midnight). The instant the center of the 
sun is at upper transit is known as local apparent noon; the local 
apparent time at that instant is 12h • At any instant, the local 
apparent solar time, or simply the local apparent time, is equal to the 
hour angle of the sun's center plus 12 hours, that is, 

LAT = LHA0 + l2h (4-11) 

The local apparent time on the Greenwich meridian is called the Greenwich 
apparent time (GAT), and is equal to the Greenwich hour angle of the 
sun's center plus 12 hours, that is, 

GAT = GH~ + 12h (4-12) 

The length of the apparent solar day is not constant, nor does it 
measure the true time for one complete rotation of the earth, not only 
because of the irregularities in the earth's rotational speed, as 
described in section 4.2, but also because of the way in which the earth 
moves about the sun. It was stated in section 1.6 that the sun appears 
to move eastward through the stars at a rate of about 10 per day 
because of the actual annual revolution of the earth about the sun. This 
motion is now understood to be non-uniform, since the earth moves at 
varying speeds in obedience to the laws of celestial mechanics as 
formulated by Kepler. The non-uniform actual motion of the earth results 
in a non-uniform apparent motion of the sun, thus causing the apparent 
solar day to vary in length. Even if the sun did move uniformly, the 
length of the solar day would still not be constant, since the sun moves 
along the ecliptic whereas the rotation is measured along the equator, 
and angles at the celestial pole measuring equal arcs on the ecliptic are 
not, in general, equal. 

The use of the true (apparent) sun is, for the reasons just 
explained, not advisable as a means for precise timekeeping. Instead, a 
fictitious fiducial point called the mean sun is imagined as moving 
eastward at a uniform rate along the equator and to complete one 
revolution from the vernal equinox in the same time in which the true sun 
completes one revolution on the ecliptic. This interval (about 365 1/4 
apparent solar days) is called the tropical year; it is more rigorously 
defined as the interval between two successive passages of the center of 
the sun through the vernal equinox. A precise value of the length of the 
c.urre,,-t 'hopk'4.\ ~Q<V is given on page Cl of the Almanac. The time given by 
the mean sun is such that every day measured by it is of exactly the same 
duration, and each one is equal to the average (mean) solar day as 
measured by the true sun. A mean solar day may then be defined as 
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the interval between two successive lower transits of the mean sun over 
the same meridian. The local mean solar time, or simply the local mean 
time (LMT), is the hour angle of the mean sun plus 12 hours, that is, 

(4-13)
 

The local mean time on the Greenwich meridian is called either the 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) or Universal Time (UT), and is equal to the 
Greenwich hour angle of the mean sun plus 12 hours, that is, 

UT = GMT = GHAme + l2h (4-14) 

Local me~n noon at any place is the instant of upper transit of the mean 
sun over the meridian of the place; mean midnight refers to the instant 
of lower transit. The mean solar day is divided into 24 hours beginning 
at mean midnight. 

Since the mean· sun is not observable, it is necessary to introduce a 
method for changing from one kind of solar time to the other. This is 
done by the equation of time (EDT), which is defined as the quantity 
Itapparent solar time minus mean solar time" (compare this expression with 
that for the equation of the equinoxes in section 4.3). We may then write 

EDT = LAT - LMr = GAT - UT (4-15) 

The equation of time is not tabulated in the Almanac, though it may 
be computed from data which is tabulated, using the method as explained 
later in this chapter. Values of the EOT are given twice daily in the. 
Nautical Almanac, to a precision of 1m of time. Fig. 4.2 shows 
graphically the equation of time for the year 1945; the graph is 
essentially the same for all years. 
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The relations described in the preceding paragraphs, and as given by 
Eqs. 4-1 through 4-15, are illustrated by Fig. 4.3, from which it is 
evident that 

LMT GMT -A = UT - A	 (4-16) 
LAT = GAT -r..	 (4-17) 

or, after slight rearrangement, 

UT - LMT =	 GMT - LMT =A (4-18) 
GAT - LAT = ~ (4-19) 

again illustrating the basic principle first stated in section 4.3: The 
difference between the corresponding local times of two places is equal 
to their difference in longitude. 

Fig. 4.3 Rel3.tion between the solar times of 
two places and their difference in longitude. 
The point ~beled M is the midnight point, 
located 12 ahead of the sun; similarly, mM 
denotes the mean midnight point, which is 
located 12h ahead of the mean sun. 

The definition of Universal Time as given above is for the value as 
deduced directly from observations; for greater precision, it is 
necessary to correct the observed values for the rotational 
irregularities of both polar motion and seasonal variation. The numbers 
0, 1, and 2 are conventionally used for this purpose, in the following 
way: 

UTO = UT as deduced directly from observations 
UTI = UTO corrected for polar motion 
UT2 = UTO corrected for both polar motion and seasonal variation. 

The corrections for polar motion and seasonal variation are so small 
that it will normally not be necessary in our work to distinguish between 
the three types, so that we shall call anyone of them simply "Universal 
Time," unless the topic is such that it is necessary to be specific. 
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4.5 Relation Between Mean Solar and Mean Sidereal Time Interval. A 
definite relation exists between an interval of mean solar time and the 
corresponding interval of mean sidereal time, so that knowing the one is 
equivalent to knowing the other. To understand this relationship, 
consider the earth moving about the mean sun as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

Suppose that at a given instant the mean sun is on the meridian of 
an observer at 0, and that a line joining the earth's center C and the 
mean sun S points toward a certain star. After 24 sidereal hours, the 
earth's center is at C' and the earth has completed a full rotation so 
that the star is again on the observer's meridian. 

~----- --·-···-----3~to* 

...----- s~~ ~oQ 
to* 

Fig. 4.4 Relation between solar and sidereal time interval. 

From the figure, it is clear that the mean sun is not yet on the 
meridian, lacking about 10 of rotation, which is equivalent to about 
4m of time. This shows that the mean sidereal day is shorter than the 
mean solar day by about 4m• The sidereal clock thus gains on the mean 
solar clock by this amount daily, which accrues to a full day at the end 
of the tropical year. 

The length of the tropical year is given in the Almanac as 
containing 365.24220 mean solar days (after rounding to an accuracy 
sufficient for our purposes); the mean sidereal year thus contains 
366.24220 mean solar days, leading to the following ratio: 

366.24220 
1 mean solar day = 365.24220 mean sideareal day = 1.0027379093 mean 

sidereal day 

This ratio is, in general, the ratio of any interval of mean 
sidereal time to the corresponding interval of mean solar time. 
Conversion from an interval of mean sidereal time to the corresponding 
interval of mean solar time, or the converse, may be done by means of the 
above relation. 
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4.6 Relation Between Mean Solar and Mean Sidereal Time Epoch. 
Until 1984 January 1, for consistency with the FK4 system of astronomical 
constants in use until that time, the fundamental relation between the 
epoch of mean solar and mean sidereal time is given by the expression 

Greenwich	 mean sid. time @ Oh UTI = 6h 38m 45~836 + 
8640184~542 T + 0~0929 T2 (4-20) 

where T denotes the number of Julian centuries of 36525 days which, at 
the beginning of the calendar day concerned, have elapsed since 1900 
January 0~5 (JD 2415020.0) on the Greenwich meridian. 

On and after 1984 January 1, for consistency with the FK5 system of 
astronomical constants to be introduced at that time, the fundamental 
relation between the epoch of mean solar and mean sidereal time is given 
by 

GMST at Oh UTI = 6h41m50~54841 + 8640184~812866 Tu + 

0~093104 T~ - 0~0000062 T~	 (4-21) 

where Tu denotes the number of Julian centuries of 36525 days which, at 
the beginning of the calendar day concerned, have elapsed since 2000 
January Id 12h UTI (JD 2451545.0) on the Greenwich meridian. 

The table of Universal and Sidereal times in section B of the 
Almanac has been constructed by using the appropriate one of the above 
expressions. A discussion of the table is given in the 'Explanation' 
section of the Almanac. 

Example:	 Find the GMST at Oh UTI on 1984 January 1
 
(JD 2445700.5) by each of the above expressions.
 

2445700.5	 - 2415020.0 
T = 36525 = 0.839986 

which, when used in eq. 4-20, gives 

GMST at Oh UTI 

2445700.5 - 2451545.0 = '-0.160014 
36525 . 

which, when used in eq. 4-21 gives 

The difference of 0~0636 in the two results is equal to the difference 
in right ascensions of the FK4 and FK5 systems. 
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the beginning of the calendar day concerned, have elapsed since 2000 
January Id 12h UTI (JD 2451545.0) on the Greenwich meridian. 

The table of Universal and Sidereal times in section B of the 
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section of the Almanac. 

Example:	 Find the GMST at Oh UTI on 1984 January 1 
(JD 2445700.5) by each of the above expressions. 

2445700.5	 - 2415020.0
T = 36525 = 0.839986 

which, when used in eq. 4-20, gives 

GMST at Oh UTI 

= 2445700.5 - 2451545.0 = .0.160014 
36525 

which, when used in eq. 4-21 gives 

The difference of 0~0636 in the two results is equal to the difference 
in right ascensions of the FK4 and FK5 systems. 
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4.7 Ephemeris Time. The failure of the rotational time systems* 
(sidereal and solar) to provide a means of obtaining a uniform time scale 
directly from observations led astronomers to a new system in which the 
dynamical motion of the bodies in the solar system are used in 
determining the time scale. Ephemeris Time is the uniform measure of 
time defined by the laws of dynamics and is determined in principle from 
the orbital motions of the planets, specifically that of the earth. The 
value of Ephemeris Time at any epoch is obtained by directly comparing 
observed positions of the sun, moon, and planets with their gravitational 
ephemerides; observations of the moon are the most effective for this 
purpose, due to its relative nearness and greater apparent speed. An 
accurate determination requires observations over an extended period of 
time and, in practice, takes the form of determining the correction ~ T 
that must be added to UT to obtain ET, thus: 

ET=UT+ liT (4-22) 

The value o~ ~T is not predictable, except roughly, because of the
 
unpredictable variations in the rate of rotation of the earth. Precise
 
values of ~T are generally unavailable for several years after the
 
observations are made due to the time required for data reduction and
 
publication. The Almanac gives values of AT for the past several years,
 
together with an extrapolated value or values for the current year.
 

Ephemeris Time is the argument in several Almanac tables of
 
positions of the various heavenly bodies.
 

4.8 Atomic Time. Within the past few decades, various time scales
 
based upon certain phenomena involving the cesium 133 atom have been
 
devised. The particular time scale resulting from analyses by the BIH
 
(Bureau International de l'Heure, located in Paris) of the atomic time
 
standards of many countries is known as~__(Temps Atomique
 
International). The fundamental unit of TAl is identical to the
 
fundamental unit of time in the International System of Units, that is,
 
the SI second.
 

4.8.1 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The present trend of
 
universal times UTO, UTI, and UT2 is that of a gradual departure from
 
TAl, due to the gradual slowing of the earth's rotation, as shown in Fig.
 
4.5. To provide a world-wide, uniform time scale which has the same rate
 
as TAl but yet which is close to UT in epoch, the time scale called
 
Coordinated Universal Time (abbreviated as UTC) has been devised. UTC is
 
a step-function time scale, as shown in Fig. 4.5, having the same rate as
 
TAl (and ET, since the rates of TAl and ET are identical, as far as is
 
known at present, to extremely high precision), but with occasional
 
I-second steps, called leap-seconds, to maintain agreement with the epoch
 
of UTe
 

... Ephetw\el"" T."'e ha.s been f'Q-~~~d. a..-' 'DJn~M.'C:cJ T,~ca • All 

t"e",,-.r-k, W\o..de ~e.""e c::.~cerr\ ,,'\~ E.phe~e,... s TaW\4!, a..,.~ to h '(. 
"'e~4J"d~ci ~s pet' ta.. W'\' f\~ -to D~r\~~lc:~l TiMe. Ther'e. c::l.re tl.Vo k,.",Js 
c+ 'D~r'l4."""l C~[ T.tt\e j the~ a..r-e ~ k p(a-,." ~ d ,.., ~ AIW\~t'\~c: , Sec:.+ulI\ B. 
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Insertion of leap-seconds is done, under international agreement, by 
the BIH, following advance notice of several weeks or even months. The 
number of leap-seconds extant at any given instant is denoted as 

lJ. AT = TAl - UTC (4-23) 

A table of leap-seconds versus past epochs is given on page BS of the 
Almanac; also on that page is given a table of 

b. E:r = E:r - UTC (4-24) 

Fig. 4. S R.la..f/oft s a.miJn!l 
vo.,./ous fime rca..les. 

S . 
E-r.-rAI.=32..1." 

~~1, 

,. 
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4.8.2 Radio Broadcast of Time Signals. The National Bureau of 
Standards radio station WWV, located at Ft. Collins, Colorado, broadcasts 
UTe and certain other time information on a continuous basis, using 
frequencies of 2.5, 5, 10, IS, and 20 MHz. The transmissions include, 
but are not limited to, voice announcements of UTC, a binary coded 
decimal (BCD) time code, seconds ticks, standard audio frequencies, 
weather information, and UTl-UTC corrections. 

4.8.3 .AUTI = UTI - UTC. While UTC is the preferred time scale for 
ordinary, everyday, time-keeping or time-tagging purposes, including the 
setting of our normal clocks and watches, there are some applications 
such as precise navigation and satellite tracking which require that one 
of the universal time scales (UTO, UTI, or UT2; not UTC) which are 
locked to the earth's actual rotation rate be used. The particular time 
scale used in several of the Almanac tables (for example, the table of 
Universal and Sidereal times in section B) is UTI as described in section 
4.4 of the present text. To convert from UTC to UTI, a knowledge of 

~UTI = UTI - UTC (4-25) 

is required. 

For users needing b. UTI to a precision of only O~l, WWV encodes 
this information into the broadcasts by using double ticks after the 
start of each minute. The amount of the correction is determined by 
counting the number of double ticks heard each minute and noting their 
position. The 1st through the 8th ticks indicate a positive value of 
UTI; the 9th through the 16th ticks indicate a negative value. For 
example, if the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd ticks are double, UTl-UTC = +0~3 

Again, if the 9th and 10th ticks are double, UTl-UTC = -O~2 

For users requiring ~UTI to higher precision, or for epochs other 
than the current epoch, reference may be made to page' B5 of the Almanac, 
keeping in mind that the notation ..:!:!T" as used t~~trictly UT!-.- It 
will be seen that the l1 UTI values printed there are given to a precision 
of O~Ol for epochs earlier than about 1 year prior to the publication 
date, and to O~l thereafter. 

For users requiring ~ UTI to still higher precision for current, 
recent past, and short-term future values, reference may be made to 
various publications of the U. S. Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C. 
For example, their "Earth Orientation Bulletin, Time Services 
Publication, Series 7", issued weekly to authorized recipients, contains 
such information to a precision of O~OOOI. 

In any case, once UTC and ~UTI are known, UTI is found by adding 

UTI = UTC + b UTI = UTC + (UTI - UTC) (4-26) 
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4.9 Time Zones. In timekeeping for ordinary civil purposes, 
confusion would arise if every place used the local solar time of its own 
meridian. In order to avoid having a different time at practically every 
city, a system of standard time zones has been devised, with all persons 
within a single zone keeping the same clock time. The world is divided 
into 24 zones, each having a nominal width of 150 (lh) of longitude 
(sometimes the actual border of a zone is modified to make it conform to 
a geographical feature or political boundary). Each zone is centered on 
a meridian which is an integral multiple of 150 , and the zone time for 
each zone is taken as the local mean time for that central meridian. The 
same clock time is thus kept by all persons within a large area, and this 
t~e usually differs from the local mean time of any place in the zone by 
less than 30m• The meridian of Greenwich is taken as the center of the 
zone system and of the zone numbered zero. Zones to the west are 
numbered +1, +2, +3, etc., and those to the east are numbered -1, -2, -3, 
etc., up to 12 in both directions. The twelfth zone is divided into two 
parts by the date line (the meridian 1800 from Greenwich), the eastern 
half being numbered +12 and the western half -12. When the date line is 
crossed in a westerly direction, the calendar date must be advanced by 
ld. 

Fig. 4.4 Map 8howing the 8tandard time zones in the United State-t_ 
(The clocka ahov the &one timee corresponding to the 1Ilatant of ung.r.) 
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The relation between the time on the Greenwich meridian, the time of a 
given zone, and the zone number or zone-description is given by 

UTC = ZT + ZD (4-27) 

Many of the standard time zones have been given names, a few of which 
are listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. standard Time ZOnes 

standard 
Meridian 

Zone , 
Description 

Zone 
Name 

Abbreviation 
for the zone time 

60 
75 
90 

105 
120 
135 
150 
165 

+4 
+5 
+6 
+7 
+8 
+9 

+10 
+ll 

Atlantic 
Eastern 
Central 

Mountain 
Pacific 

Yukon 
Alaska-Hawaii 

Bering 

AST 
EST 
CST 
MST. 
PST 
YST 
HST 
BST 

In the United States, under the Uniform Time Act of 1966, all states, 
The District of Columbia, and U. S. possessions must observe Daylight 
Saving Time beginning at 2h Dam Zone Time on the last Sunday in April 
and ending at 2h OOm Zone Time on the last Sunday in October, ---
provided, however, that any state may exempt itself from the law by 
legislative action each year. (The states which generally do so are 
Arizona, Indiana, and Hawaii.) Daylight Saving Time is achieved by 
advancing the clock one hour; when this is done, the time then kept by 
each zone is the standard time of the next zone to the east, and the 
letter "s" in the appropriate zone time abbreviation is replaced by the 
letter "0". For example, in zone 7, the instant on a certain day which 
would normally be desi~ated as l6h 40m MST will, under the Uniform 
Time Act, be designated as l7h 40m MDT; this instant is also properly 
designated as l7h 40m CST. Thus it is seen that, during the 
half-year in which Daylight Saving Time is in effect, persons in zone 7 
keep the standard time of zone 6, those in zone 6 keep that of zone 5, 
and so on. 
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4.10 Time Diagrams. To aid the process of visualizing the 
relations between the several kinds of time, a north polar view of the 
celestial sphere showing the hour circles, bodies, and reference points 
involved may be helpful. Such a time diagram is shown in Fig. 4.7: PG 
represents the Greenwich meridian, so that PD is the date line; imagine 
the points G, %, and D as fixed, with the other points moving clockwise 
(i.e., westerly) around the diagram, at their proper relative speeds. The 
mean midnight point roM is always directly opposite the mean sun m~. At 
the instant for which the diagram is drawn, roM is between the meridians of 
Greenwich and the observer so that the date is different at those two 
places. Notice that the date changes at two places: at the mean midnight 
point and at the date line. There can thus be at most two calendar days 
in existence at the same epoch, considering the whole earth, and this is 
the usual case: for one instant on each day, the one day exists all around 
the earth. For example, the local mean time at the date line is shown as 
approximately ISh 35m: ,after another ah 25m of mean solar time, 
the point ~ will be at the date line, and the calendar day of Monday, 
April 6, will exist over the entire earth. 

. em0 • ephemeris mean sun 
m0 • mean sun

~3h 0 • true sun 
mT	 • mean equinox

T • true equinox
Fig. 4.6 Time diagram	 I:mM mean midnight

showing the relations EOT • equation of time
between the various kiDd.	 EOE • equation of the equinoxes
of astronomical times. AT • ET-UT . 
The angles corresponding	 

I:IMST local mean sidereal time 
to EOE, EOT, and AT are LAST • local apparent sidereAl time 
,very much enlarged tor Dfl • local mean timeclarity. 1M • local apparent time 
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4.11 Conversion of time scales. In solving certain of the 
problems which arise in Engineering Astronomy, it often becomes necessary 
to convert from one time scale to another. Among the time scales most 
frequently involved in such conversions are the following: local mean 
solar t~e, local mean sidereal time, zone time, Universal Time (UTC, 
UTI), and Ephemeris Time. A few of the more frequently required 
conversions are discussed in detail in the following section. 

(The rest of this page intentionally left blank.) 
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4.11.1 To Change from Zond ~ime to .Local Apparent Sidereal Time. 
To obtain the local apparent sidereal time on a given meridian 
corresponding to a specified instant of zone time, the following method 
may be used: 

(a)	 Convert zone time to Coordinated Universal Time using eq. 
4-27, UTC = Z.T. + Z.D. 

(b)	 Convert UTC to UTI using eq. 4-2.6, UTI = UTC + ~ UTI. 
(c)	 Enter the Almanac table of Universal and Sidereal Times with 

the above UTI date as argument; take out the tabular value of 
Greenwich mean sidereal time at OhUTl on that date. 

(d)	 Multiply the value of UTI from (b) by 1 + cr = 1.0027379093 
(e)	 Add the values from (c) and (d); the result is the Greenwich 

mean sidereal time at the desired epoch. ---. ... '/"--'---., 
(f)	 Inte!p0late the tabular values of EOE to theGPoch:of UTI.] 

Add the values from (e) and (f); the result is the Greenwich 
apparent sidereal time at the desired epoch. 

(h)	 Subtract the west longitude from the value fpund in (g); the 
result is the local apparent sidereal time. 

r ........... ~
 

...." 
Example: On 1983 March 28, in longitude 106032106n~) at 

19h 27m16s zone 7 time, find the LAST .~_. 

Zone	 Time 1983 March 28d19h 27m16s 

+ Zone Description	 +7h 

(a)	 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) 1983 March 29d 2h 27m16s \ 
\~UTI (from U.S.N.O. bulletin)	 -0~0250 

(b). UTI 

(c) GMST @ OhUTl on 3/29 
(d) (1+ go-) • (UTI) = GMST since OhUTl 

(e) GMST @ epoch l4h5lmOO~4l48 
-1~0675 / 

=~h5~m5::~47~ __ ~
 
(f) EOE @ epoch (by interpolation) 

(g) GAST @ epoch 
(h) - AW 

LAST 
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4.11.1 To Change from Local Apparent Sidereal Time to Zone Time. 
To obtain the zone time on a specified meridian corresponding to a given 
instant of_local apparent sidereal time, the following method may be used. 

(a)	 Add the west longitude to the given local apparent sidereal time; 
the result is,-by eq. 4-10, the'Greenwich apparent sidereal time. 

(b)	 Enter the Almanac table of Universal and Sidereal times with the 
given calendar date as argumenti since the UTl epoch is at first 
unknown, assume it to be zero, and take out the tabular value of EOE 
at OhUT1 • 

(c)	 Subtract the value found in (b) from that found in {ali the result 
is the Greenwich mean sidereal time. 

(d)	 Again from the table, take out the Greenwich mean sidereal time at 
o UTl on the same date. 

(e)	 Subtract the value found in (d) from that found in (c); the result 
is the change in Greenwich mean sidereal time since OhUT1 • 

(f)	 Divide the result found in (e) by 1 + ~ = 1.0027379093; the result 
is the change in UTl since OhUT1 , hence is UTl it~elf. 

Since the value of UTl was not known in step (b), the value of EOE 
used	 was necessarily not the true value, but only a first 
approximation. Now that a trial value of UTl has been determined, 
a second, and closer, approximation to EOE can be found by 
interpolation, and steps (c) thru (f) repeated to yield a better 
approximation to UT1, and so on until a desired level of accuracy is 
obtained. In practice, two interations will be found to suffice. 

(g)	 Using the final value for UTl as argument, determine the 
corresponding value of ~UTl = UT1-UTC from an appropriate source, 
such as the Series 7 bulletins of the U. S. Naval Observatory. The 
argument of AUTl in these bulletins is.strictly UTC, but in 
practice UTl may be used as argument with no loss of accuracy. 
Subtract the value of AUTl thus found from UT1; the result is UTC 
of the desired epoch. 

(h)	 Subtract the zone description from the value of UTC found in (g); 
the result is the zone time of the desired epoch. Remember that the 
calendar date is a significant part of the UTC, and that it may be 
necessary to repeat the entire above process from step (b), if the 
wrong date was used at first. 
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Example: The local apparent sidereal time for an observer in longitude 
1060 32'06"W (zone description = + 7h ) is 7h44m50~9375; the 
local date is 1983 March 28. Find the corresponding zone time. 

LAST	 7h44m50s9473 

+ ~w	 +7 6 8.4 

(a)	 -GAST 

(b)	 -EOE (UTI unknown at - (-I .OS8t) 
first; assume as zero) 

(c)	 'GMST 

(d)	 -GMST @ ,OhUT1 on -12 19 23.6924 
1983 March 28d 

(e) GMST 

(f)	 + (1 +0"") 

( g) - ~ UT1 from U. S •N.0 • 
bulletin 

UTC 

(h)	 - Z.D. 

Z.T.	 1983 March 27 d 19h 31m 

but this is on the wrong day, ~ must 

(a)	 GAST 

(b)	 -EOE 

(c)	 Gl~ST 

(d)	 -GMST @ OhUT1 on -12 23 20.2477 
1983 March 29d 

(e) GMST 

(f)	 ~ (1 +0'") 

UTI	 1983 March 29d 

(g)	 -AUT1 from U.S.N.O. bulletin 

UTC 1983 March 29d 

(h)	 -Z.:>. 

59~3473 

-(-1~0590) 

60~4063 

-23.6924 

36.7139 

11~8759 

-(-~0251) 

11~8010 

11~8010 

repeat from (d) 

59~3473 

-(-1.0675) 

60.4148 

-20.2477 

40~1671 

15~9750 

-(-~0250) 

16~0000 

Z.T. 1983 March 28d 
16~0000 
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4.11.3 To change from Local Mean Time to Zone Time. There are tables 
in both the Astronomical Almanac and the Nautical Almanac which involve 
values of local mean time; each observer must convert these values to his 
correct zone time. This conversion may be made by means of the following 
procedure: 

(a)	 Obtain the UTC corresponding to the specified epoch of local mean 
time through the relation 

UTC = LMT + Aw	 (Eq. 4-18, using UTC for UT) 

(b)	 Obtain the corresponding zone time from the relation 

ZT =	 UTC - ZD (Eq. 4-27) 

Combining the above steps, we may write 

ZT =	 LMT + A - ZD (4-28)w 

from whi=h it is seen that, to obtain the zone time corresponding to a 
sFecified instant of local mean time, add to the LMT a correction of 
(A - ZD), that is, add a correction of 4m for every degree by whichw 
the observer is west of his standard meridian; if he is east of his 
standard meridian, the correction is to be subtracted. 

Example: The local mean time of a certain event, as observed 
from a place in 1060 30' W longitude, is Sh 16m; find the 
corresponding zone time. 

The nearest standard meridian is 1050 (see Table 4.1), so that the 
zone description is 7h • The time equivalent of 1060 30' is 
7h 6m; the correction from local mean time to zone time is thus 
6m, to be added, since the observer is west of his standard 
meridian. The zone time of the event is then 

ZT	 LMT + ( A - ZD)w 
Sh 16m + 6m
 

ZT = Sh 22m•
 

From the foregoing discussion, it is seen that to convert from zone 
time to local mean time, the inverse process may be used. 
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Exercises 

4- 1. Using the formula for general precession from the Almanac
 
'Explanation' section, show that the period of the general
 
precession is about 26,000 years.
 

4- 2.	 The local hour angle of the vernal equinox referred to a place in 
1600 W longitude is l4h 15m; find the apparent sidereal time 
for the place. 

4- 3.	 If the apparent sidereal time in longitude 3200W (400 E) at a
 
given 'instant is known to be 6h 14m, f,ind the apparent
 
sidereal time at each of the, following longitudes:
 

(a) 20~ (b) 8SoE (c) l600w (d) 2000w 

4- 4.	 If the equation of the equinoxes is ofs at the instant referred 
to in problem 4-3, find the mean sidereal time on each of the 
meridians involved. ~-~- ~. 

4- S~ Give the hour angle of the mean equinox at each of the meridians 
, involved in--pr-alJ:remS-4·:-3a~-.--~. 

4- 6.	 Find the mean sidereal time for a place in 67~ longitude at the 
instant of upper transit of Regulus, if the equation of the 
equinoxes is '-0~4. 

4~ 7.	 If the hour angle of the mean sun is (a) 6h (b) l7h , what is 
the mean solar time? 

4- 8.	 Using Fig. 4.2, find the local apparent time for part (a) of
 
problem 4-7, for each of the following dates: (a) Feb. 20,
 
(b) Sept. 3, and (c) Nov. 11. 

4- 9.	 o~ each of the dates specified in problem 4-8, what will be the 
local mean time of apparent noon? 

4-10.	 If the local mean time of a place in longitude 800W is
 
4 h 20m, find the mean time of a place in ~ongitude l200w at
 
that same instant.
 

4-11.	 Same as problem 4-10, except that the second place is in longitude 
l600w. 

\ 4-12. The local mean time of a place in 10So 30' 30" W longitude is 
~ February 3d 4h 10m 20 s • Find the Universal Time of this 

instant. 

4-13.	 For each of the intervals of mean solar time listed below, find 
the corresponding interval of mean sidereal time, using the ratio 
given in section 4.5 of the text. 

(a) Sh	 30m (c) 22 h ISm 36 s 

(b) Sh 6m	 (d) ISh 42m 22 s 
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4-14. For "each of the intervals of mean sidereal time listed below, find 
the corresponding interval of mean solar time, using the ratio 

~given in section 4.5 of the text. 

~v (a) 4h 24m	 (c) 2lh S4m ISs 

(b) 9h	 15m (d) l4h 30m 6 s 

4-15.	 Uaing the appropriate equation from section 4.6, calculate the 
Greenwich mean sidereal time for the epoch May 2d Oh UTI. 
Verify your answer by comparing it with the tabular value in the 
Almanac Table of Universal and Sidereal Times. 

~-16.	 Find the ecliptic longitude and ecliptic latitude of the sun at
 
the epoch October 7d l4h 26m l3 s ~ (D T) UT<:....
 

4-17.	 Find the right ascension and declination of Jupiter at the epoch ~ G~7 

June Sd 3h 20m 42 s -BT!¥'l;-~ UTe.. 

4-lS.	 Find the right ascension and declination of the moon at the epoch 
September 4 d Sh 46m 21s ~ '1~1I7 c... 

4-19.	 By listening to radio station WWV (on base, dial 120), determine 
the current value of A UTI. 

4-20.	 Using the above value of AUTl, convert the Coordinated Universal 
Time of l7h 14m 19~253 to the corresponding epoch of UTI. 

4-21.	 At a particular instant UTC = 3h 4Sm 26s 59, ~UTI = -0~2S,
 
and AAT = 2ls • For that same instant, determine the
 
corresponding values of TAl, UTI, and ET(DT).
 

For current values of 6UTI which may be required for the solution 
of any of the following exercises, ask the instructor. 

\ 

Find the local mean and apparent sidereal times for Sacramento Peak~2. 
Observatory, New Mexico, at the epoch February 6d 20 h 10m zone time. 

4-23.	 Find the zone time of transit of the star Vega as seen from the
 
Hale Observatory, Palomar Mountain, California, on June 4.
 

4-24. For the star and date specified by the instructor, find the zone 
time of transit of the star as viewed from EMOS. ~ I 

~ 3 0 0\ 

4-25.	 On the average, what is the daily difference in transit times for a 
given star and observing site? Be sure to specify whether it is 
earlier or later each day. 

4-26.	 At what zone time on August 19 will the LAST be zero, as seen from 
the Mauna Kea Observatory, Hawaii? 
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13~ 
4-27. For the epoch specified by 

quantities, for the sun: 

(a) 

(b) declination.::: 

(c) true	 geocentric distance .. /, eGS~'!'f1; 

4-28.	 Give the sun's azimuth and altitude for April 21 at 12h OOm
 
zone time as seen from EMOS.
 

4-29.	 Repeat the preceding exercise, but for Venus. 

J 
4-30.	 Give the zone times of sunrise, sunset, and the end of ~\~ 

astronomical twilight for Mount Evans. Observat~ry, Colorado, on ~ I 
the date of the summer solstice. ,d~vtA, LI'IT -+ ~iJ~_'l~ 

Give the zone times of moonrise and moonset for Catalina ~~~ 
Observatory in Tucson, Arizona, on June 19. 

A :: h +0<, 
/ 

~ A ~ 

0 3 )'/, 
~ ~23 23 

'I 
3 6'/ 3 I 

CL 5' 3" 

t
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71 CHAPTER S 
CORRECTIONS TO OBSERVATIONS 

,.1 General Remarks. Engineering astrono~ deals in general with the solution 

of the astronomical triangle based usuall7 on observations made, or to be made, 

by means of portable field instruments such 8S a theodolite or an engineer's 

transit. In some cases, a larger device such as a telescope, radar, solar radiation 

collector, etc., 'may need to be pointed to some heavenly body at a specific time. 

There are two different physical situations involved when making calculations to 

support such field operations, as follows: 

(11 prediction of position -- the calculation of the obcentric (observer-centered) 

coordinates of the bod,y at a specific epoch, either future or past, and 

(2) reduction of observation -- the mathematical treatment of a completed 

observation so as to yield a desired result. 

In either case, the effects of certain physical phenomena upon the b~ coordinates 

need to be considered and appropriate corrections applied as necessa~. 

The corrections to be discussed in this chapter are those due to the effects of 

refraction, semidiameter, geocentric parallax, diurnal aberration, and deflection of-- ---- ._---_...../"~ 
the vertical. A complete discussion of corrections due to systa~atic errors of the 

observing instrument itself is beyond the scope of this text; however, Appendix A 

does contain a few remarks about methods of eliminating certain of these systematic 

errors. 

5.2 Refraction. When a ray of light passes through the atmosphere of the earth, the 

continual variation of the air density along the path of the ray causes a continual 

change in its direction of travel. In a general way, the ray is bent downward due to 

the refractive effect of the air through which it passes. If the atmosphere is 

horizontally stratified, that is, if it is composed of a number of layers each of 

different density but with a constant density in any single layer, then the bending 

of the ray nath takes olace entirely in a vertical plane. There is therefore no 

effect on the azimuth of an observed heavenly body, that is, 

(5-1) 

The effect of refraction on the observed altitude of a heavenly body is shown in 

Fig. 5.1, which represents the earth with center C, an observer at 0, a heave~ 

body at B, and a horizontally stratified atmosphere extending from the earth's 

surface to the dashed circle. In vacuum, a light ray from B would proceed to 0 along 

the straight line BAO, and the true zenith distance Zo would be measured by the 

observer at O. In the presence of an atmosphere, this ray would be bent downward 
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within the atmosphere to follow the path BAK, thus missing the observer entirely. 

There would exist, however, another ray leaving. B along the line BA' which would be 

bent downward so as to reach point 0 at an apparent zenith distance z~ ; to the 

observer, it would appear that B were located along the line OB'. This leads to the 

conclusion that due to refraction, all objects appear nearer the zenith, and thus 

higher above the horizon, than th~ actually are. The angular difference 

l:lZAR:' Zo - z~ (5-2) 

(or 6a...lI.:' a~ - a o , which is the same thing) 

is called the refraction correction; it must be added to a predicted obcentric
 

altitude, or subtracted from an observed altitude, to yield the corresponding
 

o:'her value.
 
, 

.B 

/ B 

\, 
\ 

Fig. 5.1 Atmospheric refraction. 

c 

It should be noted that the refraction correction ~ZA~ is not, in general, 

rigorously equal to the total bending of the light ray between points B and OJ 

Fig. 5.2 may help make this clear. The ray from B which ultimately reaches the 

observer at 0 departs from B at an angle f) / B I 

above the straight line BO. 'n'le total /
/ 

Af3 ~"'. ____ B 
bending of the ray is the angle fJ ~.-J----=-:- - -9 ~ 

/ -between the tangents to the path at B / ,.,.,,.. 

and at 0, whereas the refraction 

correction is strictly the angle AZ.R 
Fig. 5.2

formed at the obseM'er by' the straight 

line OB and the tangent to the incoming ray, 

i.e., the straight line OB'. From the geometry of the figure, it is seen that 

Az = A - B (5-3)
AR. r 
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As the point B recedes to a Ye~ great distance from 0, the angle e approaches 

zero and AZAR. approaches ~ J in this limit~ case, the total bending of the ray 

is exactly equal to the refraction correction, which is then called the astronomic 

refraction. It can be shown (see Appendix E) that all of the natural heave~ bodies 

are ,sufficiently far away so that a is I" or less, hence may usually be neglected 

for engineering purposes. For objects relatively near to the earth, such as 

artificial satellitea, e will be nnlch larger than. 1"; the treatment of refraction 

for such cases is not within the scope of this text. 

Various formulas for computing the value of the astronomic refraction correction 

have been used in recent years. The simpler formulas are usually developed by 

neglecting the earth's curvature and assuming that all of the refraction takes place 

at the upoer surface of the atmosphere; more elaborate derivations take the earth's . 
curvature into account and also include the effects of barometric pressure, 

temperature, and relative humidity. Since the resulting analytical expressions are 

somewhat complex, numerical integration is frequentl1 used to obtain a solution. 

A defect in all analytical methods is that the actual ray path is a function of the 

state of the atmosphere at eyery point along the path, and this is never known in 

a practical situation. The analyst can only assume some atmospheric model, with 

arbitrary standard conditions of pressure, temperature, etc., at the observer, and 

realize that the result will represent, at best, an approximation to a statistical 

mean (i.e., average) refraction. 

An alternate approach is to construct tables of refraction by means of repeated 

observations of stars from a known position; several such tables have been 

constructed and are still in use today, e.g., the Pulkovo tables and the Greenwich 

tables. Again, these tables necessaril1 yield statistical mean values of r~fraction, 

since the actual atmospheric state corresponding to a particular individual 

observation is never known all along the ray path. 
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5.2.1 Refraction correction to observed altitude. 

The Nautical Almanac contains tables of astronomic refraction corrections 
which are based upon extensive theoretical and practical investigations by 
Garfinkel. The data in the tables are for assumed sea-level standard conditions 
of 1010 millibars and 100 Celsius. 

By plotting and smoothing the N.A. tabular data, and by applYing regression 
analysis methods to the results, the following two formulas have been obtained. 
Each formula represents, within its indicated range of valid~ty, a match to the 
smoothed N.A. data within 1 a5c-second for altitudes above 5 and within 3 arc
seconds for altitudes below 5 • . 

0-' ~~ cJJ±1For the region 50 Sa' S ~o: 

58'~2 0~058 + 0~oooo68
=a'-a=~-- (5-4) 

tan a' tan3a' tanSa' '--~ G~. '8
6

-f

o 0For the region 0 S a' S 5 : \p~J..O·~~ ~ri~~ 

~All = a' - 8 = 1~833 a' 4- 29'~23 e: 3 
+ 196':96 a,2 - 778'~9 a' + 2070':0 (5-5) 

Where ~8AJl = mean astronomic refraction 

a' = observed altitude, degrees 

a = true (corrected) altitUde, degrees 

Eqe. 5-4 and 5-5 give the mean astronomic refraction for the assumed standard 
c~nditions of 769 millimeters of mercury and 10° Celsius. Conversion to other 
conditions may be made by multiplying by appropriate factors as indicated: 

1010 ~~ '" "/ '0"""" II,. 
~a.D = a' - a = E8. K K (5-6)

... AB b t 

b 
Where ~ = 

760
 

b =barometric pressure in mm of mercury
 

283
K = 

t 273 + C 

C : atmospheric temperature in °Celsius 
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5.2.2 Refraction correction to predicted (true) altitude. 

The preceding discussion is for the case in which an observed altitude is to 
be reduced to the true altitude by removing the effect of refraction. In the 
reverse case, when it is desired to convert from a predicted true altitude to the 
corresponding altitude including refraction, the following equations may be used, 
with errors as before: 

For the region 50 S a S ~o: 

= 58~1 0':000086KiAJl = a' - a + (5-7) 
tan a tanSa 

3ijA =a - a = 0~711 a
4 - 12~79 a3 + 103~4 a

2 
- 5l8~2 a + l735~O (5-8) 

.-

Eqs. 5-7 and 5-8 give the mean astronomic refraction for the assumed standard 
conditions of 760 millimeters of mercury and 10° Celsius. Conversion to other 
conditions may be made by multiplying by appropriate factors as indicated: 

(5-9) 

where ~ and K are defined as before.t 

(The rest of this page intentionally left blank.) 
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5.2.3 The effect of refraction on the right ascension, local hour angle, 
and declination of a body is shown in Fig. 5.3, which represents the celestial 
sphere with the observer's zenith at Z. Point P is the celestial north pole; 
B is the true position of a boqy and B' is its apparent position as affected 
by the refraction r • ~a•• The hour circles PBF and PB' F' are separated by the 
angular amount ~h • h' - h , the ditrerenc'e in the local hour angl•• of B' and B. 
'n1e figure ahovs that 6.h i8 also equal to Act.. 0( - 0(', the dittereuce 1D the 
right aseen.tona or Band B'. 

Fig. $.3	 !he effect of retraction 
upon the right ascension, 
local hOQl" angle, and 
declination at a ~. 

In the astronomic triangle PZB, the parallactic angle ~ at B is found from 
the four-consecutive-parts formula (Eq. 3-5) to be: 

tan ~ • 
(5-10) 

which, upon substitution of the appropriate co-functions, _y be written .. 

-sin htan ~  \ (5-11)- cos 8 tan f/J - sin 8 C08 h 
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In the spherical triangle PBB', again using the taur-consecutive-parts formula, 

sin IJ 
tan ~h =

sin(~ - 8) _ cos(~o_ B)cos 8 < 

tan r 

sin IJ
tan 6h = (5-12)cos 8 - sin 8 cos ~ 

tan r 

~a = a - a' = 6h or a' • a - 6h (5-13) 

6h =h' - h or h' • h + 6h (5-14) 

Again in the spherical tria.ng].e PEB', using the law of cosines, 

sin 8' • sin 8 cos r + CO! 8 sin r cos 8 (5-15) 

Equations 5-13, 14, and 15 then give the corrected right ascension, hour angle, 
and declination. 

It should be noted that in Eq. 5-12, as the retraction r approaches zero, its 
tangent also approaches zero, and the first term in the denominator tends to 
infinity. This is mathematically correct, and leads to the correct result that 
~h also approaches zero. When the solution is being made by means of a calculator 

or computer, proper care must be taken to assure of a correct value for Ah. 
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The above treatment is rigorous; in many cases, however, the approximate method 
discussed below will be sufficiently accurate. 

'!he declination circle through B cuts t~e hour circle PB' F' at the point K 
forming the right triangular figure BKB'. The side KB' is equal to ~ = ~- 8 , 
the difference in declinations of B' and B; the hypotenuse BB' = r, the refraction; 
the side BK = 4h coe a • t to P 

8'	 I, 

The figure BKB' is so small that it may, 
without serious error, be treated as a 
plane triangle as shown in Fig. 5-3a. 

Fig.	 5-3a 
By inspection of' the figure, 

~h cos 8 = r cos(9Q-- (J ) • r sin IJ (5-16) 

~8 = r sin(9Q-- fJ) • r cos ~ (5-17) 

Then,	 since 

~h = a - a' = h' - h, and ~8 = 8' - 8 , 

Eqs.	 5-16 and 5-17 become 

( a - a') cos a = r sin ~ 

(h' - h) cos a = . r sin ~ 

8' - a = r cos (J 

or, finally, 

r sin ~ a' =a-	 (5-18)cos a
 
= h + r sin ~
h'	 (5-19)cos a 

a' = a + r cos {J (5-20) 

Eqs. 5-18, 19, and 20 then give the corrected right ascension, hour angle, 
and declination. 
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5.3 Parallax. In a general sense, the tera "parallax" reters to the 
apparent aDiUlir ibitt in position ot an object with respect to a re-ote 
backgrOUDd reterence trame, when the object i. viewed trOll two d1tterent 
location.. In a.tro~, the backgrOUDd reterence traM il ce:-posed ot the 
mo.t di.tant ltar., which are 10 rnote tlat they have DO .ip1ticant 
parallax ot their own. The lituation 11 lhown in l1C. 5.4, in which B 
reprelent. a bod7 such a. a .tar or a planet which appear. to be at point 
Bl when viewed tre. the ob.erver at 0, and at B:! wben viewed tre. the 
observer at o. The line ¥ il paratlel to l1J:ie 0lBll the parallax il 
mea.ured by tIe angle AO~, wbich i ••een to be equal to the angle 0lB02 , 
hence the detinition ot »tOallax a. the ab!le measured at the oblerved 
bod{ between lines drawn each ot the 0 servl!!§ locatIon•• 

IA
I 

*'I 
Fig, 5,4 The general ease of astronoadeal parallax. 

The lines Darked ,,1th a double dash are parallel. 

There are two kinds ot parallax in astronolllY with which we are concerned; V 
these are described in the ~agraph8 which tallow. J.--Il IJ 1 -1- (' -j, /J ~ n 

5.3.1 Annual parallax. C--v'l...--~~ h ~ t X/.,0-tI. /l-\..q1 ~ 
A star wh1ch is at a tinite, even though very large, distance trom the 

earth appears to trace out an elliptical path on the celestial sphere, as 
defined by the most remote of all the stars, in the course of the year. The 
paths for stars near the poles of the ecliptic are nearly circular; the paths 
ot all the rest are foreshortened to appear as ellipses, tor stars lyi!!§ in 
the ecliptic p1&ae, the paths are completely toreshortened into line segments 
alo!!§ the ecliptic. The _jor ues of these elliptical paths are unaffected 
by this toresborteni!!§, giving rise to the definition of annual or stellar 
mallaX a. the .em-jor axis ot the elliptical path trace out annua on 
t e celestial Iphere by the star. The annual parallax i. alBe equal to the 
angle subtended at the .tar by the radius ot the earth'. orbit, al shown in 

--------~ 

a 
'2 

I.. 
'B.. 
I 
I 

*I I 
I 
I 

I 
I, 
,8, , 

Fig. 5.5 • 

* 

Fig, 5,5 ADDual parallu. 

. • ",.. ..~ ... ,. or' '•..• ,~.... ~,.., #~.,- ....~.........- ....... ,.-"._,...~- .,..,.- ,- ~-~............. ~~- ...."":"?f:.• ~'.... .- ....... ,....• ~.,. ~l··.-·· -.... '~.":'~ ""," .-, ,"
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The annual paral..lax ot a star il related to the diltanee of the star fToa 
the sun bY' the relation 

, -1 1
A.P.o. sin 1 (5-21) 

where A. P. ° is the annual parallax in degrees and d is the distance from the 
SUD to the star in astronomical un1ts. Since the annual paral.laze. of .tar. 
are very ..11, thq are coalOnly given in seconds or arc, in which ea.e 
the relAtion ia written .1 

A.P." • 648,000 • 1 (5-22)
1T d 

where A. P." is the annual parallax in arc-seconds; the multiplier on the 
right-hand side is the number of arc-seconds per radian. 

The annual parall.axel ot stars are so _11 (the largest known value is 
less than 1 second ot arc) that it may not be necessary to apply a specific 
correction tor thi8 purpose to an;y observation. catalogs. which give precise 
star positions do, however, take annual parallax into account in compiling 
their tabular data. . 

Table 5. 1 lis ts a few stars of relatively large annual parallax. 

Table 5.1. Azmua1 Faral1&zea of stars 

Annual Parallax 

Pron. CentaU1"l 
Barnard's Star 

0:785 
.54 

(largest known) 

61 C;ygnl .29 
Laeaille 9352 .27 
lCapte;yn 'I Star 
Cordoba 32416 

.25 

.22 
Groombridge 1830 .12 

....,. ."-:-' . -, ...... ..,.~: " .. ~ 
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,.3.2 Geocentric parallax is the angle formed at the center of a heavenl1' bOOT 

bY' two straight lines, one drawn to the center of the earth aDi the other drawn 

to the obserTer. It mq also be reearded as the ditterence in direction of the 

b0d7 as Tined trOll the center ot the earth and from the obserYer. A related 

quantit7, the horizontal parallax, 1s defined as the anele tormed at the cent.. 

ot a heavenl7 b0d7 b7 two straight lines, one drawn to the center of the earth 

and the other drawn tancent to an imagina17 sphere which circumscribes the earth 

ellipsoid. The horizontal parallax mq also be regarded as the angular sem1diameter 

of the earth circumscribing sphere as viewed from the center of the heaven:q bOOT. 

The abOTe definitions are illustrated b7 Fie. ,.6 with the earth's center at 0, a 

heavenl7 body at B, and an observer at 0, located at a distance ro trom C. The 

earth circumscribing sphere is also shown, haTing a radius r equal to thee 
equatorial radius of the earth ellipsoid. 'lhe leccentric parallax is the angle OBC, 

denoted on the figure b7 the letter P J the horizontal parallax is the anale CBT, 

denoted on the figure by the letters' HP. It is seen b7 inspection that the 

geocentric parallax p is equal to the difference .0 -.~ , am also to the 

ditference ae -.0. In the tieure am in the abOTe definitions, no distinction 

is made between geodetic and geocentric latitude., verticals, zenith distances, etc. 

As will be shown later in this chapter and in the Appendix, tor all of the natural 

heavenly bodies other than the llOon, • treatment based on assuming the earth as 

spherical will yield parallax correction 'Values which are within le8s than one arc

second ot the corresponding values derived trOll oblate earth considerations. 

'111e moon, because ot its relatiTe nearness to the earth, require. an approach which 

includes the effect of the earth r s oblateness. 

B 

~ ~ f~~~ ~ftz. ~ 
&#,tr>--~, 

/ 

1'// 

F? 

/ 

/
/1' 

/
/ F1I. ,.6 Geocentric am horizontal parallax. 

/ 
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In the sections which follow, formulas for the calculation of the geocentric 

parallax will be derived. As explained earlier, there are two cases to be 

considered: the "prediction of position", in which the geocentric coordinates 

are known and the obcentric (observer-centered) coordinates to be found, and 

the "reduction of observation", in which the obcentric coordinates are known 

and the geocentric coordinates are to be found. 

Vc,..LJ~S of fhe hO'lzo,,+~{ pa.t"A-11A.l( 1 wh'c.h VYlCUj b~ desIred 
t-or- solvt,oV'. o,f: the ~o('rn.I.J[~s +br <je.oc:.e",trlc, pa..r-o..{lcA><j a..re. 
~ IVeY" el+hef' expllcltl j or Impllcltl::1 1>"\ +he. Astf'OY'\OV1". t c."-.l 
AlyV\c...Y"~<:'. For th~ Sun l va.-lues U-..f'€. tcA.bulu...ted In S~~t,Oy'\ c:.) 
~t 0" Uljt'"lc..,I".·\IcaJ T,rt\e, da.dlj. Fo,- the. Mo o ('\ I Va..tues a.,...~ 
o I,! € .r-. In +wo pl O-.~es I Y'\ Se.c.T,ol'\]) 0 Y\ ceo da.dl.4 I y\ 
- h J J
sel(o...~~s'r'r'~l tJrllt'S I u..t 0 DT J C<...Y\d In decl>-t\~( d~j""e~ lJnlts 

lY"\ t-he pot~I"\O"""'Ia...\ -t-Of"'YV\. 

l-torl'2.0\'"\tc....( pc...rGo-ilA.)( v~lu€s for' +h~ pla.Y\€.+s o..re not
 
,J.... I I t I +1- h b J.. d h

I o...C uta... e (\'J V\ ~t.:J m o...Cj} owe 'Ie" 1 ~ 0 b(-a.... I y\ ed 6 (A I v' <i +I .... ~ ~ 

I + '..J ..,J

O""<:lopl~d '.jG...I'J~ of e.~IJa..to('la..l hOf'I'Zor'\ta..t pa.r~llCc..x a...t unit 

cit sf-o.nee (<t'~ 7'11.1- ') b:J the. rrue. ~ e.ocQY\tr,c d.1~ta...V\C.e. 0;' +A~ 
pta..V'\et l"f'\ AstrOY'\OW\lc.a..\ Untts v~lue~ o~ lAJhtc:.h o...('€., jIV~'" 
'\"'I Se,c.+lon E. ot #,'<. Al mO-.r'\~c. \ ~+- oh "Dr. da..\lj . 

Te..-bie 5.3.l be-low) ~Iv'es rY\o...X/rYI;)1"r'1 vo..lv~~ of th"Z. hOf'I'Z..Ol"\ro...l
 

p~("o..llc...K +()r the Vo..rlOVS h~o...v'2"'!lj bodles~ be?.!ed 01"'1 t+,(?If'"
 

N,~C4..1"\ f\E..1.. ...·esT- dLS+a..Y\C'! .ff'O\l'Y\ +h~ €.a..r-+~_
 

Tc....'~' ~ S'.3 M c.... )( I )'yO, 'J t'V\ h0f'1 'Z Or'l J.,0...\I ea..("o..!I~Kes 
" %.7Qo.t

Eo d..'-l d /A LJ\ f-P :. 
-.;- """I'" ~ . .! rna..: d"" .., 

II
-A Sun g.i<=iL/

~ 1\1\00)'\ .00257 342Z.~1 

tv'\. eN:..lJrIj .Col 14.42-

V-e.'f\IJS .2.8 31.41 

Mo...r-s • S 2- l~.q I 

Jup(r~,.. 't.20 2.0q 

S""'+v,..'" g.S3 1.03 

LJrCl..n IJ S l8.2- O.et2 
Nep+-un~ '2.C\ .0 .30 
Pluto 3r.5' .2.3 
S+.:V .. ~'> , 0 
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5.3.3 Geocentric parallax of bodies other than the Moon. Because of the assumption 

of a spherical earth, there is no effect on the observed azimuth, that is, 

l1Ac;p= a 

The effect of the geocentric parallax on the observed altitude is, by inspection 

of Fig. 5.6, 

(5-24) 

Case 1: Prediction of position. (A ' a given; A ' a required)c c o o 

Referring again to Fig. 5.6, in the triangle OCB,d..-op a.. perpef\d'c:.u1a.r froM 0 to l')ofn-r P 
01'"1 slde..Be. Blj l~SP€c:.tIOt'\ o~ +h~ result,,,;, f'9ur-eJ shown ner~ -t-o(' C:of\ver\\ef\ce.)\ 

4-c.o? = 0...<:. O? = r: <:-0 S a... <:.. 

o

c. 

_-----------:pY71 
op f o <:"0$ o....c. 

l"he.f'. to--Y\ f = ps ::: f b - ~ oS.Y\ a..c:, 

c....os 0...<:, (S-2.sj
rb/r: - SfV\ 1..::

o 

S!~C.e. the ~ 0("1 z.o,....+~! pa..ra... !1o...,c" I $ j~ l o...+e d to th~ ~eo<:.et\-t .... ~c d I sto...V\ce Vla.. 

foP = 
f e (a-s Y'f\a..~ be s; eer'\ fro",", Fl ~. 'S. b ) tkeY'\ ~. 5'-z.s .$1'1"\ 
('I:> 

be. W f"ltteY\ In fu-Q. -h,r""",YY\CUj 

(5'-2~) 

Wh€.Y\ +h~ obS€('IIe,r IS 0'1"\ the. ea..rth clrc:.uMSc.f"Ib,,,~ 

0..-6ol/e. Two Y\\JI"V'I. b€.r-..ed. ~)(.f ('~ S S ICHI\ ~ SI 'W\.p I, f j tb 

(S-2.S~)
 

C.os a..c. (S-2b (1.) 

Having thus found the geocentric parallax p, the observed altitude is found from 

Eq. 5-24, put in the form 

(5-24a)a" = aC. - p 
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5.3.3 cont'd-- Geocentric parallax of bodies other than the Moon. 

Case 2: Reduction of observation. (Ao ' 80 given) A~ , a~ required) 

From triangle OCB in Fig. 5.6, 
sin p _ ein(90· + 8 0 )
 

r - r
o D 

Since sin(90· + 80 ) =cos ao , the aboTe expression ma)" be written as 

ro s in p = -cos 8~ (5-27)r b 

B,y inspection of the figure, , so that 

sin p = r o cos 80 , or 
re/sin HP 

sin p::: ro sin HP cos 8 (5-28)re 0 

For an obserYer on the surface of the earth circumscribing sphere, r o =re ' 

and the aboTe expression simplifies to 
~_......_-_.-...",. ......... ,_.__'_----"_-""-""'_"'~'_---------

( sin p = sin HP cos ao \ (5-29) 
\,,"-__----.------ - __.. __---.-J 

Having thus found the geocentric parallax p, the geocentric altitude is found from 

Eq. 5-2L, put in the form 

(5-24b) 
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5.4 Semidiameter. '!he angle subtended at the center of the earth by the linear 

radius of a heavenly body is known as the geocentric angular semidiameter, or 

simply as the semidiameter, of the body. 

Referring to Fig. 5.8, if r represents the distance from the center of the earth 

to the center of a heavenly body at Band Rb represents the linear radius of the 

body', then the angular semidiameter s of the body is given by 

sin s =!!b , or 
r 

s = sin-1 ~~ (5-4.1)
r 

Fig. 5.8 Relation between the angular sem1diameter ,·ot a body, 
its linear radius ~0') and its distance from the center ot the earth. 

The Ephemeris gives the semidiameter of the sun and planets at Oh ET each day; 

the semidiameter of the moon is given twice dai~, at Oh and 12h ET. The adopted 

value for the semidiameter of the sun at unit distance of 1 A.U. is 16' Ol~18 ; 

that for the moon is 15' 32~58 at a unit distance of 60.2682 equatorial radii of 

the earth. 

Since in making observations of the sun or moon it is difficult to sight with 

accuracy at the center, it is common practice to sight on the limb, or edge, 

instead. The limb is well defined and the setting can be made with precision. 

The position of the center is obtained by correcting the observation for the 

semidiameter. !he amount of the correction is different for different altitudes, 

because the bo~ is at different distances from the observer, as shown in Fig. 5.9 • 
'!he apparent enlargement of the semidiameter as the body's altitude increases is 

known as the aUgmentation of the sernidiameter. In practice, the effect is of 

consequence only for the moon, as will be shown by the following an~sis. 
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When a heavenly body is at the zenith 

of an observer, as shown in the figure 

at right, the augmented semidiameter 

is given by 

'sin st ::. RI> 
z r - Re 

The augmentation at the zenith is 

lis = s' - sz z 

where s is the geocentric semidiameter from Eq. 5-4.1 • 
The maximum zenithal augmentation occurs when the body is at minimum distance 

from the earth. In the case of the sun and moon, since the orbits involved are 

nearly circular, a mean value of r may be used to obtain an approximate value 

of I:J.s for each body. In the case of the planets, r is aminimum when the max 
planet concerned is "lined up" with the earth and sun as indicated in the figure 

below. In the figure, ~ represents the mean orbital distance of the planet 

from the sun; orbital eccentricities and inclinations are ignored• 

• -+----

Sun 

r. = ;-/, A. \J. 
1'1'11'" 

r .....1 

The actual linear radius ~ of the planet need not be explicitly known, but may 

be replaced in the first expression on this page by its equivalent 

where r l = adopted unit distance far the body, and 

51 ~ adopted semidiameter at unit distance • 

The Ephemeris gives, in the Explanation section, the adopted semidiameters for 

the sun, moon, and planets at unit distance (1 A.U. for the sun and planets, 

60.2682 equatorial earth radii for the moon). From those values and from the 

formulas and considerations above, together with necessar,y orbital data from 

Table 1.1, Table 5.2 may be constructed. Inspection of the last column of 

the table shows that, to a precision of O~l , the augmentation is negligible 

for all of the natural heavenly bodies except the moon. 
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Table 5.2 Semidiameter5 and maximum augmentations 

. Body 51 8max s'max ~smax 

Sun 96l~18 96l~18 961:22 0~O4 

Mercury 3.34 ,.48 5.48 0 

Venus 8.41 30.04 30.04 0 

Moon 932.58 932.58 948.32 15.74 
Mars 4.68 9.00 9.00 0 

Jupiter 98.47 23.L5 23.45 0 

Saturn 83.33 9.77 9.77 0 

Uranus 34.28 1.88 1.88 0 

Neptune 36.56 1.26 1.26 0 

Pluto (not given) 

(Note: The values given above for Jupiter and Saturn are the equatorial ones.) 

(The rest of this page intentionally left blank.) 



5.b.l Augmentation of the semidiameter of the Moon: rigorous method. 

Fig. 5.9 illustrates a number of related quanti~ies which are useful for the 

present development; among them are the geocentric semidiameter S J the obcentric 

semidiameter 5':, S + I:!. s (Ii s is the augmentation) J and the horizontal parallax HP. 

~ inspection of the figure, it is seen that 

~ = r sin s = d sin 5' (5-4.1) 
Also by inspection, 

r = R / sin HP (5-4.2)e 
Combining the foregoing and rearranging produces 

R sin s e
sin s' = d sin HP	 (5-4.3) 

The angle a' is the geocentric altitude of the moon measured with respect to c 
the geocentric vertical of the observer at 0, and may be obtained from Eq. 5-33, 

repeated here for convenience, 

sin 8' c = cosA'f> sin 8 c - sin ~"P cos a c cos A c (5-33) 

Z' 

Moon 

A c)3 men+a.:ho71 0 { ff! e 
se~'Jld/~mefer of -ffc.. /Y!O()f1. 

Earth 
Cd'CUM ~c.rl bIn;} 
sph~re 

In triangle OCB, using the law of cosines, 

d2	 2= r2. + r	 _ 2 r r cos (90°-8') = r'L + r'L - 2 sin a'o 0 corr o c 

Using eq.	 L.2 in this expression yields 

R2. R' r2. 2 R R r sin a' 
e e	 0 e e 0 cd

2=	 + --.----- 
sin2. HP	 RZ sin HP R I e	 e 

2. 1 ( r2. 1 __r 0 _ 2 sin a~)d=R _0_+	 _ 
e R~ sin 2 HP R sin HP e 



Taking the square root gives 
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ind -- Re 0~0 f+ S~IHP - ; 2s':.n H;~• 
tee 

Substituting the above expression for d into eq. 4.3 gives 

S"''1 S 
Re- S,,, ... p

sin Sl = 

!!. 2 S,I'\ ~'t:-R1(~.Y + 
I 

s",2.HP Re. 5, .... HP 

which becomes, after a little rearrangement, 

sin ssin s I = (5-L.5) 

The preceding expression gives the augmented semidiameter Sl as a function 

of the geocentric altitude a' referred to the geocentric horizon of the c 
observer, thus is strictly intended for the "prediction of position" case. 

'!1'le corresponding expression for the "reduction of observation" case may be 

obtained in a similar fashion, using the relation 
1. ~ '

r = r ~ d - 2 d r cos(90· - al)
000 

from Fig. 5.9, to obtain 

sin s= (5-4.6) 
r 
H

O 
sin HP sin a~ 

e 

sin s I 

in which a l is the obcentric altitude of the moon referred to the geocentrico 
vertical and horizon of O. 
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5.L.2 Augmentation of the semidiameter of the Moon: approximate method. 

The expressions for the augmented semidiameter of the moon derived in the preceding 

section are rigorous; analysis shows (see Appendix E) that the following approximate 

method may be used, with error less than about 0.25" , in all cases where the 

observer is within 40 kilometers of the earth circumscribing sphere. 

In Eq. 5-4.5, let r equal R , and a' equal 90°; also replace the sine of the o e c . 
semidiameters by the semidiameters in radians, since they are always small. '!he 

resulting expression is the maximum augmented semidiameter 

s 
s~ax 

1 - sin HP 

Now replace the sine of the horizontal parallax by the equivalent expression 

K • HP , where K is equal to the number of radians per arc-second, to obtain 

s' max :: 
1 

8 

- K- HP 

where s , s' , and HP are in arc-seconds 

.".. 
K= 180(3600) 

The maximum augmentation is then 

_ s 
S~ax .. s - 1 - K. HP - s 

saKaHP s 
A S - =--=:---
U max - 1 _ K· HP 1

K='HP - 1 

The Ephemeris gives the relation between the moon's semidiameter and horizontal 

parallax as 

s = 0:0799 + 0.272453 HP 

where both 8 and HP are in arc-seconds. 

Ignoring the constant term, the relation simplifies to 

8 = 0.272453 HP or HP = 0.27~453 

Using this relation , the expression for the maximum augmentation becomes 

SAs = 
8 

= (5-L.7)
max 180(3600)0.212453 _ 1 56205 _ 1 

s8 
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The augmentation at other altitudes is given by 

A s = 56205 sin a (5-L.8) 
~""""'-l s 

As shown by Appendix E, the altitude a in the above expression m~ be either the 

geocentric or the obcentric altitude of the moon's center or of either limb (upper 

'or lower) 

(The rest of this page intentiona1~ left blank.) 
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5.L.3 Correction to azimuth and altitude for the effect of semidiameter. 

A portion of the celestial sphere is shown in Fig. 5.10 with the observer's zenith 

at Z; the solid circ~e represents the obcentric position of a body in vacuum, that 

is, if there were no atmosphere. Point C is the body center and the arc ZC is the 

vertical circle through the body. nte vertical circle ZF
LL 

represents the circle 

swept by a theodolite whose vertical cross-wire is tangent to the left limb of the 

body at 1. The semidiameter, increased by the augmentation in the case of the moon, 

is denoted by s. '!he difference in azimuths of the body's center and left limb 

is ,1~; oa is the unrefracted obcentric altitude of the center and oa~ is the c 
corresponding refracted altitude; r is the refraction of the center. 

In the spherical triangle ZCT, 

sin !:J.A,sD sin 90. 
=

sin 5 sin(90·- C)-c. ) 

sin ssin !J.A '= 
5D cos a o c 

Since the semidiameters are 

always small, the sine of 

the semidiameters may be replaced 

by the radian equivalents to give 

S
 
l1AS f) == cos a
 

o c 

The obcentric altitude of the center, a , required for the solution of the o c 
above equation, is obtained either by calculation (including the geocentric parallax) 

or, in the case of reduction of observation, by observing the altitude of a limb or 

the center with as little loss of time as possible after the azimuth observation, 

and removing the effect of refraction. 

The semidiameter correction to the altitude is simply the semidiameter itself, 

(5-L.10) 

The corrected obcentric azimuth and altitude are then 

A((L = A + /::.A soc 
A 

LL 
:::. A .h ASD 

C (S-'tll) 
a UL = a + so c 
a =. a - 5 

LL () C 
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=-_ 5.5 Aberration. Because the velocity of light is finite, the apparent 
direction of a moving celestial body as seen by a moving observer ia not 
the same as the geometric direction of the body from the obaerver at that 
instant. This displacement of the apparent position from the geometric 
position, known as planetary aberration, ..y be attributed in part to the 
motion of the body and in part to the motion of the observer, these motions 
being referred to an inertial frame of reference. The first part, due to the 
motion of the body in the inertial frame ot reterence during the interval .. . 

while light is propagating from the body to the observer, ia known aa the 
correction for light-time; this correction is included in the: apparent 
positions tor the sun, moon, and planets as given in the Almanac • The 
second part, due to the motion of the observer in the inert1a~ rrame of 
reference, is called the stellar aberration, since for the star8 the correction 
for light-time is, of necessity, ignored. 

The motion of an observer on earth is the resultant of the diurnal 
rotation of the earth on its axis, the orbital motion of the earth about the 
center of mass of the solar system (Which for our purpOses may be considered 
to be the same as the center of the sun), and the motion of this center of 
maS8 in space. The stellar aberration is thus made up of three components, 
known re~ectively as the diurnal aberration, the annual aberration, and the 
secular aberration. The secular aberration is practically constant for each 
star and hence may be ignored, leaving only the diurnal and annual aberrations 
to be considered. 

In Fig. '5.11, let 01 and Bl represent 
the true positions of..s observer and a 
celestial bo~, respectively, at some 
epoch I 1 • At this instant, a ray of light 
leaves the body at B1 and propagates at 
speed c towards point 02' the position 
occupied by the observer at the epoch 
I 2 • I 1 + T , where T is the time required 
for the light ray to reach point ~. The 
instantaneous velocity of the observer at 
point o~ is denoted by v, and is directed, ,
along t e line 0lO2M. Point 01 is located 
at a distance d iii v T from ° _2 Fig. 5.11 Aberration. 

The law of aberration is that the apparent direction of the body from 
the observer at this second epoch is measured by the angle 8' in the t,igure, 
whereas the true' (geometric) direction is measured by the angle 8. Point B2
then represents the apparent position of the body at the second epoch. 
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VT 
•sin AO, 

which becomes, upon eliminating T and rearranging, 

sin t10. :! sin Of c 

Since the angle t10 ia always small, we _y write this expression as 

t10. ! sin Of c 

where t10 is in radians; it t10 is to be given in seconds of arc, it is 
necesS&r!'. ~ mu1tiply the right-band side by the number of arc-seconds per 
radian, 648,()()() , to give 

7T 

AO. 648,000 v i 0' • 
u 7T i s n J( sin 0' 

(or t10 c J( sin 0 

with no significant loss of accuracy, since' 0 and Of are very nearly equal) 

letting 

J( 648,000 .-v (5-36)
• 7T c 

where J(, expressed in arc-seconds, is known as the constant of aberration. 

When the earth's orbital speed is used in Eq. 5-36, the resulting value 
is Ka , the constant ot annual aberration. Taking the mean radius of the 
earth'S orbit as 149,600,000 km (. 1 Astronomical Unit) and the length 
of the tropical year as 365~24219~ the mean speed of the earth in its orbit is 

,271" ;(149,600,000) 
-= 29.78631 km/ s •365.24219186,400) 

The speed of light is given in the Almanac, to ~ufricient accuracy, a~ 

c • 299,792.5 km/s • 
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Using these values in Eq. 5-36, the constant of annual aberration is 

648,000 29.78631' (5-37)a- 1T' •
K 

299,792.5 

(The Almanac value 18 20~496.) 

The effect of annual aberration is treated as a correction to the 
tabular position of a star rather than as a correction to an observation. 
The methods CODlDOn],y used to obtain the numerical value of the correction 
are discussed in Chapter 6. 

When the rotational speed of an observer on the surface of the earth is 
used inEq. 5-36, the resulting value is K d , the constant of diurnal aberration. 
Letting p represent the geocentric radius of the observer in units of the 
earth t 8 equator1a1 radius (. 6,378.1110 kill) and .,,'. biB rgeocentr~lAtitude, 
and taking the length of the sidereaJ. day from the Almanac as' 56- 04'09054 
(. 86,164f09(54) of mean solar time, the linear velocity of the observer 
towards the east ia 

27Tr 27T 6378.140 PCOS fIJI- .p 86,164.09054 

v • 0.4651028 p coa fIJ' m/so 

Again using Eq. 5- 36, we obtain the constant of diurnal aberration as 

648,000 • 0.4651028 PCOI fIJ' • 0:320 P co. fIJ' (5-38)
7T 299,792.5 

or, upon dividing by 15, 

(5-39)
 

5.5.1 The diurnal aberration as given by Eqs. 5-38 and 5-39 may be 
resolved into corrections to both right ascension and declination, as 
shown by the following analysis. 

In Fig. 5.12, the celestial sphere is shown with the observer at 0, 
his zenith at Z, his east point at E, and a star at B. The component 
ot the observer's instantaneous velocity vector which i8 caused by the 
diurnal rotation ot the earth i8 directed along the line OE, causing the 
apparent position ot the star at B to be shifted to B'. The amount of 
the shift i8 given by Kda1n e ; it is 80 small that the tigure BQ.B' may, 
without significant loS8 of accuracy, be treated as a plane triangle. 
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9O--/", 
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Fig. 5.12 The eftect or diurnal aberration on right ascension and declination. 

By inspection, 

BQ. ~a cos 8 • ~8 cos "Y 

~a cos 8 • Kd sin 8 cos -, 

~a • Kd sec 8 sin 8 cos "Y (5-40) 

and 

(5-41) 

In the spherical triangle PBE, using the law of sines (Eq. 3-3), we 

have that 

sin 8 sin 90· 
• sin(906 +-,)
 

(5-42)
sin 8 cos...,. cosr 

Again, using the five-parts formula (Eq. 3-2), we obtain 

sin 8 cos(9Qo+"Y) D cos 90° sin(9Q0-8) - sin 90° cos(900-8) sin~ 

sin 8 sin "Y. sin 8 sinfA (5-43) 
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Substituting Eqs. 5-42 and 5-43 into Eqs. 5-40 and 5-41 respectively, 
and using the relation between meridian anglep. and hour angle h as discussed 
in section 3.5, we get 

II~--:---'--::-~:P~;:-:h;co:;1 (5-44) 
DA . f 

.1 MDA • 8':_~_: ~~320 ~~~_ 8~ h BiD 8 I (5-45) 
J,-..,-- "- ----.-----.-,.-~, ---- - ------~ 

For a star on the meridi~, h is either oh (upper transit) or 12h (lower 
transit) so that the above equations become 

,( Aa -:~ P cos fIJ' /cos 8 ( (5-46)
I .DA 
I 

{ . ABDA • 0:0 ~ _~---..---~ (5-47) 

where the positive-a1;--~~;;~ndsto upper transits and the negative sign 
corresponds to lower transits. In practice, the increment as c~lculated from 
Eq. 5-46 is usually applied as a correction to the observed time of transit 
rather than as a correction to the right ascension of the star. 

Table 5. 2 gives values of the correction and the rule governing
 
its a pplication.
 

5.5.2 To determine the effect of the diurnal aberration on the azimuth and 
altitude of a body, consider Fig. 5. ~3, which is the same as Fig_ 5. 12 except 
that the aberration term Kd sin 8 is shown resolved into the components 
~e cos a and -~a. Again, since the aberration is small, the figure BRB' is 
80 small that it may be considered as a plane triangle, 80 that we may say 

~ 8 cos a • Kd sin 8 sin TJ 

~8 • "d sec a sin 8 sin TJ (5-48) 

-~a • Kd sin 8 cos TJ (5-49) 

~--B' 
-6& 

..  ....... 

B.,............,...--&_ 

E 

F 

90-· z 

Fig, 5.13 The effect of diurnal aberration on azimuth and altitude. 
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In the spherical triangle BFE, using the law of sines, we obtain 

sin 8 = sin(9Q-.B)
 
sin 906 sin 11
 

( 
sin (J sin 11 • cos 2 (5-50) 

Applying the five-parts formnla (Eq. 3-2) to the same figure, we get 

sin (} cos 11 • cos(9G--ZO) sin a - SiD(9Q-.2) cos a cos 90

sin (} cos 11 • ain 2 sin a (5-51) 

Substituting Eqs. 5-50 and 5-51 into Eqs. 5-48 and 5-49 respectively, 
and using the relationship between azimuth A and azimuth angle Z as 
discussed in section 3. 5, we get 

-_.,.~--_._._,--._---.,--.. _-------- ----
~A ,. AI -:A. 0:320 p cos fIJI cos Aftos a (5-52) 

6a _- a'.a • -0:320~ cos 'CP~ sin A sin a . (5-53)
DA
 

'j.()
 

Table 5.2 gives the correction, due to diurnal aberration, to the time of 
transit of heavenly bodies. 

/ 
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Table 5.2 CORRECTION FOR DIURNAL ABERRATION .. 

Lat. 0° 10° 20° 30° 35° 40°' 45° 50° 52° 54° 56° 58° 60° 
Dec. Unit 08·001 

0 

0 21 21 20 18 17 16 IS 14 13 13 12 II II 

5 21 21 20 19 18 16 IS 14 13 13 12 II II 

10 22 21 20 19 18 17 15 14 13 13 12 II II 
18'IS 22 22 21 19 17 16 14 I.f. 13 12 12 II 

20 23 22 21 20 19 17 16 15 14 13 13 12 II 

25 24 23 22 20 19 i8 17 15 14 14 13 12 12 

30 25 24 23 21 20 19 17 16 15 14 14 13 12 
35 1326 26 24 23 21 20 18 17 16 15 15 14 
40 28 27 26 24 23 21 20 18 17 16 16 15 14 
45 30 30 28 26 25 23 21 19 19 18 17 16 15 

So 33 33 31 29 27 25 23 21 20 20 19 18 17 
52 35 34 33 30 28 27 25 22 21 20 19 18 17 
54 36 36 34 31 30 28 26 23 22 21 20 19 18 
56 38 38 36 33 31 29 27 24 23 22 21 20 19 
58 40 40 38 35 33 31 28 26 25 24 23 21 20 

60 43 42 40 37 35 33 30 27 26 .25 24 23 21 
62 45 45 43 39 37 35 32 29 28 27 2S 24 23 
64 49 48 46 42 40 37 34 31 30 29 27 26 24 
66 52 52 49 45 43 40 37 34- 32 31 29 28 26 
68 57 56 54 49 47 44 40 37 35 33 32 30 28 

70 62 61 59 54 51 48 44 40 38 37 35 33 31 
71 66 65 62 57 54 50 46 42 40 39 37 35 33 
72 69 68 65 60 57 53 49 44 43 41 39 37 35 
73 73 72 69 63 60 56 52 47 45 43 41 39 36 
74 77 76 73 67 63 59 55 50 48 45 43 41 39 

75 82 81 77 71 68 63 58 53 51 48 46 44 41 
76 88 87 83 76 72 68 62 57 54 52 49 47 44 
77 95 93 89 82 78 73 67 61 58 56 53 50 47 
78 103 101 96 89 84 79 73 66 63 60 57 54 51 
79 112 110 105 97 92 86 79 72 69 66 63 59 56 

Unit OS·OI 
o , 

80 00 12 12 12 II 10 9 9 8 8 7 7 7 6 
81 00 14 13 13 12 II 10 10 9 8 8 8 7 7 
82 00 15 15 14 13 13 12 II 10 9 9 9 8 8 
83 00 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 II II 10 10 9 9 
84 00 20 20 19 18 17 16 14 13 13 12 II II 10 

85 00 24 24 23 21 20 19 17 16 1- 14 14 13 12=' 
85 30 27 27 26 24 22 21 19 17 17 16 15 14 14 
86 00 31 30 29 26 25 23 22 20 19 18 17 16 15 
86 30 35 34 33 30 29 27 25 22 22 21 20 19 J,.7 
87 00 41 40 38 35 33 31 29 26 25 24 23 22 20 
87 30 49 48 46 42 40 37 35 31 30 29 27 26 24 

88 00 61 60 57 53 50 47 43 39 38 36 34- 32 31 
88 10 67 66 63 58 55 51 47 43 41 39 37 35 33 
88 20 73 72 69 64 60 56 52 47 45 43 41 39 37 
88 30 82 80 77 71 67 62 58 52 So 48 46 43 41 
88 40 92 90 86 79 75 70 65 59 56 5.f. 51 49 46 
88 50 105 103 98 91 86 80 74 67 65 62 59 56 52 

Bgoo 122 120 115 106 100 94 86 79 75 72 68 65 61 

This correction is to be subtracted from the observed time of transit for transits above 
pole, and added to the time of transit for transits below pole. 

• FrOIl the -Elcplanato17 Slpplement to the Ephemeris", 1961 
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5.6 Deflection of the Vertical. As was discussed in section 2.3.4. 
the astronomic vertical and horizon do not. in gen~ral. coincide with 
the geodetic vertical and horizon. since the local gravity vertical 
does not. in general. point to the center ot the earth; in fact, .it 
may oe that the gravity vertical does not .even lie in the plane of 
the ooserver~s geodetic meridian. Since measurements mad~ with a 
gravity-sensing instrument, such as a transit or'a theodolite, are 
ne c e s sa r i I y ref erredt 0 t he as t r on om i c ~(g r a v i t y) .ve rt i c a I and hor i zon • 
it is mandatory to be able to transform mathematically between the 
astronomic and the qeodetic systems of coordinates. 

The positive directions of the deflection coefficients ~ and ~ 

were defined in section 2.3.4 in such a way that the horizontal plate 
of the gravity-sensinq instrument will be tilted down with respect to 
the geodetic horizon at thE north and e~st points (based on taking 
east longitudes a~ positive). This is the situation shown in 
,~ 5.6.1; with-Z,g tlr~etic zenith, Zo.. the astronomic zenith, 

Ns and Eg the geodetic north and east points, respectively, and 
C the center of the earth. 

The maximum tilt of the horizontal plate, i.e., the angle of inclination 
between the two horizons (and verticals), is denoted by ~ ; the 
maximum downward tilt of the astronomic horizon 1i.e., theinstrument·'s 
horizontal plate) with respect to the geodetic horizon occurs at an 
a z i rnu =_~_ 1J __:.-_~~ ma y oe shown t ~.~.~_~_~~~rna II_T ' 

1./- 'V 1.J I ..I '1 \ 
L.-~--~---~~---~--. and ( __~ = tan iT) J 

where ~ = <Po.-~ , and vt = (Ao.-~,)Cosq>o. ,from sec. 2.3.4. 

Fig. 5.6.1 
Relations among astronomic 
and geodet ic coord.inates. 

~E9 

~ 

~···V 

/ 
!~ 

~IIQ~if 
~·-···-1-·-l- __G€od et,c. 

~ ---hor, -ZOl"l 
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The. spherical triangle Z9 Zo.Bis shown in Fig. 5.6.2. The interior 
ang I es at Z, and Z(J. are. by 

Fig. 5.6.1, equal to 
and J 800

-' ,( AA - V ) , 
In the derivations 
it is assumed that 

'1 t and thus 1'" and 1) t 

known. 

N9 

Case 1 - Prediction of position. 

The four-consecut.ive-parts formula, eq. 3-5, gives 

sir1(A ett --u)
 
tan(.180··-<A...-1I» = Sin1'" -COS1" cos(A~-"U)
 

l~n (QoO-A9)
 

sill (A, -v) [5-dv-l ]t an( Ao...-V) = _5;J') 't" TQ.l'l A
9 

+ Cos '\ C.os (A~ -u) 

A = (A -v) ... v [5-dv-2J
0.. a.. 

The law of cosines gives 
() 0 0

cos(90 - aD..) = cos.(90 - a9 )cos 1: -+ sin(90 -a.g)sin't" cos(A,9-V) 

sin ao.. = 5 ina~ cos 't" + cos a, 5 i n 'f cos ( As -v ) [5-dv-2J 
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While the preceding dev,elopment is rigorous. the approximate method
 
discussed below may be preferred. It uses the fact that T is always
 
sma 11, the g reat-e st va 1 ue known be i ng less than 40 ar c-se.conds •
 

Referring to Fig. 5.6.3. which is a skeletonized version of Fig. 5.6.1 
with a few additional lines and labels to aid in the discussion to 
follow. the arc ZgKis a great circle which cuts the ast ronomi c 
vertical BZo. ,(extended> at K. 
Since ~ is small. the "spherical Zgtriangle Z9Z~K may be reqarded
 
as a plane triangle. and the
 
interior angle at Z~ may be Fiq. 5.6.3
 
taken as equal to Ag - v. to
 
sufficient accuracy. Then
 

c/ft)0'/Q 0 ".CY./cr/
Z9 K = 't" sin{ A9 -'lJ) and 0:: 0..0 ./


7/
 
Za.K = 1" cos.{ A9 -1) ,/


/
 
Using the rul,e that the arc
 
distance between intersecting
 
great circles is, for small
 
angles of intersection. ,
 
proportional to the sine of the
 
distanc.e from_the point of Geode+,~ : 'l __
 

I -- , ___
inter~ection to the point of 

" t=: - _ ..!-interest. "~Ast~ono~"c ho"~,,,_ Doc.. 

AA _ ~K 1"' sin (AS - V)
 
s in a - s i n( ~o - a,) = cos a9
9 

~AA = A~ - A, = ~ tan as sinlA, -vl (5-54a) 

Aca.. = AS + 'f tan a 9 sin(A -2.1) (5-54b)g 

Again using the rule stated above for intersecting circles. and since
 
the distance D~Fo.. is very nearly equal to Atj - u.
 

0a = a .... - a, = 'r sin (90
0 

- ,(A, -lJ» 

i
I 

~a = ao...- a 9 = i(" cos(A 9 -U) (5-55a) 

/ a~ = a + ~ cos(A g -V) (5-55b)
L ____~_ 9 
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Case 2 - Reduction of observation.
 

Proceeding in similar fashion to Case I the following rigorous formulas
t 

may be obtained' 

S"m (AG,.--V)
tan( A, -1) = (5-dv-7J 

SIn 'r t()N\ a. a.- + Cos 1'" Co s (Ao..- V) 

A
9

= (A g -lJ) + 1,) (5-dv-8J 

sin a 9 = sin ao.. cos 'r - cos aCl. sin'f cos(Ac.. -lJ) C5-dv-9J 

The following approximate equations llay also be obtaine.da 
~ 

AA = A - A = _;r tan a 5 in (A -v) (5-dv-IOJ( 9 9 D.. I. 0.. A

\
\ 1\a = a 

9 
- a 

4-
= -"'cos(A -'V) (5-dv- II J\\ S-l, \ a.. 

>, ,qq
(I ), (q ()
"', '),

1 " . 
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Exercises 

The observations referred to in the following problems are assumed as 
to be made, or having been made, w,ith a perfectly adjusted theodolite. 
In each case, find the az.imuth._~nq~ltJ:tllde.-as._._lndlJ:_a~.including 
the effect of all appropriate correct.ions. Carry out the calculations 
to a precis ion 0 f O-IJ 1 , bu t round 0 f f ttiJEt- fin a 1 an s we r in each case 
to the nearest· 1.11 • /' J..-L[3~J7/?-'1,~7 

(? () V f- 0 ~ (j 3f' ,&<" 5" ,..6 ~ 

6-1) 5-2 5-3 (~- 5":"4) 
"'--../' 

5-5 5-6 
: 

Body Sun Jupiter Moon Altair Sun Moon 
UTe day Jun 17 Sep 10 Nov 3 Aug 24 Feb 19 May 9 
UTC tad 14'40 03.35 2J '30 23.J5 05' J 5 09J44 
Barom. 761mm 1000mb 625rrrn 692mm 995mb 615mm 
Air tmp. 34 C J 7 C 46 F 32 C 22 F 23 C 
Azimuth 157°19"46u 243°1 7" 56-" 76° 34' 22'" 3,120 59,'08.11 169° 44"' I 2.11 1980 26"' 33.11 
of limb left riqht right -  ~iqht left 
Alt. 220 42' 30~ 28° 40' J2.11 14° 55' 06.11 ~_37~' 73° 2CY 22.11 2 I~ 52"' J3·ae 

of limo r-iower upper lower -- .( upper lower 
ODS lat 30° 12' 15.11 12° 27" 37" -41 0 32' 24.1' -8° 09"' JOJI 20° 30'40" 51° 06" 48.11 
Hlte 200m 847m 1660m 1050m -400m 1820m 
Undul 
DV Ion 

'+18m 
+9," 

-12m 
-15.11 

+IOm 
-6JI 

-6m 
+8" 

~AID-___ 
-5" /1 

+9m 
+ 13" 

UV lat - J2·" + 10" - J4.11 -4.11 +7,11 .+8.11 

Find the geodetic latitude of an observer who measures the(~______ .._r meridian altitudes at upper and lower transits of a north 
circumpolar star as 550 42' 1211 Nand 21 0 11"36J' N, respectively. 
Assume other data as follows' barometer reads 750 mm Hg; 
thermometer reads 15 degrees C; height of observer above mean 
sea level is 1277 meters; no qeoidal undulation or deflection 
of the vertical data is known. 

5-8.	 Find the geodetic aZimuth of the center of the sun at the instant 
on June 19 when the observed altitude of the lower limb is 
30D 31'36" and the observed azimuth of the left limb is 82°44·'30Jl • 

The UTe of the observat ion is 6h 45"' I the baromet er .is 782 mm Hg, 
and the air temperature is 13 c. 

5-9.	 Find the geodetic azimuth and altitude of the center of the moon 
at the epoch May 1lei 5h 0'" urc, if the obs erved al t i tude of the 
upper limb was 25°51'10" and the observed azimuth of the right 
1imb was I J 0°46"08.11 • The barornet er was read as 746 mm Hg and the 
air temperature was 18 degrees C. The observer was located at 
2450 meters above msll the undulation of the geoid at that point 
is known to be -15 meters; the deflection of the vertical is 
+ 1011 1n longitude and -8.1'1n latitude. 
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~ 
;' 5-1 0 ~ From a place in latitude 20o N. a star having a declination of 

./	 450 N is observed at an hour angle of -300 ; find the corrections 
to both right ascension and declination due to the effect of 
diurnal aoerration. 

5-11. Same as 5-JO, except the star is at transit. 

From a place in latitude 30o N, a certain star is observed at 
an azimuth of 60° and an altitude of 45D 

I find the diurnal 
aberration corrections to both azimuth and altitude. 

5-13 • Same as 5-12, except the star is at transit. 
...'" 

Find the obcentric aZimuth and altitude of Venus for the5:!__.~) following datal 
observing site is the 42-inch Clark reflector at 
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona 

(see the Appendix, Table B-'~for location data) 
epoch is May 23 at 12130 zone time -7 
expected barometric pressure is 6JO mm Hg 
expected air temperature 1s 10 degrees Fahrenheit 
deflection of the vertical in latitude is -3'" 

.. 11..11 .at JI Ion9 i t ud e i 5 - 7JI 

undulation of the geoid may oe neglected 
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CBAPl'ER 6 

STAR	 PLACES 

6.1 Changes in tbe Coordinates otstar8. In the preceding chapters,
 
it has been' &BSUDledthat the coordinates of star's in the independent
 
equatorial syS"tell (r1ght ascension anQ declination) are constant with
 
repPe~t to time, andtb&t in the dependent equatorial systeJli (local hour
 
angle and declination) and the. horizon system (azimuth and altitude) the
 
coordinatea change continuou.1y due only .to the diurnal" rotation ot the
 
earth. Carefulobservationa carried 'out 'over long periods ot time have
 
shown, however, that all celestial cOordinates sutter additional sma~
 
changes becauseo! the following factors:
 

(al	 the motion otthe coordinate tundamental circles with respect to 
the ," atars (precession and nutatiOD--see section 4. 2) 

(b)	 the apparent displacements ot the directions of the stars due to 
physical causea (refraction, para.llax, and abenation--see Chap. 5); 
and 

(c)	 the mo~1on of the stars r~lative to each other in space (proper 
JDOt1on~ defined as the continuous, .low chaDge in angular positiOD 
of & star a8 measured by reference" to extreme~ remote background 
stars, which are considered as fixed. A fev stars having 
exceptionally large proper motions are listed in Table 6.1; the 
proper motions of most stars are very much less than 1 second of' 
arc per ,.ear.) 

Table 6.1 Proper Motion ot Stare 

Proper motion,star arc-sec. per year 

Barnard •8 star 10.37 (largest known) 
Kapteyn' 8 star 8.8 
Groombridge 1830 7.1 
IAcaiUe 9352 6.9 
Cordoba 32416 6.1 
61 Cygni A 5.21 
ex Centauri A 3.67
 
van Maanen' 8 star 3.01
 
Arcturue 2.283
 
Sirius A 1.32
 

Two of the above effects (retraction and diurnal aberration) are 
trea,tedas corrections to observations. as discussed in Chapter 51 the 
remainder (precession. proper motion. nutation. annual aberratio_n. and 
annual parallax) are considered as changes in the coordinates themselves. 
The purpose,ot the present discussion is to explain the system of star 
positions. or plac~s. currently in use, and to show how to obtain the 
correct posit10n of asp~cific star for a specific observer and epoch. 
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6.2 Star Places. In order to distinguish between the several kinds of 
coordinat~s of stars, the adjectIves observed, apparent, and mean are 
used' they are defined as follows' 

The' observed place of a star Is its position as viewed frdm an observer 
(woo is usually, out n.ot nec.essar.ily. located on or near the surface of 
the earth) by rneans of an instrument .which is free from error. 

The apparent place of a star Is its geocentric. position (1.e., as vi.ew.ed 
by an imagInary Observer at the center of the earth) referred to the 
instantaneous. (true) eqUinox and equat:or at the epoch of the observation. 
l~differsfrom the obs.erv:~g... pJ~ce bY_.._l,b!L ..~ff~t~t~__._of __ref~~ ~!!d 
.d.1J..tr:rnilJ aberr:atlon •.(Geocentric parallax is negligible for stars cue to 
their very great distances from the earth.) Appar-ent 'places of 1,535 stars 
are gi~en In the publication MApparent Places of Fundamental StarsM , an 
'a~nual volume pUblished by the Astronomisches Rechen-In~titut in
 
Heidelberg. West Germany.
 

The mean plac~ of a star is its heliocentric position C.l.e., as it would 
be viewed by an imaQinary bbserver ~ the c~nter of the sun) referred to 
a specific mean eqUinox and m:ean equator. ~hen the reference equinox and 
equator are those at the be~inning of a so-called Besselian solar year. 
defln~d as that instant near the beginning of a Greqoriancalendar year
when the right ascension of the mean sun Js 18h 40mexactly, the usual 

- practice is to describe the star position as being Mthe mean place for 
the epoch BI950.0M or whatever year 1s appropriate. The Astronomical• 

Almanac .9i ves the. mean places of stars at the middle of the current Julian 
year, referred to the mean eqUinox and mean equator of the epoch

2000 January Id 12h UTe, designated as J2oo0.0 and also ~s
 
2000 January 1.5 •
 

The apparent place differs from the mean place by the effects of 
precession and --PI.Qper· motion over the t 1me interval 'from the mean place
epoch to the .epoch of Qbser"Vation" and also by the effects of nutat ion, 
annual aberra.tion, and annual parallax as described briefly in sections 
4.2, 5.3an~ 5.5 and more fully in ~ections 6.6, 6.7, and. 6.8 t follOWing.
Mean plate~ of 1,482 stars are given!n the Almanac, listed in order of 
increasing right ascension. In the name of each listed star, the 3-letter 
abbreviations for constellat ion names as .recommended by the Internat ional 
Astronomical Union.are used~ A list of these constellation names and 
abbreviations is given in AppendiX C of this text. 

6.3 Reduct.ion f.rom Mean Place to Appar.ent Place. In the types of 
problems usually encountered in.Engineering Astronomy, it is often
 
hecessary to have the a~~arent {geocentric) place of a star. this is
 
most readily taken from a pUblication such as "'Apparent Places of
 
Fundamental StarsJ't ment ioned above. It may be, however, that such a
 
volume 15 not available so that it becomes necessary to convert an
 
Almanac mean place at mid-year to the desired apparent place at the
 
epoch of obs·ervatlon. This conversioh process is called the reduction
 
from mean to apparent place~ and includes corrections for each of the
 
five effects (precession, J!ropet mottQ.D • .Qutati_Q...Q, annual aber.ration,
 
and annual parallax) mentioned above. Each of these effects is .
 
discussed separately in the sections which follow.
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6.4 Prec~s5ion. The equator and the ecliptic are continuously in 
motion, as was pointed out in section 4.2 . The motion of the equator, 
and therefore of the celestial poles, is due to the gravitational 
attraction of 'the sun and the moon on the earth's equatorial bulge. 
This motion consists of two components: (1) the luni-solar precession, 
which is the smooth, very-long-period (about 26,000 years) motion of 
the mean celest'ial pole around the pole of the ecliptic, and 
(2) the nutation, which is a relatively short-period motion which 
earries the actual (i.e., true', instantaneous) celestial pole around 
the me~n c~lestial pole in a somewhat irregular curve, of amplitude 
about 9" and main period 18.6 years. 

The motion of the ecliptic, that is, of the mean plane of the earth's 
orbit, is due to the g~avitational attraction of the planets on the 
earth as a whole, and cons1sts of.. a slow rotation of the ecliptic 
about a slowly-moving diameter. This motion is called the planetary 
preces~ion, and results in a westward movement of the equinox of about 
12" a century and a decrease in the obliquity of about 47" a century. 

The combination of the luni-solar and the planetary precessions is 
called general precession, and is the subject of the remaining 
discussion in the present section. The effect of the nutation is 
discussed separately in section 6.6 . 

'~4.1 General precession and the precessional angles. The effect of 
precession on,the coordinates of a fixed point is illustrated in 
rtg. 6.1, iri which l~e position of a body at B is referred at an 
initial ,epoch to to a coordinate. system defined by the mean equator 
Eaoand the mean ecliptic ECLo ; the intersection of the two fundamental 
great circles is the mean equinox ~. The poles NC~ and NE~ of the 
mean equator and ecliptic, respectively, are also shown. At a later 
epoch t , the positions of the (mean) equator, ecliptic, equinox, 
and poles are shown as Ea, ECL, r , NCP, and NEP, respectively: 

Although at any instant NCP moves, due to the luni-solar precession, 
in a direction perpendicular to the arc NEP-NCP, i.e., tow~rds the 
equinox, the arc NCPo"'NCP is not perpendicular to either NEPD-NCP 
or to NEP-NCP; because of the planetary precession, NEP is itself in 
motion along a curve which is always convex to NEP-NCP. This complex 
mo t ion i 5 S Pe c i fie d by the t hr e e an g 1e 5 or , Z , and e , a Iso 
shown in the figure. It should be noted that 8 is not the actual path 
taken by the moving pole NCP, but is merely the great circle arc 
connecting two discrete points of that path, viz., NCP and NCP .o 

.... -~.:- ,'!-...• - :":" .•••- '-" -'-'." ,','- -- _ ••._,'."_.- .......-.- --._-.~
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For the reduction of mean places based on the FK4 system, and with 
time measured in tr~pical centuries of 36524.22 years from the 
fundamental epoch 51950.0 = 1950 January 0.9 = JD 243 3282.423, the 
following formulas for the precessional angles are valid: 

! ,- 2304~948 T + 0~302 T~ + 0~0179 T' (6-1) 
z = 2304~948 T + 1~093 T1 + O~0192 T! (6-2) 
9 • 2004~255 T - 0~426 T· - 0~04t6 T! (6-3) 

where T • (JD-243 3282.423)/36524.22 

F~r the reduction of mean places based on the FK5 system, and with 
time measured in JUlian centuries of 36525 years from the fundamental 
epoch J2000.0 • 2000 January 1.5 • JD 245 1545.0, the following 
formulas for the precessional angles are valid: 

Tl 
~ • 0~640 6161 T + O~OOO 0839 + O~OOO 0050 TS (6-4) 
~= 0~640 6161 T + O~OOO 3041 T· + O~OOO 0051 T' (6-5) 
~ ~ 0~556 7530 T - O~OOO 1185 T& - O~OOO 0116 T3 (6-6) 

where T = (JD - 245 1545.0}/36525 

The subscripts A in eqs. 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6 are used to distinguish 
these precessional values from the ones based on the FK4 system. 
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6.4.2 Reduction of mean places-- rigorous formulas. 
Figure 6.3 is a portion of Figure 6.1, enlarged and simplified for 
clarity. NCP. 

In this triangle, the vertex angle at NCP may be found 
from the four-consecutive parts formula, 

0 SIn (0<0+ r)tOw'" (180 +'2. - ot) ::. 
-s1l',9 

ttA.f'\ (CloO- ~o) - c.os a Coo s (0<0 + ~) 

5'''''(0<0-4- ~)fAV\ ( 0'. - %) = 
(6-7)-SI"& td.~S~ -to <:0$ e C.O$(olo+~) 

0< :. (O(-2)_.~ (6-8) 
~ --....._~-~~---,-' 

In the same spherical triangle, from the Jaw of cosines, 
0 

co 5 ( 9o· - 6 ) = cos e cos ( 90
0 

- c§o) + sin 9 5 i n ( 90 - So ) cos ( ex 0 + r ) 
sin g • cos e 5 in 80 + 5 i nee 0 s So cos (0(0 + ~) ( 6- 9 ) 
----_.~._" -- _.--' ._------~--~_._-------------------_.---------. 

,.--.- ..."" ,-~, -"-. ~. . -.,. ~ ...~~- -~"'-- .., 
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6.4.3 Annual motions and approximate 
motions during a time interval of the 
50 small that the portion of Fig. 6.1 
may be regarded as a plane, AS shown 

formulae. The precessional 
order of 1 year or less are 
in the vicinity of the equinoxes 

in Fig. 6.4 . 

~c" 
~ 

./ 01=1~. b.4 nl ~ EQ 

AnY\\)t;..1 pr-ecess 10(1. 

'r:/ .... I~// 
EQ 

./ 

Fromac 0 mpar i son 0 f the fig ures, i tis 5 ee nth a t the dis tan cem=: F 1'0 
i n Fig. 6. 4 i 5 e qua 1 tot he ann ua 1 chan 9 e i nthe 5 um r + z 0 f 
Fig. 6.1; the quantity m is called the annual precession in right 
ascension. SimilarlY, it is ·seen that the distance n ~ FT in Fig .. 6.4 
is equal to the annual change in the quantity 9 in Fig. 6.1; the 
quantity n is called the annual precession in declination. 

The amounts of precession in right ascension and declination for 
i~terval5 of t1me less than one year are then obtained by multiplying 
these annual rates by ~, the decimal fraction of a year representing 
the interval. Figure 6.5 illustrates the situation. 

FI~. '.S" A"Y"\tJA.~ p"~t:.e$slot'l. 

subsc.t", ft 1 f'e+er-s to ~~
 

stAt'tlt'lCj e.ro~ ~,.ij..'\1\ ~ 9'tI'e" J e«.r.
 

r:: 0< 
f\~ I 

It ~-t'~-Tf\ S u, 0(, 
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By inspection of Fig. 6.5, keeping in mind that the distances 
~m and rn are small, 

s'¥\ S. 
0( • 0(,+ 't'm + 'tn sin 0(, --c:osi, 

= 0(,+ 'tm + 't'"n sinot, tan cSt 
0< • 0<, + 'r (m + n sin Oi, tan cSt ) (6-10) 

S • S'. + 'T nco 5 0(, (6-11) 

Until 1984, the mean places of stars tabulated in the annual volumes 
of the Astronomical Almanac were given for the beginning of the 
current Besselian solar year, and were referred to the FK4 system. 
Beginning with the 1984 volume, the mean places are those for the 
middle.of the current Julian year, this epoch being denoted as 
t, = 19YY.5 (whereYY stands for the last two digits of the year), 
and are referred to the FK5 system. Reduction of these values to the 
mean equator and equinox at any other epoch t within the year may 
be done by means of eqs. 6-10 and 6-11. Values of the annual 
precessional constants m and n, required for solution of these 
equations, are obtained in the manner explained in the material 
which follows. 

Referring to the precessional angles as defined in section 6.4.1, let 

M = ~A "'" %.A = 1 ~ 28 1 2 323 T + 0~ 000 38 79 T2. + 0 ~ 0 00 0101 T 3 (6-12) 
N = 9A = 0!556 7530 T - O~OOO 1185 T~ - O~OOO 0116 T 3 (6-13) 

Differentiating, 

T 2 
~ = dM/dT = 1~281 2323 + O~OOO 7758 T + O~OOO 0303 (6-14) 
.~ = dN/dT = O~55b 7530 - O~OOO 2370 T - O~OOO 0348 T 2 (6-15) 

The preceding are the centennial values; for annual values, divide 
by 100 to obtain 

m • H/I00 • O~OlZ 812323 + O~OOO 007758 T + O~OOO 000303 T 2 (6-16) 
n = N/I00 = O~005 567530 - O~OOO 002370 T - O~OOO 000348 T~ ·(6-11) 

....... ;._.. _-:".~. _-. __ ~ ~_ ··r_", _ ~ .. _--. .... __ ~ --:' __ ,.._ -_ ....... 
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6.5 Proper Motion. The term ~proper motlon~ refers to the motion 
thru space of. a star, as viewed against the essentially fixed background 
stars whfc;h ar.e so extremely far away that they have no discernible 
motion of their own. and are referred to as MfJxed starsM • The spatial
motlon of.a star may be considered a~ having two components, one at 
right angles to the star-earth line (or· the star-sun line, which is
 
the same. for practical purposes), and one in the star-earth line. ::..
 

It is the first of these with which we are concerned, and it 1s this '~
 
,'.component which 1s called the '''proper mot10nAl of the star. The other 

component Is called the ....radial motionJ' , and is of no interest to us. 

Proper motions of stars are small, the larQest one known being only of 
the order of JOAI per year, as is shown in Table 6. J • This table 15 
not exhaustive, and shows only a few of the larger proper mot.ions. 
For proper motions of a .specific star, consult one of the various 
star catalogs such as the FK4 catalog mentioned earlier. 

(The rest of. this page intentionally left blank.) 
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6.& Nutation. Nutation is essentially that part of the precessional 
motion of the pole of the earth's equator which depends on the 
periodic motions of the sun and the moon in their orbits around the 
earth. The progressive long-period motion of the mean pole has been 
considered as the luni-solar precession in section 6.4; the nutation 
is the somewhat irregular elliptical motion of the true pole about 
the mean pole in a period of about 19 years with an amplitude of 
about 9" • The principal term depends on the longitude of the moon's 
orbit and has a period of &798 days (18.6 years); the amplitude of 
this term, 9~2025, is known as the constant of nutation. In the 
complicated theory of the graVitational action of the sun and moon 
on the rotating, non-spherical, non-rigid earth, other terms arise 
which depend on the mean longitudes and mean anomalies of the sun 
and moon and on their combinations with the longitude of the node of 
the moon's orbit. The resulting shift of the mean to the true pole can 
be resolved into corrections to the mean longitude (A" the nutation in 
longitude) and to the mean obliquity <AE, the nutation in obliquity). 
Expressions for these corrections, in the form of series, constitute 
the formal specification of the nutation. 

When working with the FK4 system and the fundamental epoch of B1950.0, 
the series used is that developed by E. Woolard and others, published 
as "Astronomical Papers Prepared for the use of the American Ephemeris 
and Naut i cal AI ma na c II, VO 1 ume XV, Par t I, 1953; the s e r i esis a 1 so 
given in the "Explanatory Supplement to the Ephemeris, Section 2e. 
When working with the FKS system and the fundamental epoch of J2000.0, 
the series used is that adopted by the International Astronomical Union 
and denoted as the "1980 IAU Theory of Nutation"; this series is 
published in the 1984 volume of the "Astronomical Almanac" and also 
in the United ~tates Naval Observatory Circular No. 1&3, "The IAU 
Resolutions on Astronomical Constants, Time Scales, and the Fundamental 
Reference Frame", 1981. It is also presented as Table 6.2 of this text. 

The terms divide naturally into those not depending on the moon's 
longitude, which can be interpolated to high accuracy at intervals 
of 10 days, and those which do depend on the moon's longitude, with 
periods of less than about &0 days, which cannot be so interpolated. 
Nutation is therefore conventionally divided into long-period terms 
and short-period terms; the latter, consisting of terms with periods 
of less than 35 days, are sometimes summed separately as d~ and dE , 
called the short-period terms of nutation in longitude and obliquity, 
respectively. In certain special applications, such as the tabulation 
o f s tar posit ionsat i n t e r val s 0 f 10 day 5 (e. 9 ., i nthe v0 I ume 
"Apparent Places of Fundamental Stars"), only the long-period terms 
of nutation are included in the tabular places; data i5 provided, 
however, for the individual application of corrections for the effect 
of the much smaller short-period terms, after interpolation. 

The IAU-80 nutation series contains 106 terms in A~ , of which 30 are 
long-period and 76 are short-period; there are 64 terms in AE , of which 
18 are long-period and 46 are short-period. In Table 6.2, the terms 
of the series are listed in descending order of size of the coefficient 
of the sine terms, within each period group. 
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To..h/e b.2 1980 IAU Theory of Nutation 

Series for nutation in longitude 41tIJ and obliquity 41f, referred to the mean 
equator and equinox of date, with T measured in Julian centuries from epoch 
J2000.0. 

-;f 1~1~ 
r'()'6' 

~ 't . 2I D C).) J ' 

Fundamental arguments /' ~ J- ;' , 

I = 485866':733 + (1325~)<?159~+ 31':31OT2 + 0':064T3 

I' = 1287099':804 + (99r + 12925-81~224)T - 0':57Tr2 - 0':012T3 

F = 335778':877 + (1342r + 295263~'137)T - 13~257T2 + 0':011T3 

D = 1072261':307 + (1236r + 1105601~'328)T - 6~891 T2 + 0':019T3 

n = 450160':280 - (5r + 482890':539)T + 1:455T2 + 0':0081'3 
where 1,r =360°= 1296000"
 

I is the mean anomaly of the Moon.
 
I' is the mean anomaly of the Sun (Earth).
 

,n is the longitude of the ascending node of the Moon's mean orbit on the 
ecliptic, measured from the mean equinox of dateo 

D is the mean elongation of the Moon from the Suno 
F is the difference L-n, where L is the Il)ean longitude of the Moon. 

AE: 
OBLIQUITYARGUMENT PERIOD LO~~I~TJDE 
(0~0001)1 l' F D n (DAYS) (O~OOOl) 

1 0 
2 0 
3 -2 
4 2 
5 -2 
6 1 
7 0 
8 2 
9 0 

10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 2 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 -2 
21 0 
22 2 
23 0 
24 1 
25 2 

000 
000 
020 
o -2 0 
020 

-1 0-1 
-2 2-2 

o -2 0 
o 2-2 
1 0 0 
1 2-2 

-1 2-2 
o 2-2 
o 0-2 
o 2-2 
200 
100 
2 2-2 

-1 0 0 
002 

-1 2-2 
o 0-2 
1 2-2 
o 0-1 
1 0-2 

1 
2 
1 
o 
2 
o 
1 
1 
2 
o 
2 
2 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 

6798.4 
3399.2 
1305.5 
1095.2 
1615.7 
323209 
678603 

94302 
182.6 
365.3 
121.7 
365.2 
177.8 
20509 
17303 
18206 
386.0 
91.3 

346.6 
19908 
34606 
21203 
119.6 
411.8 
131.7 

-171996 
2062 

46 
11 

-3 
-3 
-2 

1 
-13187 

1426 
-517 

217 
129 
48 

-22 
17 

-15 
-16 
-12 
-6 
-5 

4 
4 

-4 
1 

-17402T 
002T 
O.OT 
OoOT 
OoOT 
OoOT 
OoOT 
OoOT 

-1.6T 
-304T 

1.2T 
-0.5T 

O.lT 
O.OT 
O.OT 

-O.lT 
O.OT 
O.lT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
OoOT 
OoOT 

92025 
-895 
-24 

o 
1 
o 
1 
o 

5736 
54 

224 
-95 
-70 

1 
o 
o 
9 
7 
6 
3 
3 

-2 
-2 

o 
o 

8.9T 
0.5T 
O.OT 
OoOT 
OoOT 
OoOT 
O.OT 
O.OT 

-3.1T 
-OolT 
-0.6T 

0.3T 
OoOT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
OoOT 
OoOT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
O.OT 
OoOT 

(continued) 
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\G..bf~ b.l (c.o~-t'd.) 

ARGUMENT PERIOD LONGITUDE OBUQUITY 
I I' F D n (DAYS) (0~0001) (O~OOOl) 

26 0 o -2 2 1 169.0 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
27 0 1 -2 2 0 329.8 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
28 0 1 0 0 2 409.2 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
29 -1 0 0 1 1 388.3 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
30 0 1 2 -2 0 117.5 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
31 0 0 2 0 2 13.7 -2274 -0.2T 977 -0.5T 
32 1 0 0 0 0 27.6 712 O.lT -7 O.OT 
33 0 0 2 0 1 13.6 -386 -O.4T 200 O.OT 
34 1 0 2 0 2 9.1 -301 O.OT 129 -O.lT 
35 1 0 o -2 0 31.8 -158 O.OT -1 O.OT 
36 -1 0 2 0 2 27.1 123 O.OT -53 O.OT 
37 0 0 0 2 0 14.8 63 O.OT -2 O.OT 
38 1 0 0 0 1 27.7 63 O.lT -33 O.OT 
39 -1 0 0 0 1 27.4 -58 -O.lT 32 O.OT 
40 -1 0 2 2 2 9.6 -59 O.OT 26 O.OT 
41 1 0 2 0 1 9.1 -51 O.OT 27 O.OT 
42 0 0 2 2 2 1.1 -38 O.OT 1~ O.OT 
43 2 0 0 o .·0 13.8 29 O.OT -1 O.OT 
44 1 0 2 -2 2 23.9 29 O.OT -12 O.OT 
45 2 0 2 0 2 6.9 -31 O.OT 13 O.OT 
46 0 0 2 0 0 13.6 26 O.OT -1 O.OT 
47 -1 0 2 0 1 27.0 21 . O.OT -10 O.OT 
48 -1 . 0 0 2 1 32.0 16 O.OT -8 O.OT 
49 1 0 o -2 1 31.7 -13 O.OT 7 O.OT 
50 -1 0 2 2 1 9.5 -10 O.OT 5 O.OT 
51 1 1 o -2 0 34.8 -7 O.OT 0 O.OT 
52 0 1 2 0 2 13.2 7 O.OT -3 O.OT 
53 o -1 2 0 2 14.2 -7 O.OT 3 O.OT 
54 1 0 2 2 2 5.6 -8 O.OT 3 O.OT 
55 1 0 0 2 0 9.6 6 O.OT 0 O.OT 
56 2 0 2 -2 2 12.8 6 O.OT -3 O.OT 
57 0 0 0 2 1 14.8 -6 O.OT 3 O.OT 
58 0 0 2 2 1 7.1 -7 O.OT 3 O.OT 
59 1 0 2 -2 1 23.9 6 O.OT -3 O.OT 
60 0 0 o -2 1 14.7 -5 O.OT 3 O.OT 
61 1 -1 0 0 0 29.8 5 O.OT 0 O.OT 
62 2 0 2 0 1 6.9 -5 O.OT 3 O.OT 
63 0 1 o -2 0 15.4 -4 O.OT. 0 O.OT 
64 1 o -2 0 0 26.9 4 O.OT 0 O.OT 
65 0 O' 0 1 0 29.5 -4 O.OT 0 O.OT 
66 1 1 0 0 0 25.6 -3 O.OT 0 O.OT 
67 1 0 2 0 0 9.1 3 O.OT 0 O.OT 
68 1 -1 2 0 2 9.4 -3 O.OT 1 O.OT 
69 -1 -1 2 2 2 9.8 -3 O.OT 1 O.OT 
70 -2 0 0 0 1 13.7 -2 O.OT 1 O.OT 

(continued) 
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To..61e b.l (c.""t'd.) 

ARGUMENT PERIOD LONGITUDE OBLIQUITY 

I I' F D n (DAYS) (0~0001) (0~000l) 

71 3 0 2 0 2 5.5 -3 O.OT 1 O.OT 
72 o -1 2 2 2 7.2 -3 O.OT 1 O.OT 
73 1 1 2 0 2 8.9 2 O.OT -1 O.OT 
74 -1 0 2 -2 1 32.6 -2 O.OT 1 O.OT 
75 2 0 0 0 1 13.8 2 O.OT -1 O.OT 
76 1 0 0 0 2 27.8 -2 O.OT 1 O.OT 
77 3 0 0 0 0 9.2 2 O.OT 0 O.OT 
78 0 0 2 1 2 9.3 2 O.OT -1 O.OT 
79 -1 0 0 0 2 27.3 1 O.OT -1 O.OT 
80 1 0 o -4 0 10.1 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
81 -2 0 2 2 2 14.6 1 O.OT -1 O.OT 
82 -1 0 2 4 2 5.8 -2 O.OT 1 O.OT 
83 2 0 o -4 0 15.9 -1 O.OT .0 O.OT 
84 1 1 2 -2 "2 22.5 1 O.OT -1 O.OT 
85 1 0 2 2 1 5.6 -1 O.OT 1 O.OT 
86 -2 0 2 4 2 7.3 -1 O.OT 1 O.OT 
87 -1 0 4 0 2 9.1 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
88 1 -1 o -2 0 29.3 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
89 2 0 2 -2 1 12.8 1 O.OT -1 O.OT 
90 2 0 2 2 2 4.7 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
91 1 0 0 2 1 9.6 -1 ' O.OT 0 O.OT 
92 0 0 4 -2 2 12.7 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
93 3 0 2 -2 2 8.7 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
94 1 0 2 -2 0 23.8 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
95 0 1 2 0 1 13.1 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
96 -1 -1 0 2 1 35.0 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
97 0 o -2 0 1 13.6 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
98 0 0 2 -1 2 25.4 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
99 0 1 0 2 0 14.2 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 

100 1 o -2 -"2 0 9.5 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
101 o -1 2 0 1 14.2 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
102 1 1 o -2 1 34.7 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
103 1 o -2 2 0 32.8 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
104 2 0 0 2 0 7.1 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
105 0 0 2 4 2 4.8 -1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
106 0 1 0 1 0 27.3 1 O.OT 0 O.OT 
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6.6.1 Evaluation of the series for the nutation. To evaluate the 
series for a specific epoch, first find the time argument T in Julian 
centuries from the fundamental epoch, J2000.0 , then compute the 
values of the five fundamental arguments listed below: 

l = 485866~1733 + (1325
(' 

+ 715922~633)T + 31~310 T1 + O~064 T' (6-22)
l' = 128?099~804 + ( 99' + 1Z92581~224)T - O~577 TZ _ 0~012 TJ (6-23) 
F = 335?78~87? + ( 1342" + 295263~113?)T - 13~25? T~+ 0~011 TJ (6-24) 
D = 1072Z61~307 + (1236' + 1105601~328)T - 6~891 T~+ O~019 T' (6-25) 

( 51".J). = 450160~280 - + 482890 1:S39)T + 7~4SS T~+ O~008 ~ (6-26) 

The series is then evaluated term by term, as indicated below. 

The first few terms of the series for the nutation in longitude are: 

Atp = ( - 1 ? ~l 1 996 - O~101742 T) sin( .0.)
 
+( ~2062 + "00002 T) sine 2/l )
 
+( ~OO46 ) sin(-21. +2F + Jl.)
 
+ ( I: 0011 ) sine zt -ZF j
 

etc. 

The first few terms of the series for the nutation in obliquity are: 

At: = ( 9~202S + 0~00089 T) cos( 1.n. j
 

+(- 1:0895 + I: 00005 T) cos( 2.n. )
 
+(- I~ 0024 ) cos(-Zi +2F +1.(1.)
 
+( I: 0001 ) cos(-2! +2f +21\. )
 

etc. 

The nutation in longitude, to be added to longitudes referred to the
 
mean equinox of date, is tabulated to O~I001 for qh Dynamical Time
 
on each day of the year in the Astronomical Almanac, Section B, in the
 
subsection entitled "Nutation, Obliquity, Day Numbers ll The nutation
• 

in obliquity,to be added to the mean obliquity of date, is also
 
tabulated there, to the same precision.
 

The equation of the equinoxes is the right ascension of the mean equinox
 
referred to the true (apparent j equinox. It is equal to AC{J cos E and
 
represents the differe·nce between.themean and true (apparenl) right
 
ascensions of a heavenly bodY, in the sense of apparent minus mean.
 
It is thus also equal to the difference between apparent and mean
 
sidereal times. The equation of the equinoxes (EDE) is tabulated to
 
0~0001 in the Almanac, Section B, in the subsection entitled "Universal
 

lland Sidereal Times and is included in the apparent sidereal times, 

given on the same pages. 

6.6.2 Correction to coordinates for the effect of nutation.
 
The simplest and most direct way to convert a position from the mean
 
equinox and mean equator (mean place) to the true equinox and true
 
equator (apparent place) for the effect of nutation is to add A~ to the
 
ecliptic longitude, since the ecliptic, and therefore the latitude,
 
is unchanged by nutation. In making the conversion from the resultant
 
ecliptic coordinates to the corresponding equatorial ones, by means of
 
the usual formulas of spherical trigonometry, the true obliquity
 
E = E + AE should be used. If the mean place right ascension and
 
declination are already known, direct corrections to these values for
 
the effect of nutation may be made in the manner described in the
 

.paragraphs which follow. 
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0.0.1 Evaluation of the series for the nutation. To evaluate the 
series for a specific epoch, first find the time argument T in Julian 
centuries from the fundamental epoch, J2000,O , then compute the 
values of the five fundamental arguments listed below: 

('

l = 485866~'733 + (1325 + 7159Z2~633)T + 31 310 T + 0~064 T (6-22)
l' = 1287099~804 + ( 99' + 1292581~224)T - o 577 T - 0~012 T (6-23) 
F = 335778~877 + ( 1342" + 295263~137)T - 13 257 T + 0~011 T (6-24) 
D = 1072261~307 + (1236' " + 1105601~328)T - 6 891 T + 0:019"T (6';"25) 

J). = 450160~Z80 - ( 5"r + 482890':539)T + 7 455 T + 0~008 T (6-26) 

The series is then evaluated term by term, as indicated below. 

The first few terms of the series for the nutation in longitude are: 

Atp = (-17~1996 - O~0174Z T) sin( .0.)
 
+ ( ~'206Z + "OOOOZ T) sin( Z.n. )
 
+( ~OO46 ) sin(-2l +,ZF + n.)
 
+ ( ': 0011 ) sin( zl -2F )
 

etc. 

The first few terms of the series for the nutation in obliquity are: 

Af: = ( 9~Z02~ + 0~00089 T) cos( 1/). j
 

+(- ':0895 + ': 00005 T) cos( 2.n. )
 
+(- '~OO Z4 ) cos(-Zi +ZF +11\. )
 
+ (	 ': 000 1 ) cos(-2( +2F +2f\. ) 

etc. 

The nutation in longitude, to be added to longitudes referred to the 
mean equinox of date, is tabulated to O~'OOl for 0" Dynamical Time 
on each day of the year in the Astronomical Almanac, Section B, in the 
subsec t ion en tit 1e d II Nut a t ion, 0 b 1 i qui t y, Day Numbe r s ". The nut a t ion 
in obliquity,to be added to the mean obliquity of date, is also 
tabulated there, to the same precision. 

The equation of the equinoxes is the right ascension of the mean equinox 
r e £erredt 0 the t rue (a ppar en t) e qui no x. 1 tis e qua 1 to AtE' cos e and 
represents the difference between the mean and true (apparent) right 
asce~sions of a heavenly body, in the sense of apparent ~lnus mea~. 
It is thus also equal to the difference between apparent and mean 
sidereal times. The equation of the equinoxes (EOE) is tabulated to 
O~OOOl in the Almanac, Section B, in the subsection entitled "Universal 
and Sidereal Times", and is included in the apparent sidereal times 
given on the same pages. 

6.6.2 Correction to coordinates for the effect of nutation. 
The simplest and most direct way to convert a position from the mean 
equinox and mean equator (mean place) to the true equinox and true 
equator (apparent place) for the effect of nutation is to add ~ to the 
ecliptic longitude, since the ecliptic, and therefore the Jatitude, 
is unchanged by nutation. In making the conversion from the resultant 
ecliptic coordinates to the corresponding equatorial ones, by means of 
the usual formulas of spherical trigonometry, the true obliquity 
€ = E + AE should be used. If the mean place right ascension and 
declination are already known, direct corrections to these values for 
the effect of nutation may be made in the manner described in the 
paragraphs which follow. 
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6.6.1 Corrections to r.a. and dec. for the effect of nutation. 
In the spherical triangle NCP-B-NEP of Figure 6.7, the law of cosines 
gives 

cos ( 9 0
0
_ S) ~ sin bI 

I 
The law of 

~ o
s1n(90+0()

I sin ( 906
_ t5) 

• cos € C 0 5 ( 90~ fJ) + ~ i n e ~ i n ( 9 0°_ fJ) cos ( 90
0
_ A) 

• cost- sin t3 + sinE sin A cos ~ (6-29) 

sines applied to the same triangle gives 

= sin( 9d'-)..)
 
sin ( 90·- 0)
 

cos DC. cos 6 • cos ~ cos ~ (6-30) 

Again in the same triangle, the five-parts formula gives 

j 

sin( 90~b) cos( 90°+0<) = cos( 90o_~) sinE - s1n(90o-~)cOS Eo COS(900-td 
-cos 6 sin oe.. sin ~ sin Eo - cos ~ cos E s1n ). 
~in04. coso· cos f cos~ s1n). - sinE 5in(3 (6-31) 

i ....----.- ----------., .... 
I ~ 
I 
I 
j 
I 
I 

F=19' ~. 7 

'\ 

" 

'" 

r./
"..."., 

E 
- ~E.P ~di. ..... 
- ~..~ 

.... 

~_'T'--- - 

./ 

:/ 
/

I 

Different1ating eq. 6-29 with p constant, 

c 0 ~ ~ dS • - 5 i n pSi n ~ d E- + sin ~ cos ~ cos). d~ + co 5 ~ sin). cos ~ dE: 
• sin ~ cos~ cos). d~ + .(cosE- cos~ sin" - sinE sinp )dE 

U~1ng eq~. 6-30 and 6-31 in thi~ }a~t expres~ion gives 

C 05 ~ d i • s 1n Eo coso( cos S d). + 51 n Gl cos & dE 

d~ • sinE cosD'. d).. + ~ino( d~ (6-32) 

Now } e t d S • ta. SNV ' d). • Atp, and dE. A E; the n e q. 6 - 3 2 b e come 5 

~ S • S -~. • sin E cos 0( ~t¥ + 5 i n 0< t::J. E (6-33) 
NU 'r '"'iT ...----.---.- -- - ..--._----_. -------_.._..-._-_._-----_._--_._--------- 

/J~ > ~ ~ 
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Differentiating eq. 6-31 with f3 constant gives 

-5in0(5in& dS + cosS cosec del. =t cosE cosl9 cos).d~-
cos~ sin A sin~ dE - sinp COSE df 

- cos f cos ~ cos ~ dA - (cos E- s in ~ 

+ sin E- cosp sin A )dE (6-34) 

Using eqs. 6-29 and 6-30 in the right-hand side of the above expression, 
and moving the term in d6 across the equal ~ign results in 

coso cosec de( - cosf coso' cos~ d). - sinb df + sinC'C. sinS d~ 

Substituting eq. 6-32 into this expression gives 

cos c§ cos~ dot. - cos E- coso( cos S d~ - sin S dE- + 
sin,,( sin S (sin E cos",< df. + sin 0< d~ ) 

Expanding and gathering terms, 

cos S cos 0( dClt. - (c 0 s , cos 0( cos S + sin ex sin ~ sin E cos oc ) d ~ ..... 
( 5 i n~oe. 5 in 6 - 5 in & ) d Eo 

1.
do< - (cos E- + sin e sin'" tan S )dA + tan g (sin eX - J )dE 

cos 0<. 

. 2 t
Us 1 n g 5 1n 0( - 1 - cos 0<. , d C'C. - f:1r;( NU ' d). - 6.tf', and d' - ~ E , 

A()I.NlJ - 0< -0<-- (cos Eo+ sin Eo sino(. tan & )A"f - co~ot tan S A~ (6-35J 
~ .__ _.,.,. 't .. ..~ 

Eqs. 6-35 and 6-33 then give the required corrections to right ascension 
and declination caused bv the nutational components A'f and AE- • 

I,
 
I 
II 
II 
j 
II 

I • 
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6.1 Annual abe~ratlon. As was discussed in section 5.5. there 1s 
an apparent shift in pos.1tion of a .star or other heavenly body due to 

\-~	 the mot.1on .of the ,observer. In the paragraphs which follow. the effect 
of this pos.! tion change due to the motion of the earth in its annual 
t.ravel around. the sun will be dis,cuss.ed. The eftect is made up of two

------1 parts. The. first of these. called the c.1rcula.rannual aberration. is
-)1

- ------------' is V. directed at a right angle to the earth-sun line. The ecliptic 
1- }--.--~ longitude of. th.e ~un is ~ s • so that the vector V points in the 

__ •r. dj,r,ect ion ~ s- 90. from the vernal equinox. 
o 

~---------i Nowconsjder the ce lest! al sphere 
l . as shown in F.ig. 6.9; the point F1t3- b.8 

- -.-~---- labeled V denot,es the intersect.tonr------, ot the .earth-'s veloc1ty ,vector
with the celestial sphere. and e
 

- .is th.e angle from the body B to
 
--'--- the potnt V. The eff·..ect of annual
 ( $u,,'

/L___ aberration is to. shift the apparent
 
1 ~ posltion of B to B.J'. along the arc
I 

-.. ---------~- of 9) .~~'€--~~-Ae-=~sln-e- \ ~
 

)- ~_sj~~~--~~-Sus-~~~---I-~ _£~s_t!_~t}~. .__ .
 ·~~O!W 
.J" 5.51. ~Since this .js a v,e.ry small 

--.----------.. - di sp lac,ement. the f.i gure BBJ R may 
be treated. wl th su ffi c.i ent accuracy. ._---------~-p-.--~.-

l~=_·~ -: as	 a plane tr.ia!1gle. ... // (>(
 

I t= l 1. b . q . '/-(){
 

- T---~~~ ~~-~= 
6	 6.0<. c.o So ~ R / 

I
 
I
 ~_6SAA ( 

8' 
, ) i

'\
 
~ 0<. Co s S ':: \C. S 1\'\ S CcJ·~ 7 ((;,.7-1) \
 

AA AA-. J .. -.
'\ 

-- '._,_._

-~--
C1~AA :. "AA c.£/V\ e ~I'" 1 (6.7-2) \ 'T' 

"l~~=-----·--·	 
'. 

~. ~" tht: sph. 6,. PB'! 
)	 '. _,., .. _.r-

S'IY\ e s IY\ ('10°- all') or 
~-	 = 0 

$11'\ (cX,,-o(\ ,$ '''' (''10 + ...,) 
)-

I 
$'m9 C.as 7= CooS 8v SIn (0<,,-«)	 (~.{-3) 

I' 

AI $0) USll'\.j +h€, +/ve- eA.,..·h .forMula..)
o) {O \ (0 ( 0"" (0 ..... '\ ,.. 'I

SIy\ e CtJ!(qo+'Y:: Cot qo-S"J'sIYl.tCJa-£) -51'" qO-~./)C4rc;.('1()-t\JC.tJ~~c1,,-oI) 
I 

.., 
_ $\'f\ e Sit)'" -= SI"" ~., Co~ & - ~s ,r;:, ,; S p,\ 8 ('JJ.~ (0{.} --c< J (~.1"'·~) 

[~~~~._-

--- --._~--

------....------J

found byconside·ring the .orbit of the earth as bejng circular; the 
se.cond and smaller part Is that due t.o the actual ellipticity of the 
earth.J's orblt. and is known as the e-term of the aberrat ..ion. The total 
annual aberratjon 1s the sum ~f the two parts.

6.7. J Circular annual abe rrat.ion. Con s_i der the earth~s orb.it to b.e 
circular. as shown in Fig. 6.,8; the instantaneous veloc.1ty vecto.r 
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S I r\ As=- ~ S 01'1 ~.s 0 \I ( b.,.?-5) ,
 

I eX.;a. .... J 
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6 . 11 The Besselian Dav Number method of star place reduction. 

ex	 = 0(, + T fAd. + Aa + Bb + Cc + Oct + E + J tan
2. 

S
I

+ AP(dX-cYJ (6-60) 

b = S + 'T",us + Aa'+ Bb'+ Cc'+ Dd' + J' tan ~, + AP(d/X-c'Yi (6-61;
I 

where the j1 J subscripts denote the mean place at the epoch 19YY.S, which 
is the middle· of the current Julian year. 

The Besselian Star Constants are: 

f<. J - a = ntt'I + sin eX, tan 8, f? 
.)
,- a l = C05 0<. 

b = cos 0<, tan 8. f<...,-b.l = -5tn 0(,A.l-
IJ ,., I= cos 0<. iC05 S,	 tan E cos sino<. 5 i n ~,A... J - c	 /\,-rl,;, SI 

A - d = sin 0(, Icos 6,	 If. !' ~ d I = cos cI- , 5 i n cS •.'1 /
 

~., := ~ ~I '
 

.Jl:L and>Jl ,are ,Jh.e, _a nn ua.l p:r"~.G"e,,::55i.9)1 in riJ;lht :.a~cen~;.i,pn~andde c l.i na"tAgn
 
at, the middle of the Julian year. as 'given

. 
in-the 

. 
']Almanac,
'! 

Section B.
 
.... 

€ i 5 the me anob I i<fu i tv: 0 f t' h e eel ip t 'i C a 9 a i n f r okn 5 e c t i () n B 0 fI 

the Almanac. 

1"' denotes the fraction of the Julfan year elapsed from the epoch 
of calculation to the epoch 19YY.5; this definition results in 1" being 
n'egative during the first half of the year and pos:'itive during the 

. 1 Bsth'a'Tf .	 '--,,' 

~ denotes the annual proper motion in either right; ascension or 
declination, as indicated by the subscript; values of ~ are gtv~n in 
various catalogs, suCh as the fK4 and the fKS. 

A, B Ie. D, £ I ,.1, and J I are the Be s 5 eli anD a y Nu~.b e r 5; val u e s for 
each of these are tabulated in Section B of the Almanac. The quantities 
A, B, and E give the reduction for precession and nutation; C and D 
give the reduction for annual aberration. The second-order Dav Numbers 
J and JI are 50 small that they can usually be tgnored for the purposes 
of the present text. 

AP is the annual parallax of the star; values of AP are given in various 
catalogs, such as' the Yale "General Catalog of TrtgoTIometric Stellar 
Para 11 a:{es" . 

X and Yare the heliocentric equatorial rectangular coordinates of the 
Earth, referred to the mean equinox and equator at the epoch )2000.0; 
daily values of X and Yare tabulated tn the Almanac, Section B. 
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Exercises 

6-1.	 Find the values of ~A ' ZA ' and SA at the epoch J19YY.S, the 
middle of the current year. 

6-2.	 The J20DO.O mean place of a certain star is 15 hours in right 
ascension and +30 degrees declination. Find the mean place of 
this star at the epoch J19YY.5 including only the effect of 
precession.\ 

Further reduce the J19YY,5 mean place of the same star to~~ include the effect of proper motion. The centenni~l proper
 
motions of the star are +35 5 in right asc ... on and -4D"
 
in declination.
 

/' 

6-4. Calculate the fundamental arguments required for use with the 
1980 lAU Theory of Nutation, for the epoch of problem 6-2. 

6-5.	 Calculate the first three terms of the series for the nutation, 
in both longitude and obliquity, for the same epoch. 

6-6.	 Using values of A'P and AE taken~m"it,2g Almanac, further reduce 
the star place from problem 6-3 to include the effect of nutation. 

~-.r-:----

( 0-7. ~further reduce the place of the same star to include the effect 
______~bf annual aberration. 

~:6~ Further reduce the place of the same star to include the effect 
of annual pa~allax; the annual parallax of the star is O~7 . 

'i 

\ 

\ 
\ 

6-9.	 Reduce the mea\n place of the star ~ Indi (number 8387 in the 
Bright Star table in the Almanac) considering only the effect 
o f pre ce S 5 ion, \~ 0 the e p0 ch Feb r ua r y 9d 19h Z6fP\ 14S MST . 

6-10.	 Further reduce the mean place of the same star, to the same 
epoch. to include the effect of proper motion.. The centennial 
values of proper motion, taken from the fK4 catalog, are 
+48~2 in right ascension and -254~S in declination. 

6-11.	 further reduce the place of the star (: Indi to include the
 
effect of nutation.
 

6-12.	 Further reduce the place of the star E Indi to include the
 
effect of annual aberration.
 

6-13.	 Further reduce the place of the star E Indi to include the
 
effect of annual parallax. The annual parallap. of this
 
star'is O~291
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TABLE B-1 *" 
CO!\VERSIO~ OF TI~\lE TO ARC 
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* From "The American Ephelle!"i., 1r.(:: !':?~1~;ica1 Almanac _ 1980" 
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TABLE B-2 *" 
CONVERSION OF ARC TO TI~lE 
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90 0 _ 6 b54 3.GOO54 3 3G 114 i 36 I: 174 11 36I 54 3 3G 

55 3 Gtj73 405555340 115 7 40 II 1i5 11 40 1800 _ 12b 

5G 3.7:}33 44.56 :3 H IIG 744 17G 11 44 ~Q I 3 48 57 3.·~OU57 3 4S, 117 i 7 ·lk 17i 11 48 270 0 
_ ISb~I i 

58 : 3.8G73 52 58352,I18i 7 52 178 : 11 52 58 I
59 3 56 59 j 3.93359 3 56 Ii 119 I 7 56 179 : 11 56 

* From "The A.merican EphemeI"1~ and Nautical Almanac - 19[},0 ff 
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TABLE B-3 
JULIAN DAY NUMBER ~ 

DAYS ELAPSED AT GREE~WICH ~OO~, A. D. 1900-1950 J 

Yfar Jan.O Feb.O Mar. 0 I Apr.O , May 0 I June 0 I July 0 I AUi.O I Sept.O I Oct. 0 ; ~ov. 0 I Dec. 0 

1900 241 5020 5051 5079 i~1 5140 15171 I 5201 15232 ! 5263 ! 5293 ' 5324 : 5354 

~~g~ ~~~g ~~~~ ~~~~ I ~~~g ~~~g! ~~~y ~~~y ~g~~: ~~~~ ,~~~~ ~~g~: ~~~~ 
1903 6115 6146 6174 I 6205 6235! 6266 6296 6327 I 6358 ; 6388 : 6419 : 6449 
1904 6480 6511 6540 6571 6601 I 6632 6662 6693 6724 6754, 6785 6815 

1905 
1906 
1907 

241 6846 
7211 
7576 

6877 
7242 
7607 

6905! 
I 7270 I 
I 76351' 

6936 
7301 
7666 

6966 I 6997 
7331 i 7362 
7696 i 7727 

7027 
7392 
7i57 

7058 
7423 
7788 

7089 
7454 
7819: 

7119! 
7484 
7849 

7150 
7,115 
7880 

7180 
7545 
7910 

1908 
1909 

7941 
8307 

7972 
8338 

I 8001 
8366 

8032 
8397 

8062 
8427 

I 8093I 8458 
8123 
8488 

8154 
8519 

8185! 8215 
8550 i 8580 

8246 
'8611 

8276 
8641 

1910 
1911 

241 8672 
9037 

8703 
9068 

8731 I 8762 
9096 I 9127 

8792 
9157 

I 8823 
I 9188 

8853 
9218 

8884 
9249 

8915: 
9280 ~ 

8945 : 8976 
9310 : 9341 

!)006 
9371 

1912 9402 9433 9462 I 9493 !)523 I 9554 9584 961.1 0646 (J676 9707 9737 
1913 
1914 

9768 
242 0133 

9799 
0164 

9827! 9858 
0192! 0223 

9888 I 9919 
0253: 0284 

9949: 
. 0314 I 

9980 
0345 

-<)011 
'0376 

*0041 *0072 
0406' 0437 

*0102 
0467 

1915 
1916 

242 0498 
0863 

0529 
0894 

0557/ 0588 
0923 i 0954 

0618! 0649 I 0679 
0984 I 1015 : 1045 

0710 
1076 

0741! 
1107 

Oii1 i 0802 
1137' 1168 

I 0832 
1198 

1917 1229 1260 1288 I 1319 1349 1380 1410 1441 1472' 1502 1533' 1563 
1918 1594 1625 1653 I' 1684 1714 1745 1775 1806 1837 15567 1898 1928 
1919 1959 1990 2018. 2049 2079 2110 2140 2171 2202 2232 2263 2293 

1920 I 242 2324 2355 I' 2384 ! 2415 2445 2476 2506 2537 2568 2598 2629 2659 
1921 2690 2721 2749 I 2780 2810. 2841 2871 2902 2933 2963 2994 3024 
1922 3055 3086 3114 1 3145 3175 i 3206 3236 3267 3298 3328' 3359 3389 
1923 3420 3451 3479 1I 3510 3540' 3571 3601 3632 3663 3693 3724 3754 
1924 3785 3816 3845 i 3876 3906 3937 3967 3998; 4029 4059 4090; 4120 

1925 242 4151 4182 4210 I 4241 4271 4302 4332 4363 I 4394 4424 4455' 4485 
1926 4516 4547 4575 II 4606 4636 4667 4697 4728 i 4759 4789 4820· 4850 
1927 4881 4912 4940 4971 5001 5032 5062 5093 5124 5154 5185 5215 
1928 5246 5277 5306 5337 5367 5398 5428 5459 5490 5520' 5551 • 5581 
1929 5612 5643 5671 5702 5732 5763 5793 5824 5855 5885 [ 5916 ! 5946 

1930 242 5977 6008 6036 6067 6097 6128 6158 6189 6220 6250 i 6281 6311 
1931 
1932 

6342 
6707 

6373 
6738 

6401 
6767 

6432 
6798 

6462 
6828 

6493 6523 
6859 I 6889 

6554, 6585 
6920 I 6951 

6615 
6981 

6646 
7012 

6676 
7042 

1933 7073 7104 7132 7163 7193 7224; 7254 I 72851 7316 7346 i 7377 , 7407 
1934 7438 7469 7497 7528 7558 7589 7619 7650 7681 7711 I 7742 : 7772 

1935 242 7803 7834 786217893 7923 79541798418015; 8046 8076 I 8107 ! 8137 
1936 
1937 

8168 
8534 

8199 
8565 

8228 
8593 

i 8259 
I 8624 

8289 
8654 

8320 
8685 

8350 
I 8715 I 

8381, 8412 
8746 • 8777 

8442 r 

8807: 
8473 
8838 

. 
' 

8503 
8868 

1938 
1939 

8899 
9264 

8930 
9295 

8958: 
9323 

8989 
9354 

9019: 9050 19080 19111 : 9142 
9384 I 9415 9445 9476: 9507 

9172 I 9203 . 9233 
9537 i 9568 i 9598 

1940 242 9629 9660 968919720 9750 9781 19811 9842! 9873 9903! 9934 : 9964 
1941 9995 *0026 *0054 '1.0085 '*0115 ·0146 ·0176 ·0207 !·0238 *0268 :*0299 i*0329 
1942 243 0360 0391 0419 0450 1 0480 0511 0541 0572' 0603 0633' 0664 : 0694 
1943 0725 0756 0784 I 0815 0845 0876 I 0906 0937 0~68 0998 1029 1059 
1944 1090 1121 1150· 1181 1211 1242 11272 1303 1334 1364 1395 1425 

1945 243 1456 1487 151511546 1576 1607 I 1637 1668 1699 1729 1760: 1790 
1946 1821 1852 1880 1911 1941 1972 i 2002 2033 2064 2094 2125 I 2155 
1947 2186 2217 2245 I 2276 2306 2337 I 2367 2398 2429 2459: 2490 ~520 
1948 
1949 

2551 
2917 

2582 
2948 

2611; 2642 
2976 i 3007 

2672 
3037 

2703; 
3068 i 

2733 
3098 

2764 
3129 

2795 
3160 

2825' 
3190 

2856 
3221 

2886 
3251 

1950 243 3282 3313 3341 
.

I 3372 3402 
I 

3433 I 3463 3494 3525 3555 3586 3616 

* Fr'Jm "The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac - 1980" 
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TABLE B-4 
JULIAN DAY NU~1BER it-

DAYS ELAPSED AT GREE~"'ICH ~OO~, A. D. 1950-2000 

Year I Jan. 0 

I 
1950 24:~ 3282I' 

1~l51 3ti47 
11),12 4012 
1!J53 ! 4378 
1~54 I 4743 

~ ~~~ I 243 ~l~~ 
11)57 I 5839 
1!l58 I 62tH 
105!) 6,569 

1960 243 6934 
l!H)l 7300 
11)62 7665 
1963 8030 
1964 8395 

1965 243 8761 
1~66 9126 
1!H)7 !H!H 
1968 q~,56 

1961J 244 0222 

1!)70 244 05~7 

1971 (1).52 
1972 1317 
1073 1683 
1974 2048 

1975 244 2413 
1976 2778 
1977 31H 
1978 3509 
Hl79 3874 

1980 2H 4239 
1981 4605 
1982 4970 
1983 5335 
1984 5700 

244 60661985 
64311986 
67961987 
71611988 
75271989 

244 78921990 
82571991 
86221992 

1993 8988 
1994 9353 

244 9718 1995 
245 00B3 1996 

1997 0449 
Ig98 0814 

11791999 

245 15442000 

F~b. ,0 I ~lar. 0 I A~~ 0 I".yO I 1un,'0 I Jul,- 0 IAu•. 0 s.~t ..oI o:t ~ x:' 0 I D".O 

3.B.~ 3341 3.31 2 3402 34.~.) 34G3!3494 3020 I 3.')5;) 3.')86 3616I' 

367R 3700 J 3737 37tH 37!H~ 3k28 38.59 3~lJO: 3U20 3~J.5 1 3~81 
4043 4072 I 4103 4133 41ti4 41!14 4225 42.56 4286 4317 1 4347 
HOI) H:~7' Hlis 441)814'529 4,559 451)0 4621 4651 4G82: 4712 
4774 4802 4833 4863 4894 4924 4955 4986 5016 5047 5077 

5139 5167 5198, 5228 5259 5289 5320 5351 5381 5412 5442 
5504 5533 5564 I 5'5941 5625 5655 5686 5717 ,)747 5778 5808 
5870 58~)8 ,)\)29 I 51),51) 5990 6020 GO') 1 6082 6112 6143 6173 
6235 6263 6294 1.>324 1)3.55 638.) 6416 6447 64i7 6508 6538 
6600 6628 6659 G689 I 6720 6750 6781 6812 6842 6873 6903 

6065 6994 7025 7055 I 7086 7116 7147 7178 7208 7239 7269 
7331 735~1 73~0 7420 I 74.'51 i4FH 7,')12 7543 7573 7604 7634 
76lJ6 7724 7755 7i,~5 7k16 7846, 7S77 7\~08 7938 79ti9 7VY9 
80t)l 8089 8120 8150 8181 8211 I 8242 8273 8303 ~334 ~364I, 

8426 8455 8486 8516 8547 8577 I 8G08 8639 '8669 8700 8730I 

8792 8820 8851 8881 I 8912 8942 8973 I 90041 9034 <JOB5 9095 
9157 9185 IJ2lfj 924611J277 1J3/J7 !J338 I 9361) 939\) 1J430 \H60 
lJ522 %.')0 \)581 9611 \)642· \Hj72 !J703' 9734 I V71i4 \17lJ.5 %25 
\)887 ,lJ!Jl6 \J!J47 9\)77 *OOO~ !*003,~ :*006~) 1*0100 !*OI30*01Gl *Ol\)l 
0253 I 0281 0312 03421 0373 04031 0434 0465 i 0495 052G 0556 

0618 0646 Ofl77 0707; 0738 0768; 0799 0830 i 0860 0~91 0921 
01)83 1011 IU42 1072 I 1103 1133111fl4 I1V5 I 1225 12,56 1286 
1348 1377 1408 H3R 11469 149!} 1.530 1.~61 15!)I 1tj22 1(;52Ii 

11714 1742 1773 1"-;03 1834 1864 18V.5 I'J26 , 1!:J56 I~S7 21)17 
2079 2107 2138 216812199 2229 2260 2291 I 2321 2352 2382 

1
2444 2472 2503 2533 2564 2594! 2625 2656 i 2686 2717 2747 
2809 2838 2869 2SfJlJ 2~J30 2V60! 2!:JV 1 3022 I 3052 3083 3113 
3175 3203 3234 3264 32~15 3325 i 3356 33'\7 i 3417 3448 3478 
3540 3568 3599 362!:J 3660 3G\JO 13721 3752 3782 3813 3843I 

3905 3933 3964 3994 4025 4055 4086 411 7 4147 4178 4208 

4270 4299 4330 4360 4391 4421 I 4452 4483 4513 45H 4574 
4636 4664 4605 4725 4756 4786 4817 4848 4878 4909 49391 

5001 5029 I 5060 . 5090 15121 5151 I 5182 i 5213 5243 5274 5304 
5366 5394 I 5425 I 5455 
5731 5760 i 5791 I 5821 

6156 61866097 6125 
6.521 65516462 64UO 

6827 6855 6886 6916 
7192 7221 7252 7282 
7558 7586 7617 7647 

7923 7951 7982 8012 
8347 83778288 8316 
8713 87438653 8G82 

9019 9047 9078 VI08 
V443 94739384 9412 

9749 9777 9R08 9838 
0174 02040114 0143 
0,'>39 05690480 0508 

OIH5 0873 0904 0934 
1210 1238 1269 1209 

1635 16651575 1604 

5486' 5516 i 5547 ! 5578 I 5608 5639 566Y 
5852 I 5882 I 5913 I 5944 

6217 
6582 
6947 
7313 
7678 

8043 
8408 
87i4 
9139 
9504 

9869 
0235 
0600 
0965 
1330 

1696 

6247 
6612 
6U77 
7343 
7708 

8073 
8438 
8804 
9169 
9534 

9899 
0265 
0630 
0995 
1360 

1726 

6278 
6643 
7008 
7374 
7739 

8104 
8469 
8835 
9200 
9565 

9930 
0296 
0661 
1026 
1391 

1757 

6309 
6674 
7039 
7405 
7770 

8135 
8.500 
8866 
9231 
9596 

99tH 
0327 
06~j2 

1057 
1422 

1788 

5974 

6339 
6704 
7069 
7435 
7800 

6005 

6370 
6735 
7100 
7466 
7831 

6035 

6400 
6765 
7130 
7496 
7861 

8165 I 8196 I 8226 
8530 i 8561 I S591 
88()b' I .... 11')- I ~9--

_, : ~'J_I cc;)(

9261 9292. 9322 
9626 9657 I !J6S7 

9991 1*0022 1*0052 
0357 ' 0388 I 0418 
0722 0753· 0783 
1087 1118 11148 
1452 14831' 1513 

1818 1849 1879 

* From "The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac - 1980" 
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Table B-5 ~ 

OPTICAL OBSEHVATORIES, I9Sl 

---r	 ------
. 11"lilhl ," "urhtI'lacr 11I51rumrlll \\"l'~l r.~lIllrJlud~ LaUluti.. '~4'a (f;.'(),,1.1 

1....·\· .. 1) ('flrr.) 

---------------------- --,·-------------------l I ._--_. -,---I 
~._ .. & ...... ..-. -.
 

f 

i m mFbg;;;tnff, Ari7.0na	 l " 
Fla~ ... talr St ation	 GI-in Ast romctric Rcfll'ctor +3.) J I 02.t, :.!31fi - 7
U$. Naval Ohservatory 40-in H.itchey-Chrcticn Rctieclor + J 11 44 149 

+-111 44 2:lli 
+3.) II 03li 2:112 - 7

P.O. Box 1149	 :l4-in Ca:-segrain RPllcctor +-111 44 I;):; +3:) II 04 .') 2:U3 ! - 7 
fF1ag:-.t aft', Arizona Sti002 

Flafl;staft', Arizona 
Lowl'll Ob!'crvatorv 72-in Perkin~ Reflcctor t + III :l2	 09 3 ! +3.) 0.') 4R fj 219R I - 7 
P.O. Box 12tl9 . I	 42-~n ~itchc~:-Chr"~t ~en Reflcrt or + III :t! 08 : +:J.) 0;> 4R ~ 19R ; - 7 
Flag:-;bIT, Arizona SGOOI	 24-m Clnrk f·.qllatorral Hcfractor I + III 39 48 : ... :l;) 12 os :.!210 - 7 

24-in Morp;an Reflcctor ! +III 39;>4 I +35 12 14 I 2204 - 7 
13-in Lowell Refractor 1 + III 32 08 t+3 .=) 0.) 44 '2200 - 7 

--; 42-in Clark Reflector -,+1 II 32 09,30 '- +3;; 0,') 4G G J....- 21S0 - 7' 

i 31-in Reflector + III 32 09 +35 05 ,j,')	 1 2198 - 7 
! 
Inb:"gow, Scotland 

Gla...;gow l·ni\'cr;;it~· Ob~er\'atnr~' O.;'-m RitC'he~'-Chrt~tien Hetlector + 4 18 20 
I
I +55 54 08: 

• 
53 

Acre Un:ll]i:\l:\nhill Ho:\d O.:J-m Tcl(,:-1cope + 4 18:l2 . +55 54 09· 53 
(-;la!'gow li20 OtL, SCllt land G-cm Transit Telcscope + 4 18 1!l ! +55 54 08 f ;'}3 

(irccnbelt, Mar~'bnd 
<1odd:lul Rc--carrh 01 ),('fvator\' OL')-cm C~s:",/Colld(~ Rcllector + 7G 49 37.14 +39 01 Li9 ' ;;3 + I 
~ ASAjCiodd:ml Space Fli~ht Center 4R-in COllllc Tde:,cope + 7G 49 43_33 +39 01 16.9 ;')3 .. I 
Greenbelt, :\Iaryland 20771 2-Element Interfcrometer + 7G 49 33 +39 01 17 i 44 

Harvard, :\hs~ach\l;;;ett:; 
George n. Ag:ls:"iz ~tation };');;-cm W~'cth F('ek('r Reflector + 71 33 2932 I +42 30 190 i 185 i + Ii 
HMvard College Ob"'l'rv:lt()r~' HO-ft Equatorial Radin Antenna + 71 33 30 +42 30 13 183 
Harvn.rd, :\lassn.chllsetts 01451 

HNc;t01onr('lIx, Enp:bnd 
RO\':l1 (irl'('nwirh Oh,('rv:ltoT\- Cooke Tr:ln~it Circle - 0 20 1.=).45 +.50 .=)2 18 34 
H('r"tnwncellx Ca"lle . flR-in },:aac ~ewton Rdkctor - 0 20 46_;-) +.;0 ;il 58 ;i3 
Ibil:-hnlll, East S,,=-,s('x BN2i I UP 2.1-rlll Photo~r:lphic Zenit h Tlllw - 0 20 19;') +.)0 52 19 28 
England 2G-in Thompson Refral'tor - 0 20 48,0 +50 52 09 50 

IIoh:Ht, Tasmania 
rniver~it\' of Taslll:mi:l Ob,,('rv:\torv 1-01 Optical Tele'l'ope -147 32 00 -42 ,1)0 00 300 
G.P.O. Box 2.i20 . 0.4-01 Optil'al T('le5cope -147 32 00 -42 ;"}O 00 300
 
Hobart, Tasmania 7001 2.i6x2;,}Ii-1ll :\rr:lV -147 32 00 -42 .')0 00 :300
 
A\I;;;tralin. ;-) 12x512-m :\rr:l.~· - 147 32 00 -42 50 00 300
 

Hohcr Li;;;t, I.erm:my F. R. 
lTnh('r Lio.:t 01l'"'cr":ltor\' lOo-rlll ('a"eJZ:rain Tf'\f''''l'ope - 6 51 0002 +.'50 09 4.')3 ;')33 
Cni\'cr"it\· of Bonn . :Hl-cllI (':I",o.:e~r:lil1 'l't'II''''l'opl' - 6 .=)0 ;;905 +;')0 09 47 .') .i43 
J)-.=).-)(',~ Ib"n, (Eif('1) :H-clll ~('blllirlt 1'ele'('llIH' - 6 50 :;G;,)7 +.')0 09 4tl R ;i45 
German.v F. R. :3fl/:JO-('m Hdral'tor - 6 .11 0202 +.iO 09 4~.) .i41 

30-em Astrograph - (l .=)0	 ;')825 +.'l0 09 47 _;)! .i44 

JllnJZ:fralijorh, Switzerland 
II i~h Alpine Re~eart:h St at ion 7(i-cm C:l:""'.iC(lllrlt~ Tdl':"copr - 7 .j9 06 I +4G 32 53 :J57G 
~idlt'r... trasc;e .r; 
:W12 Bt'rnl', ~witz('f1:lnd 

Knmol/;:ltn-Cho, .bpan 
()ka~':lI11:l A... trnph\'c;ienl OI)"N\':\tor~' lSR-elll Rcflf'{'tor -133 35 4729 +34 34 261 :172 -18 
l\:lTlIO~:":l ('ho, .\o.::II':II£'IIi- f :110 Ql-l'l1I Hd!('('tflr -133 35 46.6 +34 34 22,8 3G5 -IS 
()ka~'ama-l\('n, i Iq-()~ .bp:11I li4-cllI Sidar H.l'llcctol -133 35 46 +34 34 18 :J.iO -IS 

* From -'nle Astronomical !laanae - 1981
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Table C-2 LIST OF RADIO TIl\lE SIGNALS '* 
This short, illustrative list of radio time signals contains information on time 

si~nals thlt arc wiJcly used and arc controlled by observatories communicating 
their results to the Bureau International de I'Heure. Since transmission times and 
frequencies arc liable to change current schedules should be consulted to obtain 
up-to-date inform.ation. 

The International Astronomical Union (Dublin, 1(55) has recommended the 
cessation of ONOGO and rhythmic type signals; details of such signals have therefore 
been excluJed from this list. 

Country Authority 

Argentine 

Australia 

Brazil 

Canada 

China 

France 

:'\;1\":11 Ohseryatory, 
Uucnos Aires 

:\Iilitary Geograph
ic3.1 Institute, 
Buenos Aires 

:'.lount Stromlo 
Observatory, 
Canberra 

National Observa
tCJrv. KIt) de l::uwiro 

Dominion Observa
tory, Ottawa 

Zi-Ka-\Vei 
Observatory, 
Shanghai 

Observatory of 
Paris 

Call Frequency 
V.T. Sign kc/s 

It ID 

01 00 LOL 8 1I0 

13 00 17 180 

ZI 00 

10 °5 LQC 17550 

22 OS 

0800 VHP 44 
14 00 VIX 64Z8 ·S 
2000 8478 

12 907·5 

0°3° PPE 8721 

J:t :to 
203° 

01 30 PPR 6421 

14 30 8 634 
ZI 30 17 194 

CHU 333° 
7335 

14 670 

II 00 npv 9368 
13 00 

15 00 

Notes 

Continuous transmis
sions. 

c800 FYP 9 1 • I S 
09 00 

09 30 
13 00 

2000 

ZI 00 

223° 

0900 FYA3 7428 

21 00 

0800 TQC9 1°775 
2000 

093° TQGs 13 873 

13 00 

22 30 

continued·. on next page 

i.e " trfrom the Explanatory Supplement to the Ephemeris. 1961 
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Table C-2 (continued) 

Call Frequency 
Country Authority V.T. Sign kc/s Notes 

III 1ft 

Germany Gcm1an IIydro 00 00 DAM 4 265 
(f\'d(;ral Gcm1an gr:.lphic Institute, (,475·5 

Republic) lIamburg 8638.5 

1200 DAM 8638.5 
16980 

I I 00 D:'\lIbo 3970 
D~lR27 6075 

08 10 DCF77 77·5 
I I 10 

Gcnnany Geodetic Institute, DIZ 45 2 5 Continuous transmis
(German Demo Potsdam sions. 
cratic Republic..:) 

Japan Astronomical 12 30 J.-\522 16 170 

Observatory, 1'okyo 

Switzerland Cantonal Obscrva 08 15 HBB 96'05 
tory, i'cuchatc1 

Union of Soviet Central Scientific 00 00 ROR 25 

Socialist Inwstigation 04 00 

Republics Institute, ::\loscow 08 00 

12 00 

1600 

2000 

08 00 R\Y:\I 5 000 Sigl131s ~rc transmit
to 10000 ted on one or more 

2200 IS 000 of th<:se frequencies 
20000 at intervals of 2 h• 

.';MfonulnJcal IX no np'T' 
~ (l __ 

J -";Io"J 

Ohscr,atory, II 5Ho 
Ta~hkl'nt 

United Kingdom Royal Greenwich 1000 CDR 16'0 G BZ llsed as a reser\'c 
Obsen"atory, IS 00 GBZ 19·6 transmitter for GBR. 
Herstmonceux 

1000 GIC27 7 397·5 Signals are transmitted 
18 00 GI C29 9350 on two of these fre

G 1C33 13 555 quencies at the times 
G1C37 17 685 quoted. 
G PD30 10 332.5 

G KU5 12 790 

L'nited States CniteJ States 00 00 ~SS 121 ·95 162 kc/s repbces 
of America Naval Observatory, 0200 5 870 121·95 on transmis

\\"ashington 0600 942 5 sions at ISh oom and 
0800 13 575 20 h oom on Tuesday, 
1200 17050 \VednesJ.ty, and Thur
14 00 23 650 sday. Transmisc;ions 
1800 are on all frequencies 
2000 at th~ times quot~d. 

NBA 18 Continuous tran;mis
sions except between 
I3 b OOID and 21 h oom 
V.T. on \\·cdncsday. 
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Table C-3 LIST OF COORDINATED TI:\lE AND FREQUENCY 
TRANS:\IISSIONS * 

This list contains information on the coordinated time nod frequency trans
missions of the United Kitlgdom and the United State5 of America. The 
co-operating authorities are: in the Cnited Kingdomt the Royal Greenwich 
Observatoryt the National Physical Laboratory, and the General Post Office; and 
in the United States, the U.S. Xaval Observatory, the Naval Research Laboratory, 
and the National llureau of Stanoards. 

Country Call Sign Frequency Trammi'5Sion Tim'~s 

kc/s (V.T.) 
United Kingdom ::'\lSF zsoo Continuous 

5 000 

10 000 

60 1411 30m - ISh 30m 

GBR 16 Continuous (traffic) except for 
daily maintenance between 
I3 h oom :~!1d ISh oom. 
Time signals at lOb oom and 
I8h ooh only. 

United States V\'\\'v 2 500 Continuous 
of America 5 000 

10 000 

IS 000 

20 0(\0 

25 000 

WWVH 5 000 Continuous 
10 000 

IS 000 

~BA 18 Continuous except between 
I3 h oom and 2 I h oom on 
\Vednesday. 

*from the "Explanatory Supplement to the Ephemeris, 1961" 
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Table C-4 Constellation names and abbrevialions * 
The follo\\"inl! list of cOI1~tellation name<; and ahbreviations is in accordance with the 

resolutions of till' Intnnatiol1:1l Astronomical Cnion (T,ollS. f.rI.V.• I, 15K; 4,221: 9, 
66 and i7). The boundaril'R of the constl.:lIat iom are listed by E. Delp,)rtc, nn behalf of 
the LA. U., in lJdimitatioll uimtifitlll(! des ((llIstcllat/nllS (taUl's I't (ortl's), CambriJ!'!(' L'niver

. sity Press, 1930; the ar~as of the constellations are given in Handbouk B.A.A., 1 1)61. 

:\ominativc Cenitin: ~ominativc Genitive
 
.-\nd ronlt'da And .-\ndrnmeJac Lacerta Lac Laccrtae
 
Antlia Ant Antliae Leo Leo Leonis
 
.-\pus Aps Apodis Leo :\1inor L:\Ii Leonis :\1 inoris
 
.\qllJrius Aqr Aqu:lrii L~pus Lep Leporis
 
.\quila Aql Aquilac Libra Lib Librae
 
.\ra .-\ra Arae Lupus Lup Lupi
 

... .-\n::o Ar~ Argue; Lynx Lyn Lyncis 
..\rit:s Ari Arictis Lyra Lyr Lyrac 
.-\uriL:a Aur Aurigac :\l~nsa :\Ien Mensae 
Bootl's Doo Bootis :\licroscopium :\lic :\ Iicro<;copii 
Caelum Cae Cadi l\lonoceros l\lon :\JoI1ocerotis 
Camdopardalis Cam CameloparJalis :\lusca :\1us i\lu<;cae 
C,mcer Cnc Cancri ~orma ="or ?\ormae 
Cant:s Yt:natici C\"n Canum Ycnaticorum Octans Oct Octantis 
C.:nis \ bjor C:\Ia Canis \Iajoris OphiudlUS Oph Ophiuchi 
Canis \linor C:\li Canis :'.linoris Orion Ori Orionis 
C;>.pricornus Cap Capricarni Payo Pay Pa\·onis 
Carina Car Carinae Pegasus Peg PCl,.;usi 
C<!ssiopeia Cas Cussiopeiae Perseus Per Pcrsei 
Centaurus Cen Centauri Phoenix Phe P1-1ocnicis
 
C.:pileus Ccp Ccphci Pictor Pic Pictoris
 
('ctus Cl:t ('eti Pisces PSl: Piscium
 
ChJ.r.l~ldt:on Cha Chamadcontis tPiscis .\uc:;trinus Ps.-\ Piscis .-\usirini
 
C~:-~:~~u.~ c;i Ciccini ?uppis PlIP ""U~~PlS
 

l·(';u~r.bJ Col Columhac Pyxis Pyx PyxiJis
 
CO!l1J nert:nices Com Com'll: Berenices Reticulum Het Reticuli
 

tCorona :\ustri;1a Cr.-\ Coronae .\ustrinae S:l~itta S~e ~.,l~itt,le 

Corona ~3orealis crn Coronae Borealis Sa~ittarius Sgr S<l;,:ittarii 
Con·us Crv COr\-i Scorpius Sea SC'-irpii 
Crater Crt Cratcris Sculptor ScI SC\ll~toris 

Crux Cru Crucis Scutum Set S..:uti 
C~·!.mus Cyg Cygni tScrpens Ser SL lpL'ntis 
Delphinus Del Delphini Sextans Sex SexL,r.tis 
Dorado Dor Doradlls Taurus Tall Tauri 
Draco Dra Draconis Telt.:scopium Tel Tdescopii 
EquulcllS Equ Equulci Triangulum Tri Tri.;nguli 
EriJ::mus Eri Eridani Triangulum .-\ustra!e TrA TrianguJi Australis 
Forn~!x For Fomacis Tucana Tuc ~rucanae
 

Gemini (;em Geminorum Ursa :\Iajor U:\la V,s:,e :\Lljoris
 
(;ruc:; Gru Gruis L'rsa :\linor U;\li Crsac \linoris
 
I itrculL's Jh:r Herculis Vela Y"l Ye]urum
 
Hor()l()~ium Bor Horolngii Virgo Vir Yirginis
 
H~'dra Hya Hydrat: ,"olans Vol Vubntis
 
II ydrus lIyi Hydri Vulpccula Vul Vulpl'culac
 
Indus Ind Jndi
 

* In modern u"al'e Argo is dividl'd into eMina, Puppi:::, and '"cIa.
 
t Australis is so~nctimes lIseJ, in hoth nominative :md ~~niti\'e.
 

t Serpens may be di\-ideJ into Serpens Caput and Serpens Cauda.
 

* from the "Explanatory Supplement to the Ephemeris, 1961" 
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Table C-5 Alphabetical star list 

Popular Name Astronomical l;ame Approx. R.A., 1~71 

Aldebaran a Tau 4h 34m 

Alioth, E tn-1a 12 52 
Alkaid T} UHa 13 46 
Al Nilam E Ori 5 34 
Alphecca a CrB 15 33 

Alpheratz a And 0 06 
Altair 
Antares 

a 
a 

Aql 
Sco 

19 
16 

49 
27 

Arcturus a Boo 14 14 
Bellatrix Y Ori 5 23 

Betelgeuse -= 

Canopus 
- a 

a 
Ori 
Car 

5 (53 
6 '23 

Capella aAur 5 14 
Castor a Gem 7 32 
Deneb a ryg 20 40 

Denebola f3 Leo 11 47 
Dubhe a UMa 11 01 
Elnath f3 Tau 5 24 
Eltanin (or Etamin) 
FO!!lB.Ll1aut 

Y Dra 
aPsA 

17 
22 

55 
55 

Hamal a Ari 2 05 
Kochab f3 UMi 14 50 
!-1arkab a Peg 23 03 
l-1egrez S UHa 12 13 
gerak f3 Ul'-1a 10 59 

~~izar , UMa 13 _22 
Phecda Y Ul1a 11 52 
Polaris (the Pole star) a UMi 2 02 
Pollux f3 Gem 7 43 
Procyon a CHi 7 37 

Regulus a Leo 10 06 
Rigel f3 Ori 5 13 
saiph 
Schedir 

K Ori 
a Cas 

5 
0 

46 
38 

Shaula A Sco 17 31 

Sirius a CMa 6 43 
Spica a Vir 13 23 
Thuban a Dra 14 03 
Vega aLyr 18 35 
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